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JOUBNAL

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, September 28, 1922.
JUDGE HALTS CASE
TO TEACH A CLASS

KING OF GREECE

IN

HAS ABDICATED:

PRINCE

'G

COURTJETIQUETTE

ASCENDS THRONE
.Constantino Has Signed a
Decree Without Reservation, Says Central News
Dispatch From Athens,

ROOT PREDICTS

Mother Abducted From Home,
Beaten by 7 exas Klanswomen

FOLLOWERS ARE

New York, Sept. 27. Supreme Court Justice Callaghanin
slopped a divorce hearing
Brooklyn for a few minutes
today and taught a class les-in
court etiquette, tho object
son being.
young man. reIn new fall garb,
splendent
who forgot to take off his delicately tinted hat.
The victim, seated in a front
row of the court room with
his new hat perched on his
head at a rakish angle, did
not notice Justice Callaghan's
stony stare. When the justice
asked him to "come uo here,"
he blushed and started to remove his headgear.
"No, keep it on," said Jus"It's a pretty
tice Callaghan.
snappy hat. Come up here and
let's all look."
Violently blushing, the youth
sat beside the Judge until the
court room had its fill of giggles at his expense, when he
to regain his
was allowed
seat.
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REVOLUTION IN
GREECE IS

BY LAW

H

PROBLEM FACED

BY THE ALLIES
Harding Administration Has:
AArimnIichorl t.in MVP
Things Most Needed, He
Impromptu Cabinet MeetiDeclares in Address.
ng; in London Finds tho
Albany,
T, Sept. 27. Early
Ministers in a Very Pes'adoption by tho republican con
simistic
Mood,
onco
at
prohibiting
gress of laws

Their Faith and Admiration Can Become a Domi
nating Power in the State,

j

N".
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 27 (by thj Ah-- j
sociuted Press.) Fifty thousand1
GenrcriH. followers nf TInlled States'
.Senator Thomas E. Watson, who
strikes which "cut oft tho supply
died yesterday in Washington, to'of food or service necessary to the SITUATI0NC0NTAINS
CAUSES NOSURPRISE
day are leaderless offering to
some man who can win their faith
life of the community," and at the
IN CONSTANTINOPLE
ELEMENTS OF DANGER
and admiration an opportunity to
saiiia time protect the workman's
become a dominating power in state
liberty, was predicted tiy inimihu
his
Knot, temporary chairman,
politics.
Has Been Rumored for SevPeace Conference
adiiress before the republican state Proposed
Tomorrow afternoon, in the little
convention
Been
Is Described as "Not on
Has
He
today.
eral Days
village of Thomson, the last rites
will be said. Throughout the state
Touching on the recent rail and
the Horizon at Present";
conl strikes, Mr. Root said:
Trying to Get Permission
there is sadness over the senator's
"We are all employers and lulxir-er- s
death, with both political friends
to Live in Denmark.
Forces Concentrated,
to
is
the
and
apt
public
general
and enemies expressing regret and
So
strikes.
he
about
impatient
to
bereaved
at
the
family
sympathy
beLondon. Sept. 27 (by the AssocLondon, Sept. 27 (by the Assolong as strikes were a contest
"Hickory Hill."
News
A Central
ciated Tress.)
tween laborers and employers to iated Press.)
A
Creek revolution
In the mind of most every GeorBOOKS
for labor its fair share of has been added to the
dispatch from Athons, timed 8:30
gian there is a picture of a slight
to
come
has
which
wealth
new
tin;
outarms
o'clock this morning. Bays King
figure standing with
Near Eastern difficulty and
invention and
mankind through
stretched on a platform. His eyes
Constantino signed an abdication
of the allies are now faced with a,
anil
application
discovery
are
silvered
red
his
witn
hair,
fiery;
decree without reservation.
science, and the art of organiza- more complex situation than ever.
grey, is disordered; his face im
TO
tion, tho sympathies of the Ameri- An impromptu cabinet meeting toas from his lips eloquent
passioned
can public wero with labor. When night found the ministers in a very
CHOWN PRINCR GRORGE
words pour like a flowing stream
a
becomes nn attempt to Pessimistic mood, a comforting asstrike
WILL BE NEW 151XER
of moulten metal WatBon, the ora
coerce the public, into taking action pect of the critical position being
of
the
emotions
tor,
upon
playing
BY
by cutting off the supply of food that no collision has as yet occured
his followers like a master of
Athens, Sept. 27 (12:12 p. m., by
and service necessary to the life of between the British and Turks In
musical instrument.
Crown
the Associated
Press.)
the community, I am sure that tho Chanak zone.
Mn y Name a Successor.
Trince George will take the oath
In other respects tho situation
feeling goes the other way.
Under the Georgia law, Governor
The ramshackle home from which Mrs. C Tatum was abducted by Klanswomen near Fort Worth, Texas. public
"I think that in this country we contains every element of danger.
Governor Orders Investiga- Thomas W. Hardwick may appoint
the
fourteen-year-olThe Kemalists, who are on both
approaching
her
gradually
Alleged Ku Klux Klanswomen rented
given rise to the belief that n ar
temporary successor to the Junior ibducted
tion of Charge That A- asenator
Mrs. 1. C. Tatum from laughter. The women are said women's auxiliary
flanks of tho British line, ut Chanak
of the K.i point where the law of tho land
to serve until the general
bewill
for
distinguishing
to
l:er home near Forth Worth, Texan,
have told Mrs. Tatum that Klux Klan has been organized
provide
apparently refuse to budyo and
Discriminated 'election, November 7. The governor, and
and
of
kinds
strikes,
two
tween
tho
even
were
members
men
beat
same
to
of
ladies'
as
a
her
decline to recognize tho exwork
the
the
severely.
They they
who now is in Canada, has telecom- istence of
the
mls- - secret society.
against
public
with
do.
The
has
protecting
her
a neutral zone.
Democrats.
having
charged
flogging
Against
to
life
graphed the executive department
of
peril
pulsion by threat
Situation Is Tense.
he will return to Atlanta to
that
the
to
of
machinery
destruction
or
After the cabinet council tonight
Special to The Journal.
take the matter under consideraf
of civilization, and at the same time the
proposed peace conference was
1
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 27. In tion.
to described
workman's
tho
liberty,
protect
as "not on the horizon
W. J. Vereen, chairman of ths EIND SLAYER OF
3
8
refuse to work and the workman's at present."
response to a demand by the GalYet until tho confercomSf
executive
democratic
state
ft
C.
M.
work.
to
Governor
liberty
ence materializes every one here
lup Herald.
to call i
the
has
mittee,
I"
authority
till
Investigation.
has directed State Traveling primary to nominate i candidate
that realties that the danger is ex"I am inclined to think
British and
tremely grave.
Auditor Whittier, who is in Gal- tor the unexpired term in the gennot liintr could be better at this ITurks
IS
2
RY
are hastening the concentra
to
eral election. Ho has stated he
lup checking up city officials,
of the perennial process of
stage
ot
tion
forces
the British
antheir
investiand
official
once
an
make
at
soon will issue a statement
industrial adjustment than the public is
apprehensive that any mo
gation of county otficers of
nouncing his decision on a sugges
condition which has now been ment
might bring about nn untion that such a primary be ordered.
county.
reached through the patience and fortunate
incident, setting the opThe demand for the InvestigaIn the event the chairman does
S
ARE
sympathetic influence of the presi- posing forces
demo-eratiin action.
not call a primary the state
tion was made because the
dent. That condition is full and
The
are anxiously askiio;
convenes
people
central
which
into the
convention,
county democratic
investigation
impartial
how the disappearance of King
committee made charges to the In Macon early next month is exrights and wrongs upon which the Constantlne
and the new situation
effect that the republican asses- pected to indorse a candidato for Charlotte Mills 16. Writes Citizens of Eureka Springs, Santa Fe Employes at Nee- recent strikes have rested, accomGreece will affect the question
sor of the county had shown fa- election, it was said in political cirpanied by a clear and uncompro of the
BatGreek
evacuation ot eastern
in
Gun
Governor
to
in
Connecdles Arrested
the
tax- cles.
Ark., Engage
a Letter
voritism toward republican
mising declaration by the president
of the rule of law and liberty, Thrace required by tho allies and
democratic
Among those being mentioned as
payers and against
TheCashNew
tle
With
tion
With
of
New Jersey;
Robbers;
Abandoning which is to be iplied to the re- insisted upon by Kemal Pusha bh
candidates for the unexpired term
taxpayers.
a preliminary to any peace confer
The county assessor has de- are former Senator Hoke Smith
ier Sounds Alarm.
Trains at Desert Points. sults of the investigation."
Is Taken Up.
1' rom the
ory
confused and con
deDeclaring that the five things ence.
manded of the chairman of the Governor Hardwick, recently
most needed when President Hard- flicting accounts
reaching herecommittee feated bv Clifford M. Walker for
democratic
27.
central
27.
N.
Scot.
27.
J..
ICigtit
Eureka
Ark.,
New
Brunswick,
Calif.,
Needles,
Sept.
Springs,
Sept.
took offico were an ending of from Athens, this is a matter ot
Clark Howell, national
ing
that a representative of his comwrote
at16.
men
who
of
were
five
Mills,
bandits
Threo
arrested
Charlotte
here today by "the autocratic method of govern- extreme uncertainty.
tonight
mittee be present at the official democratic committeeman of GeorThe revolution
seems to have
a letter to Governor Kdwards of tempted to rob the First National deputy United States marshals on ment consented to for tho purpose
gia, and II. H. Dean.
investigation.
to
issued
warrants
him
Los
at
help
Angeles on of carrying on the war, abolition taken two different lines, one deNew Jersey, asking
None of these, however, ha
bank here at noon today were
the defense of Thrace, t
the use of his naive, fitat- - her find the murderer of her moth- killed and tho other ivo wounded indictments returned by federal of tho immensely extravagant scale manding
hn-OPERATING REVENUES
grand Jury, which investigated nf expenditures established during other asking for the formation of
that it would pot be proper t.o er, Mrs. James Mills, Who .sslwln and cmprurr-- in
ba'Ue
a
inIt If
running
government.
charges of nonsplracy to impede the war, restoration of normal
two weeks Vigo With Jtev. r;dwird.
discuss the' matter nttbis time.
OF THE SANTA FE IN
dustrial production, establishment also reported that General Bapals.
Wheeler Hall, rector of the Protes- with citizens which followed the interstate traffic.
of tho burglar alarm.
Tho men are C, E. Holly, of international peace and conva- tho new military
governor of
tant Episcopal, Church, of St. John sounding
AUGUST DECREASED HEAT IS ALLOWED TO
K. G. Smith, cashier of the engineer:
L. E. Woodbeok, braku- - lescence from
the condition of Thrace, has gono to the revolution
the Evangelist.
stepthe
the
to
Mills
sounded
in
ist
alarm
Incident
the
bank,
by
Fox.
In her letter little Miss
headquarters
'man; C I.
engineer; feverish excitement
STAND BUT ALL BETS
Chicago, Sept. 27. Railway ope
ping on a section of the bank E. II. Reynolds, brakeman; E. war," Mr. Root asserted tho I In ril- region to consult with tho leaders
wrote that who had heard that
accomof
more
had
tho
defmitw
Until
administration
OFF political gang, which "is running floor which was connected with Arkebaucr.
rating revenues of the Atchison, To
E.
coupe.
DECLARED
ing
ARE
conductor;
news is received and a new Greeit
peka and Santa Fe railway for
tliinsrs." was interfering with the the burglar alarm.
Fraseur, brakeman; It. H. Clem- plished nil these.
I.
a
034.
decreased
Is
544,
ban$2,
Kndcd.
August
Alarmed citizens met the
of the shooting of her
government is formed, it
Autocracy
impossi
ents, machinist, and John A. Stcck-leiColumbus, O., Sept. 27 (by the investigation
"The president," he declared, ble to estimate what the situation
compared to the same month last
dits with gunfire as they emerged
machinist.
V
l
www
Press). After declar- mother.
refusto
New
an
will
year, while operating expenses in Associated
end
by
of
Mills
conwith
bank
am
their
Charlotte
in
loot,
from
autocracy
the
were
made
"I
The
develop.
"put
charges
heat of the 2:08 trot
creased $2,410,933.93,
it was an ing the fourth
wrote.
H0.000 Troops In Thrace.
she
"My carrying before them the bank nection with the abandonment of ing to be an autocrat, by secting
because they ruled that Brunswick,"
.
I 'llUCfl
111 K I
IIUUIILCU tUUcljr,
an ablo cabinet, and being willing
H is stated that Greece has
was murder teller as a shield.
railas
Fo
know,
and
you
Santa
mother,
Atchison,
Topeka
not
were
trying, Judges ed two
them
let
for the first eight months of the the drivers
and
to
to
advice
seems
It
their
take
Tho bandits returned the fire.
ago and
troops in Thrace ready to fight
road trains at Needles and other
atl''J'
13, 000,754. 58 and at the local Grand circuit meeting
is not
year decreased
Clem- run their own departments at the the Turks, and in tho event of a.
whose desert points last August.
ex- me that the investigation
1,11
Ernest
Jeweler,
Jordan,
had
discovered
late
they
today
operating expenses for that period ceeded their
I have received store adjoins the bank, received ents and Steeklein nre members of same time deciding Inflexibly, after revolutionary government coming
results.
authority and ruled brincimr
decreased $7,007,124.81, compared
counsel, on matters upon into power, with a determination to
the letters from strangers spying that powder burns from tho bandits' shop crafts brotherhoods) on strike taking
Former Kins Constantino, or Greece to the corresponding eight months that the heat would stand as
the political gang is running things. pistols.
from the Santa Fe yards here. The which the chief executive was call- defend the provinces, the guestiou
on
the
bets
but
all
horses
finished,
to
of 1921.
Operating revenues for heat were declared off. The heat Can this be true?"
arises who will undertake to enforce,
Firing from nn upper story trainmen nuclei- arrest are employes ed Mr. deride."
as king this afternoon at the palace August, 1922,
Hoot pointed to the presi- Greek evacuation to satisfy Kcmal-is- t
were $19.9 18,53.34, was won
"As we have no means whatever window
of a store across the of the Santa Fe.
the
Kacotlllo,
by
trotting
coal
and
menYbers
of
rail
before the
the retiring against $22,492,597.91
in August, mile in 2:20. The 2:08 pace also to get legal help, is thrre not some street from the bank, .loo McKln-nchandling of the
demands.
Holly is mayor of Needles and dent's
strikes as evidences of his work in
1921, while expenses were $1 4,778
; cabinet.
That the British government is
way, dear governor, you can help
heats before it was won me
attorney, killed or mortally during the period the trains were bringing the nation bade to normal
926.24 for August this year, against went four
moth
of
find
the
murderer
my
comnii'-leto its policy of returning
e
wounded one bandit..--- ' It was said held Hi' was chairman of a
Miss Marie. She took the third
Industrial conditions, and ritefl tbr adhering
CHARLOTTK MILLS."
er?
Constantino twice occupied the $12,367,992.31 in August last year. by
eastern Tlwace to tb" Turks is de
of tho Urotherhnod of Locomoheats
was
and
race,
and
robber
killed
fourth
another
by
at
conference
WashingBoth
Greek
operating revenues and
throne of Greece. His first reign
tive Engineers appointed to handle ton as evidence of his skill
"Pop" Geers drove Mjlado Guy Charlotte wrote the letter after Constable llritton.
as a monstrated by the fact that
operating expenses of the Chicago to a straight heat victory In the she returned from srhool, which
Fox Is local chair- statesman in international affairs. transports have been forbidden to
Ono bandit, who sat in an auto- the situation.
began March IS, 1913, with assas and
deOn
to
she
her
Northwestern
way
resumed
use the straits from today. It was
today.
railway
2:12 trot, limited to
of the bank, at- man of the engineers' brotherhood.
sination of his father, George I, and creased in August compared
"The fifth thine I mentioned."
school this morning, she said that mobile into front
to the trotters.
is chairman of tho gensupposed that tho Greeks themClements
make
his
but
getaway
nerve
own
our
he
tempted
"was
continued,
continued until June, 1917, when same month last year. Revenues
selves had withdrawn the cruise'1;
Abbe Dale, favorite in the Arch she and her father did not dlscius was captured after being wound- eral committee of striking shop recovery.
our
.'
while
nd
behold,
as
he was forced by the demands of for August, 1922, were $12,860,888, City $3,000 stake for 2:10 pacers, the tragedy at home,
they could ed.
era ft employes at Needles.
response to tho allied
has been going on in Averoff in
Great Britain, France and Russia against $14. 875, 967 in August, 1921, broke in the first heat and finished agreo on but few of the details in
request, but a late despatch reto federal officials, government
According
Two of the men were shot as
its
sincere
and
way,
honest,
shootkindly
double
connection
with
the
for
and
total
expenses
that the crew of tho
operating
lie train abandonment was the reRobert Dlrtct in winning
eighth.
to abdicate because of his pro-Gthey ran down the street.
redressing abuses, re.'or.rilins dif- ports
the month were $10,051,357, com the heat in 2:02'4. lowered his rec- ing.
and sailed for Constantideformed
a
the
mit
of
by
plan
man sympathies.
The
dead:
a
ferences
and
been
The authorities who have
pared with $10,368,651 for August ord and equalled the mark for the
fendants and others, which resulted sound conduct of govenimcn: and nople without their commander.
St
40,x
WILSON,
Cookston,
He was succeeded by his son, Al last year.
several
lust
the
for
days Okla.
event.
was employed
The event record
Position Is Much Fused?
in the impeding of the United States life, we find ourselves cured."
exandoi', who was nominated by the
broken in the second mile when on a study of the clews in the case,
The Associated Press correspondCEO. PRICE,
Cookston. mails.
40,
as
and
blackmail
first
In
won
'A
supporting
2:01
Abbe
Dale
in
monarch
had
and
who
ent
and
at Constuntinoplo learns that
deposed
Jealousy as motives for the Ok l.i.
the Komulists are willing to ac- -.
promised to carry out Constantlne's
taking the third mile and race he then
CHARLES
25.
brother
PRICK,
announced
ON
WAIVERS
ASKED
crime,
tonight they
LAW equalled this time.
cept tho principle of neutrality of
policies, despite allied demands to
FOC
George Price, also of Cookston.
Nedda failed in the attempt to were investigating the activities of of
the contrary. For three stormy
the straits pending the armistice,
17
PLAYERS BY THE
Okla.
secret
a
of
absence
in
the
society
lower
the
Alexander
In
record
of
name
track
year
reigned
conference, which General Harlng-to- n
trotting
Tho wounded:
leads.
other
own
In
her
Then
record
his
and
of
1:59W,
that
death
BROOKLYN
OFFICIALS
only.
tragio
proposed should be held uC
new
Mark
.
this
45.
Hcnricks.
Prosecutor
said
of
Park
Strieker
mark, but she did succeed in equal
1920, due to the bite of a pet mon.Mudanla or Ismld.
Apparently,,
IS
BY
ASSAILED
on
Okla.
the
had
Hill,
been
taken
theory
up
It.
S therefore, nemal Pasha is ready ti.
ing
key again turned the spotlight on
New York, Sept. 27. Officials ot
Nono
evidence
of
of
the
conclusive
half
citizen
dozen
discovery
who
had spent the
Constantlne,
participate in Buch a conference.
that the Bociety was an active force who engaged the bandits in thu the Brooklyn National leaguo cluh
intervening three years in exile
and this implies that tho situation
REVOLUTIONISTS ARE
in New Brunswick.
battle was wounded.
today confirmed reports that waiv.
with his family.
much cased.
is
The authorities, while declining
All of the loot was recovered. ers had been asked on seventeen
DETERMINED NOT TO
A plebiscite had shown that the
General Harington continues tn
to
IN
discuss
which
evidence
President
refused
other
Ebbeta
Players.
was
Greekt nation
insistent upon
act with the utmost prudence and
SURRENDER THRACE they indicated was in their pos
to mako public the names.
the return of Constantlne to the
He prevented an immoderation.
The Brooklyn Eaglo listed the
session, substantiating tho theory
throne and while the allied governminent collision ot the opposing
censors
as
that
moral
thoso
whom
27.
following
upon
The
essential
London, Sept.
ments continued to exert every Is the "Most Monstrous
in the Chanak area by a
waivers had been asked: Charles Monongahela
ac were responsible for the dual slayRiver Is Lu- forces
feature, of the Greek
pressure at their command to prewireless order to General Shuttle-wort- h
Scheme of Plunder Ever cording to the Athens revolution,
ing, said the "logical conclusion"
Ward, Harold Janvrin, Ivan Olson.
vent his roascenslon, the former
correspondent of
to suspend in attack, ami.
Considerable
such a theory win that the
Sam Post, Lew
bricated;
Rny Schmandt,
Times, is patriotic deterriin-atlo- n
king marched triumphantly Into
Conceived by Selfishness of the not
according to information available
Mnlone and Mill McCarron, infleld-ers- ;
to surrender eastern couple were summoiiod to a trial
Athens and was crowned in Decem- Avoided
Be
Will
"Gloom"
has given
the
here,
government
Leon Cadore, Al Mamaux, Paul
The revolutionists, he said, by the society before they were
ber, 1920, amid scenes of the wild-I- t
and Greed," He States. Thrace.
him complete freedom of discre.-liu- n
seem less hostile to Constantlne killed.
This Winter, Belief.
Schreiber, John Miljus, Claren'.e
est enthusiasm.
regarding a tuno limit, an. I
Brown and
Clarence
Mitchcil,
Constantino was born August 3,
Moxlco, Mo., Sept. 27 (by the As than patriots opposed to former
clearly does not desire to pres
& 1S68, and obtained his education sociated
Bernard
ind
of
them
Gounarls.
27 (by the mutters.
pitchers;
premier
Hungliug
FRELINGHUYSEN
WILL
Many
MOBILE-TEATa.,
Sept.
a
Pittsburgh.
Press.) Declaring for
Otto Miller, catchers; Hemic No's Associated
under German tutors and army of- - -- reasonaDte"
M. Franklin-Boullothe Frenelj
modification of the are Venizclists, but a considerable
Press). A large section
HAVE A MAJORITY OF
and John Roseberry, outfielders.
ficers. Once?; In 1909, he was dis-- prohibition law, United States Sen proportion are royalists who are
of Pittsburgh fog was completely envoy, is expected to reach Smyrna
Three
stars
Grimes,
missed as commander of the Greek ator James A. Reed tonight, in an determined to obtain the support of
Burleigh
and it Is be-ABOUT 10OXI00 VOTES
Hi Myers and Zack Wheat have put out ot business today by local tomorrow morning has
jtf. army because of popular clamor address here
seen Kemal
his campaign the allies even at the sacrifice of
he
until
lieved
that
opened
Bears
Four
Games
Take
on
S i arainst him:, .but-hof
been
officials
sale
block
a.
for
the
becama
scientists, assisted by
placed
in. for"
on the democratic the king.
will bo no military
there
Pasha
N. J., Sept. 27. United
or
Newark,
on
Immethe
tional hero in the Balkan 'war of ticket.
laid
is
added,
newspaper
the
barter,
the weather bureau and experts
While Fort Worth Wins
Importance
of importance. Unofficial re-- ,
that the trio were regarded from the United States engineering move assert
of the crown States Senator Joseph S. Frellng-huyseTO, 1012, when he' led a Greek army - He assailed the new tariff as the diate recognition
that Kemal will duclnro.
ports
who was renominated by
But Two; Last Contest a by tho management, as
m in tha oapture of Salonika from the "most monstrous scheme of plunder prince as George II., by the allies,
the allied conditions for a pcac
depa rtmcnt.
1 1 Turks.
In consequence of this ever conceived by selfishness and it being feared that if recognition the New Jersey republicans in yesconducted
conference unacceptable and insist
Tho initial experiment,
will have a
Pretty Pitchers' Duel.
achievement, ne was accorded the greed," and attacked the Harding is refused or delayed the republi- terday's primaries,
on tho Monongahela river, was pro upon the use of the straits for tha
100.000 votes
to
close
of
majority
of
can
title
"the
are
liberator.".
threaten
which
popular
elements,
administration.
The transport of his troops to Thri'.'s;
nounced a "distinct success.
over
FORD NEGLECTED TO
Fort Worth, Texas, Sept. 27.
I Record, It was inPrince George is the eldest son
Senator Reed had been challeng- ing to take the most extreme action. dicatedGeorge
official fog removers
expressed before consenting to enter su.j'n a,
by almost complete returns The Mobile Bears won the Dixie
of .Constantino. He also was pro ed by his
in
Increase
may
ON
strength.
conR.
MAKE
RETURN
TAX
themselves as confident that
conference.
republican Opponent,
With a few scattered dis- baseball championship by defeatGerman and was excluded
from R.
It appears certain, the corre- today.
to declare himself on
to be ing Fort Worth
"Pittsburgh gloom" will
C'ontt'utrating Forces.
Panthers in the
succession by the allied terms the Brewster,
TWO MILLION DOLLARS siderable
declares, that the revolu- tricts in rural sections still
this
avoided
be
and
fall
Both British and Turks are
prohibition question in tonight's spondent
winter,
was
total
a
sixth
of
series
reported,
the
game
by
Frellnghuvsen's
to
to
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tionists
resist
are
prepared
Continued nn rage Two.
speech. Brewster, in the primary
J
provided moderato funds are availlarge forces on the Ismn(
to 178,622, as against SG.Sr,9 for Rec- score of 2 to 1. Mobilo won four
Detroit,
Mich.,
Sept. 27. If able.
lines. Tho Britlsli
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"FIELDS OF HONOR"
FOR U. S. WAR DEAD

8

E RAISES

OPPOSITE VIEWS
BROUGHT OUT BY

OBJECTIONS TD

1.S.WEI
DeMany Business Men
mand Adoption of Retal- iatory Measures; Manufacturers to Lose Heavily
'

Paris, Sept. 27 (by the Associated
Press.) The French government
probably will make representations
through the embassy toat Washinghave the
ton In an endeavor
American government admit under
the old tariff between ten million
and twelve million franca worth of
to
goods which wore on their waynew
the United States when the
duties went into effect.
Scores of French business men
during the last few days have visited members of the ministry and
protested warmly against the new
Not a few of
American tariff.
them demanded that France adopt
retaliatory measures. Manufacturers have reported that they stand
to lose heavily on their merchandise now tied tip at the docksfail-tir-Ine
New York in consequence of
to arrive in time to enmo within
the provisions of the old tariff.
The ministry of commerce today
nuked the American embassy officials if they thought representations would have any chance of
success In Washington. The Amerreplied that they
ican officials
would be glad to forward the representations to Washington, where
the decision would have to be
taken. It In probable, however,
that the ministry will uso the
French embassy na Its medium.
It is said that business Interests
here will await the result of thJ
presentations before filing suiU
customers whit
against American orders
for goods
have cancelled
in consequence of the new tariff.
American business men here have
advised the ministry of commerce
that there Is only slight possibility
of its representations at Washington proving efficacious.

MIMIC WARFARE

iU

ifc '

wan

'

til

Squadron of Torpedo Planes
Searches Out Three
Ships of Atlantic Fleet;
TheoreticallySinks One.

Major Henry I

Green.

L. Green has been

Major Henry
ordered to arrange eight "Fields
of Honor" in France, Belgium and
England as final resting plate of
the 40,000 heroes who gave their
all and at present are lying in
scattered cemeteries.

KING OF GREECE

ABDICATED;

ASCENDS

HAS

PRINCE
THRONE

Conlluurd from Vage One.

which compelled his father's abdication in 1917.
George was born in July, 1890,
and married Princess Elizabeth of
Rumania in tho spring of 1921.
The only other son of Constantine
is Prince Paul, born in December, 1901.
KING'S ABDICATION

cavsks no srnrniSE;

REVIVAL MeItTnGS
ARE WELL ATTENDED

Sept. 27. The
Constantinople,
announcement of the abdication of
of
Greece aroused
Kink Constantine
no surprise here.
It has been rumored for several
Pprrlnl to Tlie Journal.
Estancia, N. M.. Sept. 27. The days that he was negotiating to obof
one
is
town of Estancia
having
tain permission to reside in
the best attended revival meetings
ever held in this locality. Miss
Essie Osborne, the evangelist with KING HOWS TO WILL OF
THE A It MY AM) NAVY
ti million dollar voire, is the leader,
assisted by the Methodist and Hap-tiministers, F. I.,. Edwards, C.
Athens, Sept. 27 (by the Associ"Woodruff, Tra Ludwig and 3. E. ated
Press.) King Constantine.
200
persons bowing to the will of the army and
More than
Hinman.
sermon
a
to
and Crowo
.were attentive listeners
navy, has abdicated
OsPrince (Jeorge, who married Prinpreached Sunday night by Miss netcess Elizabeth of Rumania, beborne. Her subject was "Man
has h comes king of Greece.
ting Back." Miss Osborne
and
a
wonderful voice and pleasing
"Until the people say they warn
dramatic way of driving nmn the me no more, I shall hold'my throne,'
truths she presents from Hihle the king declared to the Associated
stories, applying them to everyday Proust correspondent last niuht. lie
life. Services are held evsry fore- acceptB this swift revolution as thy
noon and night at the Meix.odlst voice of the people.
church and cottage prayer meetings
VENIZKLOS
every afternoon.
TO DISCUSS MATTER
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
Deauvllle, France, Sept. 27 (by
the Associated
l'ress.) Former
Premier Eliptherios Venizelos of
Greece first heard the news of King
No. 2
from a
Constantino's abdication
dispatch shown him by the Assothis
ciated Press correspondent
evening. He absolutely refused to
Ji
make nny comment.
st

ItEI-TSE-

I
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What

about
.COLGATE'S
RIBBON DENTAL CREAM

REVOLUTION IN GREECE
PROBLEM
IS A NEW
FACED BYJHE ALLIES
Continued from Fate Out.

I know that I could scrape
my teeth dean with soapiest, gritty tooth paste, but
I know that washing is safer
than scouring.
I know that Coumti's is
made from
chalk
and pure soap, which will
loosen and wash away injurious substances in my mouth.

Missouri was named Kilklsh after
a famous battle against the Bulgarians.
The revolutionists announce that
they will proclaim their choice of
a ministry on their arrival In

non-gritt- y

I know COLGATE'S cleani my
teeth thoroughly and that no
I dentifrice does more

L

CiOLD SHIPMENT.
New York, Sept. 27 A 'shipment
of 25,000,000 gold francs from the

Greek national bank fot delivery
to the federal reserve bank of New
York was brought from Piraeus on
the steamship Thcmistocles, which
docked in Ttrooklyn today. No
planation was made for the

y
Fall can goods are arriving, come to
where the merchandise is fresh and your
brand is there.
9c
Small Van Camps Pork & Beans
14c
Medium Van Camps Pork & Beans
Piggly-Wiggl-

l.9c
No. 1 Brown Beauty Beans
14c
No. 2 Brown Beauty Beans....
No. 2Va Empson's Hominy
12y2c
No. 2V-13c
Empson's Pumpkin
No. 212 y Empson's Kraut
15c
No. 2 Empson's Stringless Beans
HV2C
11 Vic
No. 2 Empson's Cut Wax Beans
No. 2 Empson's Specisl Sifted Peas
11c
No. 2 Empson's Champion Peas
I2V2C
No. 2 Empson's Daisy Peas
15c
No. 2 Empson's Morning Glory Peas
17c
No. 2 Empson's Little Cherub Peas
27c
No. 2 Empson's Tiny Peas
36c
No. 1 can Old Reliable Tomatoes
..8c
Medium can Standard Tomatoes
11c
No. 2 can Standard Corn..
9c
No. 2 can Extra Standard Corn
9i2c
No. 2 can Country Gentlemen Corn
....15c
No. 2 can Maine Corn
19c
No. 1 can Maine Corn..
14c
1 pound Your Luck Coffee
39c
2V2 pounds Your Luck Coffee
95c
1 to 3 pounds Fancy Sweet Meats,
per pound. .40c
Inspect our Fruits and vegetables department
at all stores, you will find everything the market
affords at the right price. We have Michigan
Concord Grapes in 5 pound baskets, each basket
59c.
J

Ha'
Vt.it,

V.

x

Norfolk, Va Sept. 27. Diametrically opposite opinions developed
reamong observing officers as the
sult of the maneuvers off the Virginia Capes today when a squadron
out
of torpedo planes searched
three ships of tho Atlantic fleet
and theoretically destroyed one of
them.
Seven hits were registered out of
17 torpedoes discharged, all finding their mark on the "Arkansas."
In the opinion of Hear Admiral
W. A. Moffett, rhlof of the naval
air service and Commander C. E.
Danforth, army air service, the test
in all respects,
was satisfactory
demonstrating In their view that
planes equipped with torpedoes
can successfully attack battleships
from the surface, especially is protected by a smone screen or fog.
Naval officers of the staff and
line attached to the battle fleet, on
the other hand, generally contend
only
Unit
experiments
today's
proved that the planes are effective
within n limited radius from their
base and that the two squadrons
could have been annihilated before
coming within striking distance of
the dreadnoughts had the battleships been protected by the usual
smoke screen. They also contend
that the secondary batteries of the
warships under battle conditions
could have blown to atoms every
plane before it had an opportunity to discharge its destructive
cargo.
The test was staged under Ideal
weather conditions.
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Answers to Questions.

Do You

I

Take Proper Care

RECE VES

of Your Floors and
Floor Coverings?

MAHTOFFEHSTO

Proper care ot a finished
floor is economy.
Many times finishes applied
outlay have
at considerable
been spoiled by neglect or because wrong cleaning materials
were used on them.
Floor coverings when well
chosen and proporly laid are
one of the most attractive and
useful features of the furnishings of a home.
Rugs and carpets should be
cleaned frequently and thorDirt that is allowed
oughly.
to remain wears the fibers and
becomes Increasingly hard to
remove.
This bureau has for distribution a free government publication giving Information regarding the character and qualities
of different sorts of floors and
floor coverings with reference
to their suitability, durability,
economy, and care.
It will secure a copy for any
reader who fills out and malls
the coupon below, enclosing
two cents In stamps for return
postage. Write your name and
address clearly.
FREDERIC

.7.

BATTLE IN

0. S.

Into

but you should eliminate ALL

the Ring Here.

doubts about your most essential food

Paris, Sept. 27 (by the Associated
Press.) American prize fight pro
moters are still endeavoring to get
Battling Slki, the victor over Geor
In the American
ges Carpentler,
ring. The manager of the Senga
less fighter has been the recipient
hours
during the last twenty-fou- r
of cable offers from Tex Rlckard
and Tom O'Kourlte, and another
American promoter now in Europe,
for the battlers
also Is bidding
services. Sikl, In addition, has received an offer from Joan Wilson
of England, to meet the winner of
Joe
the coming fight between
Beckett and Frank Moran, which
is to be held In London.
M. Hellers,
manager for Siki
said this evening to the Associated
Press that his last and final conditions were 1,100,000 francs net, exclusive of income tax. to meet
either Harry Wills or Harry Greb
in the United States, or l.suu.uuu
francs for a fight with Jac Hemp-se- v
October 26, or any date there
after. Hellers added that if he could
not obtain his demands he would
not go to tho United States this
winter, but would remain In Europe and fight England's best glovo
men.
Pikl hereafter will be unable to
limit.
make the
Hoiipr said ha exDected to place
litis man in the ring for his next
184
battle weighing
pounds, ai
against 174, the poundage at whlcn
last
Sunday.
he fought Carpentler
According to Hellers. Sikl had to
remain for two nights In Turkish
baths prior to his fight with
ier. He was overweight nearly
a pound Saturday " morning and
Sunday, Just prior to weighing In
for the bout with the Frenchman,
was sixty grams below the
limit. Sikl ate seventy
grams of apple Jelly Just before he
entered the ring with Carpentler.
His manager described htm as having been In a weakened condition
In consequence of his efforts to
come within the
limit.

Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, P. C.
I enclose herewith two cents
in stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the booklet,
Floors and Floor Coverings.
Name

Street
City
State

'
any thinking mother In a family use milk about
which she had doubts?
Borden's Evaporated Milk is a milk which is produced with utmostj
attention to both safety and nutritive value. The covering of the
cans of milk with clean cloths to exclude every particle of dust,'
while the milk is en route to the condensary precautions such as
special veterinary inspection of Borden herds special care in han-- J.
dling, throughout the evaporating process final testing before the
finished product is sent to your grocer the sum total of these and
other safeguards makes Borden's Evaporated Milk one on which
you can always depend.

YC70ULD

Pure country milk with the cream left in
Borden's Evaporated Milk is pure country milk delicious for both
coffee and cooking. It is milk alone, with the excess water removed.
It is sterilized and sealed in tight containers which assures you
of its absolute purity.
Your grocer wants to please his customers, so he offers you Borden's
at the usual price for standard brands, even though he sometimes
pays more for it, himself. Get Borden's
Evaporated Milk and eliminate ALL your
doubts.

ht

CIVIL WAR VETS

Car-pe-

PARTICIPATE IN

J

You need spend ho more

Prize Fight Pro
moters Are Still Endeav
oring to Get Senegales

American

'

1TASKIX,

September 28, 1922.

nt

THE BORDEN COMPANY
Borden Building

f

(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing Tho
Albuquerque Journal Information More Than 15,000 March
buieau, I rederio J. Haskin, Director, Washington, D. C. This
Through Streets of Des
offer applies strictly to informatThousands ot
Moines;
ion. The Bureau cannot give advice on legal, medical, and finanOthers Cheer.
and
lowans
cial matters. It does not utterapt
to settle domestic troubles, nor
Des Moines, Iowa, Sept. 27 (by
to undertake exhaustive research
on any subject.
Write your ques- the Associated Tress). With the
h
tion plainly and briefly. Give full
annual parade of the
name and address and enclose two veterans of tho Grand Army of
cents in stamps for return postage.
over and most of
All replies are sent direct to the the Republic
the participants thoroughly reinquirer.)
laxed from their wearisome march,
national
O. l)(M"s the outside of a wheel delegates to this year's
discusstravel faster than its axis? I'U'ase encampment tonight were
toanswer tlio question yes or no be- ing events that will take place
morrow when the first business
fore explaining. S. N. U.
A. All questions in relation to session of the reunion convenes.
The election ot a new national
the speed of different portions of
to succeed
wheels are relative matters; that commander-in-chief- Lewis 8. Pilcher, ot
Is, one must be particular to state Commander
that the speed In relation to some Brooklyn, N. Y., whose term exdefinite point is desired,
The pires will be the most Important
It apspeed of a i oint on the outside of business on the program.
the wheel Is sometimes greater In pears that Judge J. W. Wlllett,
relation to the ground than the of Tama, Iowa, will bo the unani
speed of the axis and sometimes mous choice of the delegates as
less.
The resulting
speed In a he is the only veteran whose cangiven direction is necessarily the didacy is being urged.
same as that pf tho axis, as It is
The nature of tho resolutions
obvious tniu the wheel would nave to como before the business sesto fly to pieces if one part reached sion has not been announced.
As
a destination before the other.
the hour of the business meeting
Is
moss
made
Q. How
green
there is less talk of
into the black moss of commerce? approaches,
taking action to the resolution
J. M. T.
at the last reunion of conA. After moss is picked from passed
veterans at Richmond,
federate
the trees it is rotted or cured after Va.,
President Lincoln
the manner of flax. It Is the outer with charging
being personally responsible
powdery bark of the moss which for tho Civil war.
the rotting removes. The real body
Commander-in-Chie- f
Tilcher has
of the moss, the
it is his opinion the
said
skeleton, in a long, slender, horse- matterthatwill be ignored.
Other
the
hairlike
thread
extending
howwhole length of the plant. The national officers have said, vetermoss is piled In heaps on damp ever, that the Confederate
will be answered.
ground, or in water, and Is covered ans charge
Pathetic Incident.
with thin earth. Its slow combusA
tion generates sufficient heat to
pathetic incident to today's
burn off the outer bark, and a mass parade was the death of J. W.
of White Bear
resembling black horsehair Is left. Maekenhausnen,
The time allowed for a heap to Lake, Minn., within 50 yards of
complete Its rotting process varies the reviewing stand at the Capidepending on the owner's hurry tol extension grounds.
to sell It.
At the end of thirty
During the parade he dropped
days much of the hull or bark has from the line of march each time
disappeared, and tho moss has he came to a group of children
grown dark. At this stage It Is to shake their hands and to dance
moss." a Jig for their entertainment. This
Known In trade as "gray
The longer it is left in the rotting exertion, coupled with the expile the blacker it becomes, and citement of the day, proved too
the more it Is worth.
It Is not much for the aged veteran.
profitable, however, to leave it
The
climb was tiresome
more than thre months. The bulk to the uphill,
more than 15,000 other
and weight diminish as the rotting Civil war veterans who particlpat-e- d
process is lengthened, and though
In the great review, but so far
the price per pound increases, as Is known,
Maekenhausnen was
there are fewer pounds.
the only ono to suffer from It.
Q. Wltv are cab drivers called
The veterans marched to the
jelius? (J. V. S.
the
A. Jehu as a colloquial nar.ie tunes made famous during
n
for a coachman, or for one who Civil war, tho
Thouwar.
war
world
and
the
by
drives recklessly, is derived from
50: sands upon thousands of lowans
a Biblical source, 2 Kings
and
cheered the heroes as
others
"The driving is like the driving of
Jehu, the son ot Nlmshl, for he they passed along the line of
march, richly decorated for the
driveth furiously."
How much warmer are occasion.
Q.
Commander-in-Chie- f
houses kept now than they were
PHqherhad
as his honored guest today Na100 years ugo? H. It. SI.
A. One hut.dred years ago f.0 tional Commander Ilanford
of the American Legion.
degrees to 55 degrees was considered a good house temperature.
In
provided the heat
Fireplaces
those days. When stoves came Into
use about seventy years ago, the
temperature rose to about 62 degrees. With the Increasing use of
furnaces, some thirty years ago, a
heat of 72 decrees was qulto usual.
Today a temperature of 70 degrees
is considered standard.
:
). What causes paint to peel
a
off SI. C.
Send
for Bel
Tirmmt
in
Drnsrglit
A. The Paint Manufacturers' asof I'yrnmld I'll" Buyposltorlts
sociation says that tho commonest
Soolhlnit Influence
Their
causes are dampness In the wood;
Is Hemarkoble.
wood; ' In the
dampness back of the
privacy of your own homr
ochre priming coats;
old paint Pyramid
Pile Supposltorlos give
loosely uttached to the wood and blessed relief from itching, bleeding
not thoroughly
cleaned away;
fatty, resinous wood not properly
seasoned or prepared for painting;
and boiled oil.
Q. From what Is tho cross-lin- e
or slglit-lin- o
of a surveyor's instrument made? C. A. G.
A. A spiderweb.
Q. How dot's a lamprey ecl differ from other eels? W. II.
A. Inmpreys or Lamperns are
characterized by the possession of
a circular mouth formed for sucking Instead of true Jaws. They attach themselves to stones and other
objects by their sucker mouths, and
also to fishes, from which they
scrape the flesh with their rasping
teeth.
or protruding piles, hemorrhoids and
such rectal troubles. And It Is a
HANK FAILS TO OPEN.
comfort to know you can call or
send to the nearest drug store and
Mountnlnalr, N. M., Sept. 27.
60 cent box anywhere In the
fret
The First National bank here falle.1 u. S.a and
Canada, Take no substito open Its doors today and ban' tute. A single
box Is often sufficient
You can nave a free trial package
examiners have been sent for. Failure of crops is said to have cause i by sending? name and adaress to
Pyramid Ilrua Co.. 61 l'yramid
the bank to become hard pressed. BWb..
Marshal?, Mich.
The bank is capitalised at 30,(J0'J
'ana has Ucposita,Qr I15U.000.
-
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UNSWEETENED

ENGAGEMENT ANNULLED.
Copenhagen, Sept. 27 (by the
Press.) It will be
tomorrow that
announced
Crown Prince Frederick of Denmark and Princess Olga, niece of
King Constantine, of Greece, have
annulled
by mutual agreement,
their engagement.

fifty-sixt-
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Great Britain's annual consump
tion of tobacco amounts to 40,000
tons.
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(Must be at least 18 Inches square)

We want good clean cotton
rags, good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFICE.
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Dr. Whittington's
Treatment for Tuberculosis.

For Bronchial cough;
Whooping cough,
hacking cough, use
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Write for free booklet and
Information about our money-bac- k
guarantee.
J. . VAV DEVEN'TEU,
Special Representative.
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Bring your roofing
trouble, to Raabe &
Mauger , or tele- -

C. H. CARNES
in occuui
I speciaust
refraction
iiW

phone 305.
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GOOD SOAP FOR LESS

THAN TWO CENTS A POUND

J

you all the pure, clean soap you;
need for kitchen, laundry ana au
household purposes.
You will find simple directions
for aoapmaklng on the label ot
every can of Merry War Lye
also many other reclpea such s
womore
more
and
Nowadays,
how to make lye hominy, how to
men are doing as their mothers soften
to malia
how
did and are making their own clothes water,
easy, how to
washing
never
tried
have
It, brighten cooking utensils, etc.
soap. It you
you will be surprised to see how
Merry War Powdered LyeEJs
easy It is to make good soap, also a wonderful cleaner arid
soft soap, hard eoap or floating purifier for use about the home,
kitchen barn, chicken bouse and outsoap, just by
using
scraps Rnd waste grease together houses.
Comes In a convenient
with a can of Merr. War Lye, can wiin
revomng luting top
the saf- - and aure soapmaker.
cannot come off, oannot get
that
In the old days when soap was lost, recloses
and premade by the bolting process it serves contents, tightly
it la economical
took nearly all day to make a to buy and easy to
use.
kettle of soap. Now it Is hardly
Ask your dealer for Merrv W- nny work at ell requires no Lye be sure you get "Mf j
boiling takes less than SO min- War"
lye that hat mil
utes. Save you money and give good fortheS3 years.
f

Make It At Home By This
Takes
Easy Process
Less Than 30 Minutes.
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PLASTER

1175

Spanish-America-

Largest selling cough medicine
in the World.
Free from opiates ingredients
plainly printed on wrapper.

I,

Mac-Nld-

BUJ-it-

423 North First Street

Duck Season Opens Next Sunday
Get Your Shotgun Shells NOW
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Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

cr

For Relief
from Piles

'
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See Our Large Stock

Full Line

of Winchester Shotguns and
Rifles

J. Korber & Company

Albuquerque's Big Hardware

Store

I

Just Across from the City Hall
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MEN ARE
TO BE REMOVED FROM
CONTRACT HOSPITALS

NATIONS LEAGUE

QUTPLAN

RUSH
Details May Be Announced
Saturday; Delegates Are
Divided Over the Question of Disarmament.
Geneva, Sept. 27 (by the Associated Press.) The assembly ot the
league of nations adopted the recommendations of the council on
the restriction of armaments at the
end of the dobato today which
showed that the delegates were far
from unanimous in approving ihu
measure proposed.
Tne speeches
brought out sharply the fact that
the assembly is divided today, as it
was at the opening o the lirst session, between tho extremists, who
want to aboiish armaments immediately, and tho conservatives, who
hold that a sure and slow policy
is the only one that can succeed.
The extremists accepted M. bv
plan tor mutual
in committee, but
IJouvenel's
it or gave it faint
or
support,
frankly opposed it on
tho assembly platform.
.Luis Vicuna, of Chile, said:
"We South Americans hope to
bring the next assembly news that
the conference
has adopted a
scheme of disarmament."
The council on Saturday probably will announce the success of the
plan to save Austria to the assembly. The Austrian chancellor, conferred with the commission of five
today, when terms for iho guarantee of the political
stability of
Austria were agreed on. The
powers, also agreed to guarantee
Austria's territorial integrity, independence and sovereignty.
The committee
has practically
ettled on the methods of supervision, which it will carry out under
the direction of the league. The
total loan will amount to GOO.OOu,-00- 0
gold crowns, including the sum
necessary to repay what lias already been loaned to Austria.
Italy's reply on the guaranty of 0
per cent is expected tomorrow.
ROB JEWELER OE WALLET
New York, Sept. 27. llartog
Menist, a jeweler. Informed the
police today he had been robbed
of a wallet containing
f 20,000
worth of diamonds, when he
fainted in a subway train. He
Baid that when he regained conhe lound that the
sciousness
wallet, which had been in an inside pocket of his coat, was gone.

Washington, Sept. 27. Approval
of a program, outlined to President
Harding by representatives of the
American legion, which conteme
plates the removal of former
men suffering from mental disto
eases from contract hospitals
government-owne- d
and operated
institutions at the earliest possible
moment, was expressed tonight by
Brigadier General C. K. Sawyer,
of the federal
chief
hospitalization board, In a statement issued through tho American
legion.
Dr. Sawyer said tho president
had "expressed his desire that any
difference of opinion which might
interfere with the best possible care
men
care of disabled
should be removed."
The views of the American legion in regard to tho care of
patients were outlined
to Mr. Harding and Director
Forbes of tho veterans bureau by
H. A. Sprague, chairman of the legion's rehabilitation committee, and
Doctors AV. T. Salmon, New York
City and W. F. Lorenz, Madison,
Wis., at a conference this
ser-Ic-

ic
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IN BATTLE WITH

SE

Champion Fighter Bags a
Monarch of the North
Woods; Escapes With a
Torn Pair of Breeches.
Jack
champion,
Denipsey. heavyweight
has won his first bout with a Canadian moose. A message reaching
here today from the forests of
King's county reported tho meeting
between the king of tho squared
circle, and tho monarch of the
north woods last Tuesday. The
moose is dead. Dempsey escaped
with a torn pair of breeches.
Dempsey met his quary in the
early morning, when tho animal
responded to the guide's call. At
the first shot the moose fell, and
Dempsey, disregarding the warning
of his mentor, rushed up and seized
it by the antlers. The next moment, as the moose tossed its great
head In a last agony, the champion
was sent flying through the air,
landing fifteen feet way. Ho was
unhurt, but was in much need of
a new pair of trousers. The moose
had an antler spread of forty-elginches with fourteen
points and
weighed 700 pounds.
Word came through from nave-locX. B.,
this evening that
Dempsey and his party had broken
camp late today and would reach
this city tomorrow on their way to
New York.
Dempsey learned today for the
first time of the defeat of Georges
former
Carpentter,
champion, by the Senegalese Siki.
"I am very sorry to hear It and
he said
very much surprised,"
"This Sikl must he a good man."
meet
would
Siki,
if
he
Asked
Dempsey replied that ho was willing to meet Siki or any other aspirant to the championship at nny
time If proper arrangements were
made.
St. John,

N. JS., Sept. 27.

NO SERIOUS

REPUBLICANS GO

ii

110
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ILL OVER STATE
Des Georges, Muller
and Matson Go on Long
Jaunt; Davis to Make
Part of Trip.

Hill,

Specliil

to The Journal

Sanla Fe, Sept. 27. A "glad
handing" group of four republican
nominees for state office has been
scheduled to leave Santa Fe on
days
Sunday to spend twenty-thre- e
in visiting twenty-thre- e
of the prinIn
towns
New
Mexico.
of
cipal
addition to these larger towns,
where r eetings will be held and
speeches made, Btops will be made
at many of tho smaller, in'ermo-dlat- e
towns for the purpose of getting acquainted with trie voters.
In the party for the entire trip
will be Charles L. Hill, for governor; J. A. Des Georges, for secretary of state; O. A. .Matson, for
treasurer; Fred Muller, for land
commissioner.
Accompanying the
party for the greater part of the
trip will bo Benjamin F. Pankey,
former lieutenant governor, and
Hugh H. Williams, state corporation commissioner. Owen 1'. White
will be the publicity man assigned
to the party.
Among the other candidates and
speakers who will be with the party
for a part of tho time are: Judge
S. B. Davis, Jr., nominee for United
States senator; A. A. Sedlllo, for
attorney general; Nestor Montoya
of Albuquerque, present representative in congress; Col. George W.
Pilchard of Santa Fe, Herbert B.
Holt fff Las Cruces.
Leaving here Sunday, the party
will be in Wagon Mound Monday
night;
Springer. Tuesday
night;
Raton, Wednesday night. This Is
as far as the Itinerary has been announced definitely.
From Baton
the swing will be across through
Union county, probably visiting the
same territory where the
e
party made six speeches In
ono day last week. Ther.ce the line
of march will be down the eastern
side of the state, across the southern end and up tho Kio Grande
valley to Albuquerque or Santa Fe.
Morrow ut 4.al1iii.
John Morrow, the democratic
nominee for representative in congress, is scheduled to address a
club at
meeting of the Kiwanis
Gallup Thursday night, the speakers' bureau lias announced.
The
itinerary for Morrow has been
about completed by the bureau, but
has not been made public.
Ono of the republican
papers
printed in tho Spanish language has
designated John Morrow as Juan
Manana which is Spanish for
John Tomorrow.
jones-Hinkl-

PROBLEMS

OIL
ARE CONFRONTING
INDUSTRY IN THE U. S.
St. Ixmis, Mo.. Sept. 27 (by tho
Associated Press.) The oil industry in America is not confronted
but
with any serious problems,
there are minor matters wliich require correction in order that the
industry may develop more rapidly,
according to W. H. Boyd, Jr., ot
New York, counsel for the American Petroleum Institute, who presided at a general conference of
the transportation section of the
institute, which opened here today.
"We do not propose at this conference," Boyd said, "to formulate
proposals regarding
any definite
oil
transportation or handling of the
equipment to be submitted to We
American Hallway association.
simply are discussing various minor
matters, which members consider
The general rer.ced adjustment.
sult aimed at Is improvement in all
lines of the industry."
No effort is being made, it was
said, to lower transportation rates
on petroleum or petroleum

FRIENDS OF HEARST
CLAIM HE WILL HEAD
TICKET

IN NEW

YORK

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 27. Democratic leaders and delegates after
a day of conferences anil political
tonight
maneuvering today were
on the eve of the convention, far
the
for
choice
apart regarding a
governorship nomination.
Advocates of the nomination nf
former Governor Alfred K. Smitli
declared the day's developments
brightened tho Smith outlook and
they predicted his nomination. Adherents ot William It. Hearst countered with the claim that the pubin delegate
lisher was gaining
strength and that ho would be
named to head the state ticket.
Among the Smith men the Impression prevailed that George 11.
I.unn would bo the choice of the
convention for United States senator. In other quarters I.unn was
regarded as an acceptable compromise for tho governorship In the
deadlock
event tho
failed to yield to negotiation.
Smith-Hear-

JUDGMENT FAVORING
MONTOYA IN PRINT
SHOP CASE REVERSED
to The Journal
Santa Fe, Sept. 27 The supreme
court, on rehearing, has reaffirm
ed its judgment in the case of NesKurclnl

Page Three.

MEMBERS OF

FOUR PARDONS AND A
ARE
PAROLE
GIVEN
BY GOVERNOR MECHEM
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ROBBERS KILLED
Gang Which Once Included
Henry Starr, Notorious
Oklahoma Outlaw, Shot

at Eureka Springs,

Ark.

Muskogee, Okla., Sept. ii.
Members of the most daring band
of bank robbers in the southwest,
(which onco numbered Henry Starr,
outlaw, fell
notorious Oklahoma
today before the guns of citizens of
Kureka Springs. Ark., who repulsed
an attempted holdup of the First
Charley
bank there.
National
Price, who was shot and probably
his
fatally wounded today, whenwant-;
brother George was killed, is
"d in Sequoyah county, Oklahoma,
mi a charge of partiilratlng In a
daylight raid on the First National
hank of Muldrow, four months ago.
Another
brother, Recce Price,
and Heed Conk, a young fanner
Okla., were
Jiving near Sallisaw,
tho
'apprehended by a posse after sen-,
now
are
and
serving
robbery
truces" In tho Oklahoma penitenApproximately $ 5,000 In
tiary.
Liberty bonds and $500 in cash was
never recovered.
Charley Price made n sensational
escape when the posse closed In on
p
luni. He forced his horse to
a high fence and outran his
pursuers when rapture seemed al- -,
most certain. Two days later he
was located In a country school
house but again escaped after exchanging shots with officers.
Charley Trice was arrested last
January In Cherokee county In
connection with tho robbery of the
First National bank of Hulburt, but
'was released. Subsequent events,
Cherokee officers snld, Indlcnted
that he was involved In the rob-- !
bery, A search was Instituted for
him but he escaped capture,
.Many members of the gang are
in prison for various robberies In
Oklahoma, Arkansas and Missouri
land some are dead. Henry Starr,
one of the most daring bandits of
the southwest In recent years, was
shot to death more than a year ago
'in a raid on a bank at Haralson,
Arkansas.
The gang specialized In daylight
bank robberies and had its rendezvous In the hills of Cncrokee county, Oklahoma, near Cookston.

comSanta Fe, Sept.
plete pardon, two conditional pardons and a parole, have been granted by Governor II. C. Mechem to
four short-tim- e
prisoners in the
penitentiary.
Complete pardon is granted to
Jose Borunda, sentenced from Dona
Ana county In April. l:i::2, to serve
nine months to one year.
Conditional pardons are given to
R. M. Apodaca,
sentenced
from
Luna county in June, 1921, to serve
to
Arturo
three to five years, and
Acuna, sentenced from Otero counto
192:
serve
in
ty
February,
eighteen months to two years.
Parole Is granted to Pedro Haca,
sentenced from Socorro county In
May, 1922, to serve one year to one
year and a day.

rviost Out

of Your Vacation

There 3 no better way to get the
complete change, the
recreation and tho wholesome
pleasures that you need
to put you in good
shape for the winter grind than to
take a restful, pepful ocean
voyage on these luxurlou3
steamships.
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NEW HAVEN WINS.
New' Haven. Conn., Sept. "".
New Haven. Eastern league champions for 1922, won the three,
game series from Baltimore. International league pennant winner,
by taking today's game, fi to
scoring all its runs in tho ninth In
ning: with two out.

tOS ANGELES STEAMSHIP

CO.
R. V. Crowder, O. p. A
635 Market St., San
Francises
R. F. Cullen, D. p. A
517 So. Spring St., Los

Angeles

1

hur-;'11-

Less for a

$19.90-Ma- ybe

Battery

Prest-Q-Lit- e

versus
tor Montoya, appellee,
Frank A. llubbcll. The judgment ATTEMPT BY SHRINE
of tho district court in Bernalillo
TO ENJOIN A NEGRO
is
of
in

favor
Montoya.
county,
again reversed. The ftuit involved
LODGEJSJRUITLESS
tho ownership of La Bandera
Americana, a Tpanish newspaper
Little Bock, Ark., Sept. 27.
published at Albuquerque, und the Chancellor Martlneau in the channot
did
print shop. Justice Barnes
cery court today refused to grant
participate In tho case.
a pctitio.t for un Injunction, seeking to prohibit the local negro
MOBILE BEARS WILL
Bgyptian
lodge of the Ancient
of Nobles of the Mystic
MEET TULSA OILERS firder
a nnme similar
Shrino fivm
to that used bv tho AncL'nt Arabic
Fort Worth, Tex., Sept. 27. The Order Nobles of tho Mystic Shrine
Dixie and emblems and badiros similar to
who
the
Mobile
Bears,
gained
SHOULD
title bv virtue of those used bv tho white order.
championship
Tho case, which was filed several
their defeat of tho Fort Worth
Panthers In the series which ended months ago, is styled' "Frank
et al. vs. W. H. Smith et al."
today, will meet tho Tulsa Oilers,
champions of the Western league, In his opinion tho chancellor stated
in a series to decide the champion- that the white order had been esand west- tablished In 872 and the negro
ship of the
ern class A leagues, beginning Fri- order in 1893; that the negro order
had incorporated in 1901 and that
Has Saved the Country Se day In the Oklahoma o:ty.
Final arrangements for the series a United States supreme court deof
in
Times
rious
were
Losses
a
made
at
here
m
today cision stated that after an order
meeting
box, t e&lvd 50c.
of representatives of, the Tulsa and had been established a reasonable
Disturbance,
Mobile clubs. Three games will be length of time it was unequitable
Nadine Face Powder
played at Tulsa, continuing through to take such action against it.
Credit Men State.
Aid A RwPeUl CoapltiiM
Sunday. The scene of hostilities
will
shift to tho Alabama city,
EXTRADITION' FOR HUFF.
You can bav that lovely
Atlantic City. X. J.. Sept. 27. A wherethen
the series will be resumed to COURTESY CALL MADE
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 27.
reserve
federal
of rose -- petal
demand
the
that
complexion
until no team has won
AT SAN FRANCISCO BY
Requisition has been made by Gov- system he kept "clean of polities'" continue
texture, tint and smoothness
ernor M. C. Mechem upon the gov- and a statement
that the system four games.
so roach admired if you use
2
ARMY
DIRIGIBLE
extradiernor of Oklahoma for the
had saved the country serious lossNadine Face Powder, now
tion of M. L. Huff, who has been es In times of business disturbance,
in the new blue box. Its
San Francisco, Sept. 27. Hunindicted In Quay county on r were contained in a resolution
velvety softness and delicate
dreds saw tho dirigible 2 winging
charge of bigamy. Huff Is reported passed today by the board of directint can only be equalled by
to be In custody of tho sheriff at tors of the National Association of
southward early tonight when her
the rose petal and its charmBristow.
officers decided to advance the
Credit Men, in session here.
ing fragrance by the flower
hour of their departure because of
"We are coming out of a serious
garden.
favorable
weather
cost
far
a
and
a
ceptionally
wastage
crisis with
Nadine Face Powder adTrie big ship slipped
conditions.
less than tho causes promised,
heres throughout the day
away for Ross Field, near to Los
merely because the federal reserve
without repeated applicaAngeles, hours earlier than had
system possessed sufficient powbeen planned.
tions.
credit
to
ers
support the tottering
There were several hundreds of
Nadine will please yoa.
structure and allow orderly liquidapersons waiting at the gates of the
If not we will refund your
tions," said the resolution.
Presidio
to see the ship take off,
"Whether business Is prosperous
S3
money.
who were disappointed, but crowds
or merely fair depends largely upon
Price 50c. at toilet conn- in tho down town streets, their atthe country's foreign trade," anothters. Miniature sample box i
tention attracted by the humming
er resolution said. "The maximum
TV, V
I I
motors overhead, watched tho silof our productive powers cannot be
1
National Toilet Company, M
very shape slide down the tky
absorbed In Internal trade; some of
southward.
our production must find Its way
into other countries.
"It is therefore desirable for our
DRASTIC EMBARGO IS
government to devote more attenTaunton, Mass. "I used to have tion and more of its resources to
DECLARED ON FREIGHT
pains in my back and legs bo badly, the cultivation of foreign trade.
SHIPMENTS BY ERIE
with other trou- Congress In Its appropriations
bles that women should be reasonably generous to
New York, Sept. 27. The Lehigh
sometimes have, this end."
i
that my doctor orValley railroad today announced a
drastic embargo, effective at mid-- 1
dered me to stay SEYFRED AND BRUNO
night, against all freight, both east
in bed a week in
GIVEN TWO YEARS IN
and westbound, except food for
every month. It
human beings and animals, live- didn tdome much
PRISON, ALSO FINED
stock, perishable and necessary
good, so one day
products.
after talkingwith
Special to The Journal
None of the other eastern rail- a friend who took
Santa Fe, Sept. 27. Walter P
roads
contemplated embargoes for
Doesn't
little
Pink-ham'a
bit!
s
hurt
a
Drop
FOR
Seyfred, president of tho New Mex- "Freezone" on
Lydia E.
tho present It was said at the va- (,
an aching corn, In- rious
ico Federation of Labor, and AnVegeta
offices.
Tho Lackawanna's
hurting,
milium ':7-sble Compound for drew Bruno, taxi driver, who were stantly that corn stops
on westbound freight out
shortly you lift It right off embargo
about the same troubles I bad, I convicted of conspiracy to trans then
of
New York, established last FriT. & S. F. with fingers. Truly!
would be continued for some
day,
thought I would try it also. I find port explosives on an A., In
Your
bottle
a
sells
tiny
druggist
federal
that I can work in the laundry all train, were sentenced
suf- little time, it was said, but without
of
"Freezone"
for
a
cents,
few
serve
two
in
to
court
years
today
additional restrictions.
fi
tnrougn toe time ana do my House- the Leavenworth
and ficient to remove eveiy hard corn,
m
work, too. Last month I was so sur- fined $5,000 each. penitentiary
soft corn, or com between the toes,
maximum
The
and the calluses, without soreness TURKISH CAVALRY IS
at
prised at myself to be up and around sentence
could have been given or
and feeling so good while before I used was two that and a $10,000 fine.
irritation. Adv.
years
to feel completely lifeless. I have
REPORTED ADVANCING
SOLD EVERYWHERE
told some of the girls who work with
BY
REMONSTRANCES
in
such
troubles
me and have
to try
Constantinople, Sept. 27 (by the
T- Associated Press.) Turkish cavalry
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComBRITISH UNHEEDED;
Oil Fine
.,
Cocoanut
Krin Keui, with relnforce-jmenfrom
them
how
I
and
tell
has
it
pound,
KEMALISTS ADVANCE
is advancing to the northeast
For Washing Hair iupon Asmall-Tephelped me. You can use my testimonial for the good of others." Mrs.
apparently to
of,
cut
off
the British advanco post at
Constantinople, Sept. .27 (by thi
Blanche Silvia. 69 Grant St., Taun- Kemallst
forces
Associated Press.)
If you want to keep your hair Kephex.
ton, Mass.
A British column supported by
without opposition In good condition, be careful what
It's the samestory one friendtell- - have occupied
Dum-breof
in
the
artillery has left Chanak to counter
regions
positions
you wash it with.
ing another ot the value ot Lydia ii,
Most soaps and prepared sham- the threat.
Lampsaki,
Yaghjilar and
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Sangakell, all In the neutral zone poos contain too much alkali. This
iL.
is
This
Dardanelles.
the
the
of
dries the scalp, makes the hair
AGltEKSIEM' RATIFIED.
Mexico City, Sept. 27 (by the Asfifth violatkn of the zone.
brittle, and Is very harmful.
e
Remonstrances by the British ofoil
cocoanut
SIMPLE APPLICATION
shampoo sociated Press.) The Mexican
ficers failed to stay the advance of (which
is
and entirely
tonight unanimously ratified
pure
were
beBritish
THAT DISSOLVES
the Turks.
flags
greaseless), is much better than the' agreement entered Into
de la
posted throughout the invaded
anything else you can use for tween Minister of Finance bankBLACKHEADS
shampooing, as this can't possibly Huerta and the International
ers for payment of Mexico's foreign
Injure the hair.
No more squeezing and
debt. The measure now goes to
Simply put two or threo
REVOLT IS SPREADING
blemto get rid of those unsightlypinching
of Slulslfied In a cup President Obregon for his action.
ishes, blackheads. There Is on. simGREECE
THROUGHOUT
to
or
aura
them
a
warm
with
safe
and
water,
way
get
glass
little,
ple,
out and that la to dissolve them. To
then moisten the hair with water
McCAN.V INKMGIBTE.
do this just get about two ounces
It
an
and
In.
make
Assorub
will
27
It
the
Champaign, III., Sept. 27. Tom
Athens,
(by
Sept.
of calonlte powder from your druggist sprinkle a little on a hot, wet ciated Press) The Venlzellst news- abundance of rich, creamy lather, McCann of Waukegan, 111., Universponge rub briskly over the black- papers assert that the revolution, and cleanse the hair- and scalp sity of Illinois football star, today
heads tor a few seconds wash the which up to the present has been thoroughly. The lather rinses out was told by George Huff, director
parts and every blackhead will be bloodless, has spread throughout easily, and removes every par- of athletics, that ho would heregone.
Prince Paul, ticle 'of dust, dirt, dandruff and after be Ineligible because he playPinching and squeezing- out black- the entire country.
anywhere
heads make large pores and you the king's youngest son, was aboard excess oil. The hair dries quickly ed profess'onal baseball with Sioux
i
out
blackheads
cannot
the
all
of
get
the
States
ship Helle In Aegean, and evenly, and It leaves it fine Falls, S. D., during the past
this way while this simple applica- whentraining
j Mx3 Orchty Solicited
part of the navy revolted. and silky, bright, fluffy and easy
tion of calonlte powder and water The
battleship Lemnos sent a radio to manage.
dissolves every particle of them and
You can. get Mulsified cocoanut
PYTHI.W DROPS DEAD.
leaves the skin and pores In their to the Helle asking the prince If
will
condition.
he
Any
wished
natural
to join the new move- oil shampoo at any drug store. It Canton, Ohio, Sept. 27. Spencer
druggist
1 1 1 W. 9 Lon Anoeloa t
sell you the calonlte powder and ment for national defense.
Is very cheap, and a fow ounces Wallace, 70, of Steubenvlllo, past
The
O
about two ounces will he all you radio
operator of the Helle replied; Is enough to last everyone in the grand chancellor of the Knights of
wUl ever need.
"I salute you. brothers," Then family for months. Bo sure your Pythias of Ohio, dronned doad from
communication wascut.
druggist gives you Mulsified. Aifv, apoplexy here today,
h'

ui uet tnc

Junrnut
27. One

How's the old battery doing?
Feeble, groggy, eh? Summer
treats it that way. But bring
it around and we'll liven it
up if it's still alive.

If your old battery Is worth
anything, we give you a trade-i- n
allowance that brings your
price to a still lower battery

Should you need a new battery we're right on the job
with new low-tid- e
prices.

Drive around and investigate
our service, and the famous

cost

Battery with

Here's where they start: 6
volt type for light cars, $ 9.90.
1

Distributed

by

MORROW AUTO COMPANY

k,

RESERVE SYSTEM

PHONE 893
West Silver

313-31- 5

Albuquerque, N. M.
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Surprised to Find Her
self Feeling So Well
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BILIOUSNESS

Headache

INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
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Our Foreign
Relations
Two years ago the Democratic party told the
American people that a League of Nations would
solve international dissension and bring peace to
the world.
The League is
of world peace we
massacre consuming
to be swept by the.

in existence today, but instead
see the flames of battle and
Asia Minor, and Europe likely
spreading conflagration.

Now we are told that the League does not
function efficiently because the United States is
not a member of it, which in plain language mean3
that our men and our money should be sacrificed
in the cause of foreign jealousies, hatreds,
hopes
for revenge and longings for aggrandisement.

Present world conditions have fully justified
the farsighted stand of the Republican party which
resulted in the overwhelming decision of this nation to keep itself free from foreign
entanglement.
.

STEPHEN B, DAVIS,

(Political advertisement)

JR.

rT

k i If

t(

!V MPs'?
STEPHEN

B.

DAVIS,

I

JR,

Republican candidate for United
States Senator.
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Demon Elivera

GIANTS DIVIDE
DOUBLE BILL!

II

Eddie Mmk in

YESTER

Title Boot at Santa Fe, ionday light

DAYS

CVIeefs

3g

WITHPHILLIES

TOKO

m

-

RESULTS

New York,
Philadelphia,
Chicago, 4; Pittsburgh,. 1.
Boston, 7; Brooklyn, 0.
Only three scheduled.

Wins

nings; New York
Second, 3 to 2.

No games scheduled.

Minneapolis,

--

Wrightstone, ss
Happ, 3b
Williams, c ...
AValker, rf . . . . .
Henline, c
Lee, It
Leslie, lb
Parkinson, 2b..
Weinert, p
Totals

Constantinople,
Sept. 27, 5:50
(by the Associated Press.)
Possible war tietween
Great
Britain and Turkey was at least
averted
afterthis
temporarily
noon by an eleventh hour declaration of the Kemalists that
p. m.

(
K; Indianapolis,
Kansas City, 2; Toledo, 6.
10
Milwaukee, 5; Columbus,

COAST LEAGUE.
Oakland, 6; Portland, 0.
Sacramento, 5; San Francisco,
Salt Lake, 8: Los Angeles, 7.
Vernon, 6; Seattle, 4.

A, E,

4
4
5

but

they have not tha
intention of firing upon BARELAS TIGERS ARE
me isruisn occupying these zones.
AWARDED TROPHY BY
If, however, the British move
we
WHITNEY
us,
will
against'
be forced to
COMPANY
slightest

reply.

The trophy cup for the Pigmy
league championship in tho summer baseball league arrived yesterday and was presented to Captaia
Ernest Alarld yester,day afternoon
at Barelas by Coach A. S. Moore,
of the high school, who had charga
of playground activities during the
summer. Tho cup was donated by
the Whitney Hardwaro company
and was won by the Barelas Tiger.
The cup is about six Inches high.
It is inscribed "Pigmy League
Championship. 1022," and "Whitney Hardware Trophy."
The members
of the winning
team weigh less than eighty
pounds each. The team lost only
two games during the summer.

SCREEN

HAS ENTERED
POLITICS. AN OHIO
MINISTER DECLARES

feteunenville, O., Sept. 27, Will
Hays has been employed by the
motion picture interests for politi
cal purposes ana not to "clean up
the movies," as poople would believe, Rev. B. K. Lamb, executive
secretary of the Ohio Federation ot
Churches, charged in an address
before the conference of the United
Presbyterian synod of Ohio here
today.
"The screen has entered politics
and from this day on it wil be a
factor in the election of every canSince the war France has becom
didate for public office." Rev. Mr. one of the best European market
Lamb declared.
for American chewing gum.

8,

5
5

4
4
4
4

39 B 10 30
Mew York.

It

0
0

0

1

0

:i

4

1
2
1

12

2

1

5

Bancroft, ss
Groh, 3 . . .
Frisch, 2b
Meusel, If
...
Young, rf
King, lb ... . .
Cunningham, cf
Snyder, c . .
Johnson, p. .
xShinncrs ..

Loulsvill

1S--

U.

St. Paul,

1

Philadelphia.
AB, it. if. PO.

ASSOCIATION'.

AMERICA!".'

i

New Turk, Sept. 27 The champion Giants divided a doublehoader
here this afternoon with the Phillies, lie visitors taking the firat,
5 to 3 in ten innings and the home
team the second, 3 to 2.
First game:

S AVERTED

Declare That
Kemalists
They Will Respect tha
Neutrality of the Straits
Pending a Conference.

LEAGtH.

AMDKICW

of the straits, pending an ar- mistice conference.
Tho declaration relieves the situation, which even the British
had admitted was critical.
In a message to Kemal Pasha
at Smyrna,
General
Harington
urged an early moeting of the
hritish and Komalist generals at
Mudania or Ismld, as tho most
effective way ot reaching an
amicable
understanding in the
present difficult situation created
by tho Kcmalist advance in the
Dardanelles.
The message which was most
conciliatory in tone, declared it
would b a pity at tho pprescnt
juncture to allow local occupations, on the straits to jeopardize
peace.
Prior to announcement that tho
Kemalists would
the
respect
neutrality of the straits, Hamld
Bey, the Angora representative
said to the correspondent:
"The Kemalists naturally will
come across the
neutral

F OR TIME BEING

NA'I IOXAL LEAGUE.

Philadelphia Takes the First
Game, 5 to 3, in Ten In-

'September 28, 1922.

GAMES

AG.K.H.PO.A.E,

.

0

4
4
4

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.

i;
3

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
New York at Boston.
Washington at Philadelphia.

.

THETrHivE

3
7 0
S 30
Totals
Stunners batted for Johnson

x
in

tenth.

F.y innings:

002 001
000 010 101
OflO

Philadelphia

25

03

New York
e
hits Lee,
Summary:
Viliams, Walker, Young. Home
runs Wrightstone, Henline. Sacrifices
Johnson,
Cunningham.
Stolen bases Snyder, Cunningham.
Double plays
Bancroft, Frisch
and King; Wrightstone, Parkinson,
and Leslie (2); Henline to Wright-Ktone- .
Struck out By Johnson
2; Weinert, 1. Base on balls
Off Johnson, 1; Weinert, 1. Time
1:37.
Second game:
Two-bas-

Demon ltivcra.
fo The Journal
Fe, Sept. 27 The bantam

the base
ball team. Ortiz has signed up for
p
two
good New
weight championship of the south' the
boys in Kid Tafoya of Las
west will be decided
here next Mexico and
Vegas
Young Chavez of Albu
Monday night, October 2. when mierque. Kid Tafoya, who recently
Eddie Mack of Alamosa, Colo., the returned from the army, fought
bantamweight champion of Colo several main bouts while in the
rado, will meet Demon Rivera of service. Me fought several bouts in
Philadelphia.
AB. It. H. PO. A. E. Las Vegas, the champion of New Tacoma, Wash. Among his most
es 3 1 0 3 1 0 Mexico and who claims the cham notable fights were three with Kid
Wrightstone,
The Simson, who was considered one of
0 pionship of the whole west.
1
0
4
0
0
3b
bout, which is scheduled to go the best
in the state
Williams, cf . . . 3 0 1 0 0 0 twelve
no
bo
will
doubt
the of Washington. In the first Tafoya
rounds,
4
2
0
0
0
0
Walker, if
ever
best
both
as
4
staged
1
0
here,
boys
0
0
0
If
in
lost
the
decision
six
Lee,
rounds; in
1
2
4
0 are of the b t and soon Intend to the next Tafoya won the decision
(i
0
Leslie, lb
be
contenders
for
bantamthe
Parkinson, 2b . . 44 0 3li 1 2 3 01 weight championship of the world in six rounds, and In the third Ta2
0
Witherow, c . . .
foya knocked Simson out in the
Rivera is well known in New second
o
0
0
1
3
0
round of a scheduled
Ring, p
Mexico, having fought and defeated
bout.
men
the
best
of
He
west.
the
has
33 2 7 24 7
Totals
Young Chavez is a favorite in
fought several times in Santa Fe, Albuquerque, where he has made
Mew York.
Las
oth
and
Vegas
Albuquerque,
A.
a
AB. li. It. PO.
impression with the faas.
New Mexico towns and has always whogood
look at him as a young fighter
Bancroft, s 8 . . . 3 0 1 1 4
been
favorite
a
with
fans
the fight
a brilliant future. For the
Jackson, sa . . . . 2 01 0 01 1
tor the nice and clean way he han- with
3
3
curtain raiser Ortiz has signed up
Macphee, 3b
In
dles
himself
the
2
ring.
1
4
0
4
Cyclone Paul Padilla and Red RoMaguire, 2b ...
Eddie Mack has fought in New mero,
O
two young
2
3 0
who alHigbee. If
Mexico
once
was
tnat
in though they have fighters
and
only
0
never met be. 4
thinners,
last
he
when
knocked
out
One
July
0 11
1
0
0
fore, have already fought other
King, lb
Martinez of Albumicrciue boys in local
Round
rings and both aro
Cunningham, cf 4 0 0 3 0
nere m ino second round of the known
to bo good.
0
0
0
0
0
.
.
rf
Robertson,
p
of
k
Mike
the
n
2
1
3
Promoter Ortiz has probably
0
Uaston, c
Herrera bout.
1
0
started an innovation in the pugi0
0
0
Scott, p
Mack, with that short exhibition listic arena that will improve the
1
1
2
0
Hill, p
of his ring generalship, won a place
0
1
0
0
and make it more popuIf .
V. Barnes, p . . . 1
in the hearts of the local fans and game
He has made the
0
0
who are to
1
2
0
xSmith, c
they are now anxious to see him fight invthe main boys
bout sign a con
show
wares
his
famous
the
tract
7
1
against
which
1
3
will
27
make
31
them fight
Totals
Demon Rivera.
to the best of their ability ana if
x Batted for V. Barnes in sevFor Baseball Benefit.
they are found guilty of stalling or
enth.
Manager Daniel C. Ortiz of the faking by a commission which is
By Innings:
Santa
100 000 1002 moter Fe baseball team U the pro- to be appointed, the boxers lose
Philadelphia
of the bout, which Is being their shares of the gate receipts.
3
. .000 000 03x
New York
e
hit Shln- Summary:
ners. Sacrifices, Wiliams, Higbee. ted Boston to score four runs on
Wilbases Wrightstone,
Stolen
one hit in the eighth inning:. Score: JOHN MQgW
I
Base
liams. King, Cunningham.
Brooklyn.
on balls Off Hill. 1; Ring. 6
AB. R. H. PO .A.
Struck out By Hill, 1; V. Barnes,
0
3; Scott, 2; Ring, 11. Hits Oft Olson, 2b
.
.
.
2b
1
Hill. 3 in 3; V. Barnes, 2 In 4; Janvrin,
. .
ss
ott.
2
Johnston,
2.
pitcher-Scin
Scott,
Winning
n
B. Griffith, rf. .
Time 1:60.
W
(i
heat, If
o
cf
Myers,
Chicago, 4; Pittsburgh, 1.
o
lb .
Pittsburgh, Sept. 27. Fred Fus-ee- Schmandt,
l
made his local debut by High, 3b
. .
0
xtriking out four times today, but Hungling, c
1
Decatur, p
he pitched Chicago to a 4 to 1 xT.
NATIONAL LEAGl'E,
o
Griffith...
victory over the Pirates. Score: Shrlver, p . . . .
W. L.
Pet.
l
YorkChicago.
New
.607
9t 59
o
xxMitchell
AB. It. II. PO. A. E.
85 67
.659
Pittsburgh
4
0
Adams, 2b
84 68
Cincinnati
.653
33 0 7 21 6
Totals
5
St.
Statz, cf
6S
Louis
82
.653
Boston.
, 5
79
71
.627
Terry, ss
Chicago
E.
R.
AB.
A.
II.
PO.
3
Orlmcs, lb
75 77
.493
Brooklyn
6 0
Powell, cf
4
56 95
.371
Krug, "b
Philadelphia
5
r
4
Kopf, 2 b
4
Miller. If
1)8
Boston
51
.342
if 3
Southworth,
l
4
Maisel. rf
4
Cruise, It
l
O'Farrel!, c . . . . 4
3
Boeckel, 3b ...
l
4
Fuesell, p
3
10
Henry, lb
2
ss
3
Ford,
4 11 27 16
37
0 O'Neil, c
Totals
1
4
0
Pittsburgh.
McNamara, p . . 4
Special

Santa

put. on for the benefit of
seini-windu-

Ita-pp- ,

d

.

...

1

1

114

rf-c- f.

seml-windu-

Baca-Fran-

1

Two-bas-

Tilery"

ltY NOUMAX E. IJUOWN.
One of tho Merriest
Little duels which will be staged
if the New York Giants and New
York Yankees clash in the coming
world's series will be that between
Aaron Ward of the Yankees (in
this corner) and Frank Frisch of
the Giants. (Hurrah.) These two
lads, holding down the second
basing positions on their clubs, will
try to settle the friendly feud that
started last fall.
Frisch.
On the season's work
senna to have an edge on Ward.
Aaron's playing has been o. k., but
his hitting which figures in a
man's general vorth to his club
has fallon off this season. Last
year he hit .300. This year his
average is nearer the .250 mark.
Ward hit fairly timely in the
series last fall, huwever, collecting
six hits. This leads his friends to
believe he can be counted on this
fall.
Ward has been with the Yanks
since he was called up from tho
Charleston club in 1917. He took
time out to help slap the kaiser in
1918, and it was not until 1920 that
he got back into the game as a
regular. Ho rapidly made a name
for himself as a speedy, clean
fielder.
His worth to his club is increased
by the fact that ho can play third
as efficiently as he can hold down
second. His home is in Fort Smith,
Ark.

.

Barnhart,

rf...

Tie ri ley, 2b.,..
Tray nor, 3b....
Grimm, lb
Schmandt. c...
Cooper, l)......

1

3

0

3
4
i
4

0
0
n
0
0
0

10

3
3

1
o

4
4

0
0
0

3

l

i

1

6

0

7
1

Totals
x

enth.

1

xx

32

7

27 15

Batted for Decatur in
Batted for Shrlver

By innings:
Brooklyn
Boston

1

7

Summary:

Two-bas-

ECV-

-

in ninth.

Two-bas-

;

e

LEAGl'E
W.

L.
67
61
73
74
76

93
90
79
77
76

Detroit

Chicago
Cleveland
Washington

fit;
fil

Philadelphia

Let us remind you that
relief, we are

well"

Boston

69

87
92

.391

f

-
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to eclence. a 8. 8. has stool
oi um. me power of It
W.
Uigredlonta Is acknnwlMlvA1 h.
orltlea.
Its medicinal ingredients are
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artlfat

0
S. 8.
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ui Leoa to d. pureiy
Blrln a. nln..
.AIIUI Oil. II r.Mri Ih vegetable.
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(and doea it thoroughly.
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impurmea which cam.
make
th
blood
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pur builds up lost flash. It helps to
new
manufacture
blood
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that'
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5. S. S. Will Rid You of Boili, Pimples,
Blackheads and Skin Eruption.
A boll In a volcano, youf bloofl la
ISL.f.uc,c.f'JU. ot P1,,on that the..
out Into a boil. They'll keep
boiling up" until you destroy thorn
completely by the use of 8. 8. 8., one

Smooth-Ridln-

-

-

SSS&m&X

one-tent-

I

'

DISTRIBUTORS
PHONE 710

jicw method of dyeing timber
has been discovered by a Dresden
engineer. He "vaccinates" the livof a pound
ing tree with
ot aniline colors dissolved In
200 pints of water.
This is sufficient to color the timber

f

Ms!

fr-

fjj

Bocfo
Baked Enamel Finistu

4FiV

V

in mind new furnishings
the late color- ings in shirts, ties that
so
go
nicely with those
nutumii shades and the
"SHAGGY," a
PW and
wonderful
hat.
It will

j

"

All-Ste- el
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are here
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$850 : $795

TbUit

tfz

SSj

ocked

son Bros, union suits that

Pet.

SI.

$895 : $875
h.

,

Now

some readers this
heading may suggest fewer clothes, but to the
man around the house
who mows the lawn and
carries out the ashes "it
means that he will soon
be
digging around in
the lower drawer for his
"heavies."

comes nto real' honest to
goodness fit and wear.

.620
.596
.520
.510
.500
.449

Was

value in America

L

Goodbye

$550 : $525

coupe

;

Now

Now! Beyond any shadow
of doubt Overland is the
GREATEST automobile

1--

New York
St. Louis

p.piiwr.iNr!

Wat

V

000 000 0000 IVANK. MSR
100 200 04x 7
e
hit B.
AMERICAN'
Ford. Stolen

Griffith. Home run
bases Cruise, Boeckel. Sacrifices
1
5 27
30
1
Totals
3
Ford, Henry, Powell.
Double
Score by innings:
plays Ford, Kopf, Henry; Kopf,
Ford
sno 200 000 4
and Henry. Base on balls
Chicago ...'
ino 000 000 1 Off Decatur, 2; Shrlver, 1; McNaPittsburgh
,1.
mara,
Struck out lly Decatur,
Summary:
hits
1.
Hits
Maisel,
Cooper,
Statz. 5; Sbriver, 1;ti MeNamarn,
Terry,
(.iff
in C innings: Shrlv
Three-bas- e
Decatur,
hils Maisel. Traynor.
1 in 2.
er,
Decateller
Losing pi
Stolen base Carey.
Sacrifice
tur. Time 1:34.
Maranville.
Double play Maranville and Grimm. Base on balls
When the process of making
Off Fusseil, 3; Cooper, 2. Struck
out By Fussoll, - 1; Cooper, 6. oxygen from air becomes cheaper,
Time 1:33.
It is predicted that an enormous
demand for the gas will arise. Just
o.
Huston, 7; Brooklyn,
as oxygen is now used for welding
Boston, Sept. 27. The Boston and
purposes in whiih great
Braves closed their home season to- heat other
is desired, not gradually but
day by defeating Brooklyn, 7 to 0. very speedily, so it will
be required
McNamara pitched wel with men for
smelting and a hundred other
on bases. Loose playing permit- - purposes.
2

Ivf-

$525

SEDAN

Now

To

Club

1

:

Wat

&

MORN

The

AB.Il.IT.ro.

ss.. -

ROADSTER

Now

$550

SEPTEMBER

1

Maranville,
Carey, cf
Bigbee, If

Was

J'OI N
SALE
On Thursday the 2Sth day of
Septflnibor 1922, at 10:0(1 a. m..
in front ot the city hall, on
North Second street, I will sell
one brown bay horse, will weigh
about 900 pounds, 10 years old.
branded on left shoulder and
left thigh.
J. R. OALFSHA,
(Adv.)
city Marshal.
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OPOSSUM MAKES
CLEVER COLLAR

STENOGRAPHER'S. ROMANCE
mELPS

SUBWAY

ing it for a long time, yet slio
laughingly said:
"it's Nellie got you here at
last, not because you wanted to
be with me."
"No indeed, Gladys. But I am
glad to bo where she is. She's
a sure cure for the blues, and I
do get awfully depressed at times.
Sometimes I wonder If I am going to work like this all my life,
and have so little to show for it."
"Your brother and sisters are
growing up, they'll soon be able
to help,'.' Cora encouraged.
It
was discouraging to work as hard
as Gladys: did and send all she
earned home, eave enough to
feed and clothe herself the last
as cheaply as possible.
Gladys
was a good looking girl, with a
strong capable face but a serious
girl, too serious for her age.
When Cora told her so she answered:
"I've never had anything to
make me anything else."
Nellie
hurrah!"
"Hip
hip
came into the room where the
two girls sat talking like a whirlwind.
She grabbed
Cora and
kissed her, then pulled Gladys
from her chair and waltzed her
furiously about tho room.
"What's the matter? Do stop
and let me get my breath," Gladys
pleaded.
"Matter!
I've got a job, that's
all " she whirled her more furiously than before. "Little Nellie
has a Job and can earn her wayl
Gee, but aren't I happy!" she
sank In a heap on tho floor, dragging Gladys, now quite breathless,
down with her.
"Quiet down, Nellie, and tell us
all about it," Cora said as toon
as she could stop laughing. "What
kind of a place, and who with?"
"Wait a minute, Cora! I can't
yet. I came near yelling for joy
in the subway.
I guess I must
havo looked awful tickled, because
I
looked
at grinned at
everybody
me.' One fellow thought he could
flirt, but he got his. I just asked
him if he was making them monYou
should
key faces at me?
have heard the people laugh. He
sneaked out at the next stop."
"1 should think he
would!"
Both girls laughed gayly. "Now
tell us about the job. Everything!
We are so anxious to hear all
about it."
"Well, here goes!"
Tomorrow Nellie Tells of Securing a Position.

ri,im

CHAPTER 9.
Nellie was curiously naive In
some ways, uncommonly (sophistCora felt mire
icated in others.
she would soon become Invaluable
it she got a position; her quick
grasp of things, her willingness to
please, her determination tj be in
both
an office, all encouraged
Cora and Gladys Into believing
she would surely make good if
ehe got a chance.
Gladys had spoken to Miss
the woman who kept the
agency, but had received little
encouragement.
men don't want
"Nowadays
girls without experience," she told
Gladys. "I could get around the
from what you tell
references
me of this girl, but not the lack
Of course I will
of experience.
I should
try to place her, but
succeed her wages will be very
small at first."
"Get her anything you can,"
Gladys returned, "Miss Baker and
I will help her out until gho can
earn enough to live on."
"You seem very fond of her."
"We are, both of us. tihe's the
pretbrightest little thing, and so Khe'H
ty too pretty, Cora thinks.
rather Impudent, too, sometimes.
Jf anyone says anything she
doesn't like she gets back at them
But she's good,
like lightning.
and won't stand any nonsense.
She's had a hard lifo in a cheap
boarding house where traveling
men stopped, and hns learned a
lot of things about life by listening to their coarse talk. But a
girl who had to work as hard as
she did, then teaches herself to
use a typewriter all alone in a
stuffy attic, is bound to get on,
we think."
"I'm getting Interested in this
protege of yours. You say Miss
Baker has been teaching her for
three months?"
"Yes, shorthand and spelling.
The poor child couldn't spell at
all. But she can now. I never
saw anyono so in earnest as she
Is."
"Well, I will do my best, but
Rather,
don't bo too sanguine.
don't let her be."
e,

1

Gladys Doran had taken a small
room in Mrs. Thompson's boarding houso. Cora had been urg

xot'iusmxu gvest
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.

Although few housewives, nowa
days, can afford to bake a cake
that calls for six eggs, still it is nice
to havo such a recipe on hand for
occasion. . The
a "very special''
cake in the following guest supper
ft
mom! In nt this vnriclv and will, of
course, be found most delicious ;is
will also the spaghetti main nisn,
cooked in tho real Italian way.
Spaghetti a L'ltallenne
Quick Biscuit
Waldorf Salad
Sunshine Cake
Coffee
Hnnirhpttl a. T.'Ttnlinnne : Boil on!
in
pound of spaghetti until tender,
boiling, salted water, tnen aram.of
In the meantime fry three cloves
cup
garlic till yellowed in
of olive oil: add to this ono cup in
tomato paste mixed with one cup
of water, and let simmer till thick.
Season to suit individual taste witu
salt and pepper. Pour this same
over the hot. drained spaghetti and
serve with plenty of grated Parmesan cheese (sprinkled on topi.
There are many people whojrto not
like Iho garlic taste, ana mis iu.iv
although, of
be left out if desired
course, the dish will not have the
(rue Italian flavor If this is done
On August IS I published a recipe
for the tomato paste mentioned
By ELOISE.
if you missed this recipe,
matter
The
of a fur neckpiece above;
a back copy of this newspaper
for the school girl is a problem buy
at our circulation de
for it must be something durable for that date,
and youthful according to mother
and something smart and unusual
according to daughter. The rich
and expensive
stoles
kolinsky
pelts which do not wear well have
no place in a school girl's wardBl WALT
These are for women of
robe.
fafihlon who can afford many furs
have1
some
one
care
to
for i:,
and
them.
EXTERNALS.
Here, then, is a neckpiece which
should please both mothers and
He said, "Jemima is a prize, a
daughters. It Is smart and It is gem among the girls; in vain the
certainly different with its satin gifted artist tries to paint her
streamers finished with huge balls golden
curls, and when I contemof fur. It Is youthful, much more plate her eyes, my heart within me
so than a cape, stole or animal whirls." She said, "lie is a fine
scarf and it is durable for it is young man, all wool and three feet
made of Australian opossum which wldo; his whiskers are a lainty tan,
is well known for Its lasting quali- with kopecks he's supplied, and in
ties. It is the type of collarette his handsome tin sedan I'll travel
which may Le worn with coat,
frock or suit and as such will bo
unusually practical for the school his pistol slowly to the level of his
girl. When not worn fastened shoulder, and pulled tho trigger.
fire, and Jacksnugly about the throat it forms The weapon missed it.
The second
son had to reprimo
a wide shawl-lik- e
collar.
more
was
successful, for his
try
wounded.
enemy fell mortally
Jackson turned and walked from
I tho field. Not until he was out of
I
of Dickinson did he let his
i sight
friends know that he himself had
wounded In tho breast
"Jl" Theater Repeating today been terribly
opponent's bullet.
for tho last time, the great picture, by "Ihisdidn't
want to give that scoun"Bought and Paid tor," a Parathe satisfaction of lying, knowmount picture but a William Do drel that
he had hit me," was Jacking
Millo production, with an
for concealing his
son's
cast; also repeating tho "Pathe Re- wound.explanation
view" and "Current Events"
That this pair of dueling pistols
Is used in "The Prodigal Judge" is
only a minor point, but it is typi"The Prodigal cal
Lyrtc Theater
of the painstaking care which
cast, fea- Is being expended
Judge," with an
by Vitagraph to
turing Jean Paige, is being repeat- make this special a screen
mastered today for tho last time; also repiece. Jean Paige is featured in
peating the comedy. "Building Up." the
cast.
A wonderful
Pastime Tlientcr
picture titled "Queen of the Turf," BURK'S STORY FOUND
with an
cast, is the main
UNTRUE, SAYS GUEST
attraction at the Pastime today;
also presenting the Sunshine comAn investigation has been made
edy "Excuse Me, Sheriff."
of the story told by William Burk,
aged 15, who was arrested in Las
"BOrGHT AM PAI1 FOR,"
Vegas recently on a charge ot
l'KOM FAMOrs NT Aft 12 l'LAY,
REPEATING TODAY AT "B' having stolen an automobile here.
The boy told Captain Richard Guest
And now we have "Bought and and others that he nau run away
from his home in Ins Moines, la.,
Paid For" on the screen!
The famous stage play, by George four years ago, and had left behind
Ho said his
Broadhurst, was ably transferred to a widowed mother.
the silversheet by William de Mille, homo was on Central avenue in
from the
tter
a
Des
Moines, but
producer of "Miss Lulu Betts" and
chief of detectives of that city,
other Paramount successes.
There are several outstanding stated that thero is no such street
and unusually attractive features or avenue there.
about this picture, which will be
STUDENTS POISONED.
the feature at the "B" theater toAln
Sept. 27.
Birmingham.
day for the last time.
In the cast are two Paramount Several hundred students of the
stars, Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt, Woodlawn high school hero were
both of whom are highly popular. stricken with ptomaine poisoning
Then there is Walter Hicrs, the as a result of food eaten- ut the
humorous heavyweight comedian school's lunch room at noon today,
A numwho relieves the tenseness of this according to authorities.
emotional drama by a laugh now ber wore seriously ill, but there
and then. Others In the cast are were no fatalities reported.
e
Leah Wyant, George Kuwa,
Frank and Ethel Wales.

j
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By Edna Kent Forbes.

egg-yol-

h

one-ha-
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one-thir-

(un-nec-
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water and produce

a splended
bleaching emollient. If
you haven't It here in a slmlar
formula easily made:
home-mad- e

Cucumber Crcnm.
4 ounces.
Almond Oil
1 ounce
Spermaceti
1 ounce
White Wax
2 ounces
Cucumber lulco
Cucumbers boiled, mashed and
strained make the Juice.

....

curling fluid made
from quince seed could not hurt the
hair. The cost of the permanent
wave varies according to locality.
Necessarily such work would be
more expensive in the large cities
where rents are high. Thirty dol
lars to 35 is the average price.
M. C. : It does not seem possible
that the mouth could enlarge after
a person has grown to adult age.
It may appear to have done so
if you have lost much weight; or
you may bo so conscious of this
feature that you are using It in a
nervous way and stiffening the
A large mouth or one
muscles.
with full Hps, will always be a pret
if
mouth
there Is mobility. The
ty
Hp exercises given in a recent chat
will accomplish this for nnyone
who practice them even for a short
time.
Anxious: An excessive amount
of oil, dandruff and falling hair.
all show that the scalp Is In need
of treatments. If you cannot have
this done by an expert, try massaging the scalp vigorously every day
and Include with this the best hair
tonlo several times each week.
D. Jj.

A

COUNTY DEED BOOK
ALMOST UP TO DATE.
CROLLOTT REPORTS
Although it has been reported
that city realtors have stated that
the county clerk's real estate deed

not In good shape,
county clerk, declared yesterday that the records
are well kept and that tho reported "tangle" is only the result of
a delay ot two weeks In posting
warranty deeds due to the office
having received the wrong record
book from the binders.
Anticipating, the filling of the
old warranty dced record book,
Mr. Croliott stated yesterday that
he had ordered a new record
book and supposed that it was in
the stylo that had been ordered.
When the. recorders started to
use the book, it was found that It
was not properly printed and a
new one was ordered at once. It
was made up In less than two
weeks and tho untyped deeds are
now being recorded In the book.
The work is practically caught
up, Mr Croliott declared.
records

are

Fred Croliott,

At last!

the
foremost actor in
America
in the most vivid

dramatic role of
all time

Sherlock Holmes-t- he
most interesting
character in fiction

now lives .on the
screen
The art of the great
Barrymore finds its
greatest expression

in this stirring
motion picture.

SHERLOCK
HOLMES
AitfuiRtm
m
Mf piv A
Ov1' "
Don't miss it when it comesl
Albert Parlwr.

Willi t CUIttttk
Sir Cenaa

FATHER OF YOUNG
BRIDEGROOM WANTS
HIM SENT HOMEWARD
The chief of police has received a
wire from George
Hhiclds, of
Miami, Ariz., father of Eugene
Shields, a youth held here on a
vagrancy charge, saying ho would
send money for his son's faro home.
Tho boy probably will bo sont home
soon. Young Shields was married
hero a short time ago to a girt in
her 'teens. Shortly afterward they
had difficulties, and It was reported
that Shields wished to leave his
bride to marry another girl, whose
Tho
name Is Mary Davidson,
Shields received a sentence for vaIn
court
recently.'
grancy
police
Those who carry scandal are
worse than those who make It.

That the city building program
organizations as Kiwanis
arid Rotary extends to tho state,
tho nation and the world, helping
to bring about a spirit of brotherly
was emphasized by
Bishop Charles L. Mead of Denver,
speaking before the Klwanls club
at its luncheon yesterday noon.
Bishop Mead spoke optimistically of the new spirit which he sees
motivating the world. The scramble for the dollar and the personal
gain is giving away to an ambition
to elevato humanity In general, he
said.
The world was drawn closer together by the war, and the United
of such

--

TEXA$
St. Louis.

Samuel G. Bratton, of
democratic
candidate for
justice of the state supreme court,
was here last night on his way to
Gallup, where he will represent the
Clovis Kiwanis club at the state
of Kiwanis.
convention
Judge
Uratton has been in the southern
restate.
of
the
and
his
lie
part
publican opponent,
Judge, tt. P.
Barnes, of Albuquerque, are not
making a platform campaign for
tho election.
..
.J J
Judgo

Clovis,

Webb

cattli:mant dies.

Safe
Milk

For Infant.
& Invalids
NO COOKING
!oi All Ages.

Mo.. Sept. 27. Rich
rn. "Food-Drinard King of Corpus Christ!, Tex.,
memuer ol me lamous King iam- - Quick Lunch at Home Office,an4
ltv. Wflnlthv rflftld n nti hnrsn ni'n- - Fountains. A.A foi HORLICKS.
ers of Texas, died here today of
Avoid Imitations & Substitute
neari disease, no was
years oiu.
k"

isr

ts

t
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MASON.

m

-- as his bride." So they were wed.
and pounds of rice came swishing
through the air; tho pastor said.
"I'm glad to splice so sumptuous a
pair; I'm sure they'll put up lots of
ice ere they have snowy hair." But
lie was prone to pinch a dime when
once that dime was won; to him
the program most sublime was
hoarding minted mon; le thought
it was a low down crime to spon'l
a groat for fun. And she regarded
chlckenfeed as something made to
spend; to buy up junk she didn't
need was her chief aim and end;
sho was inclined to give no heed In
maxims bankers lend. Her tresses
glimmered in the light. Just as they
did before; her husband's whiskers
were as bright as in the days ol
yore; and yet each day 1hey had n
fight, and, raging, walked the floor.
It's well if brides, like roses blown,
make ushers stand aghast; it's well
for bridegrooms if they own a
spread of whiskers vast; but sym- pathetic hearts alone will make a;
marriage last.

all-st-
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FAMOUS DUELIXG PISTOLS
USED IN HISTORIC FIGHT:
gEE "THE PRODIGAL Jt'DGE"

Clear your skin -

Maeyourface

The guns which Mr. Jose un
unco belonged to President
Andrew Jackson and wero used by
the founder of the spoils system In
his terrible duel with Dickinson.
On that oecai nn both the weapons
drew blood. Jackson, who was a
slow shot, determined to let his
opponent fire first and then mark
him down. It was a terrible risk,
because Dickinson was considered
one of the finest shots In Tennessee. But when the signal was given, Dickinson fired and Jackson
stood apparently unharmed.
"Great God! have I missed him?"
cried the unfortunate man, unable to believe that he had not hit

may be more than
a source of suffering and embarrassment
it may be holding you back in the
business world, keeping you out of a
better job for which a good appearance
is required. Why "take a chance' 'when

BLEACH

TIE

SKIN

Squeeze tho juice ot two lemons into a bottle containing three
ounces of Orchard White, which
any drug store will supply for a
few cents, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of harmless
lemon
bleach.
and delightful
Manage this sweetly fragrant lotion into the face, neck, arms
and hands each day, then shortly
note the benuty and whiteness of
your skin.
Famous stags beauties use this
lemon lotion to bleach and bring
comthat soft, clear,
plexion, also aa a freckle, suntan
end
bleach because it
burn,
doesn't irritate. Adv.

Ointment heals
Sample free, Dipt

so easily

two weeks. The results w simply
astounding. I can work twice as long
without tiring and I feel myself getting
stronger every day. All my alarming
symptoms have disappeared and I can
conscientiously say that more iron in
mblood has tremendously increased
my strength, energy and endurance."
The above is a typical hypothetical
case showing the results that have been
achieved by thousands of people since
we started this "Satisfaction or Money
Back" offer on Nuxated Iron. We will
make you the same guarantee. If after
taking two weeks treatment of Nuxated Iron you cannot walk twice as far
or work twice as long without tiring,
and you are not absolutely delighted
with the resulta,we will promptlyrefund
"
your money.
known to b thoroaghlr nlitble Orer. 4,000,000 package

te

NOTE. The tborm company !
of Nuxated Iron ere sold annually, and It hat been used and highly recommended by former
U. S. Senator, Member of Congreaa, Judcea of U. S. Courts and many phyaiciana. We are
able to guarantee that if yon do not obtain all and eren greater benefit than you expect
from Nutated Iron, the manufacturer will promptly refund four money.
For Bale by all druggists, inchidl ng Alvarndo Pharmacy.
Brlggs'
Tharmacy and AVoodworth's Prescription Pharmacy. Adv.
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BUSINESS COLLEGE
m I E TTER BOURSES
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u

keeps

the style

looking

right

save3

Hart, Schaffner

&

?

Retlsol, Baltimore, Mi

Often Shown in Two Short Weeks

LBUQUERQUE

Fine quality gives them long wear
their money.

Marx
K esmoj Clothes Will Keep You
Well Dressed

"Six weeks ago I saw a special offer in
the paper telline about the terrible de
vitalizing weakness caused by lack of
iron in the blood, and how examinations by physicians had shown that
three people out of every four you meet
lack 100 iron in their blood.For years
I had been all tired out with my work
and never felt well a single day. For
long periods I would have pains in my
back and think I was getting kidney
trouble. Then I had dizzy spells,
pains and palpitations around my heart,
and began to fear I was getting heart
disease. I suffered from gas and my
meals always upset me. Nothing I ate
his. mark.
with me or seemed to do me any
agreed
Jackson stood Impassive, brought good, and I could not get any strength
out of my food.
I have been taking Nuxated Iron for

LEMONS

Good style makes them look better, feel better, take greater pride in themselves.

skin-troub-

Newer Form of Iron a Bless
ing To Folks Who Are Weak,
Sickly, Nervous or Run-dow- n

earthed

they don't get enough

a business asset

That

Director Edward Jose, who had
charge of "The Prodigal Judge,"
will be shown at Lytic
theater today for tho Inst time, discovered a historical pair of dueling
pistuls which were borrowed for the Thousands of People Have Suffered From all Sorts of Alarming
dueling scenes. This forms the
Symptoms And After Ailing, .Coniplaining and Doctoring
great climax of Vaughan Kester's
for Years Found That the Real Trouble Was Lack
lamous novel a pistol fight between the Judge and Colonel
of Iron in Their Blood Astonishing Results
which

Wh y It Pays To
Be Well D resscc
Most men do not pay enough attention to clothes
style and enough quality.
Men need the best of both.

all-st-

rosy-whi-

Bulbs. Dutch. Japanese: Tulip.
Daffodils.
For fall
Hyacinths,
Ives, puoue 732. Adv.
planting.

Methodist Bishop Addresses
Kiwanis Club on Relations
of City Groups to World
Affairs.

JUDGE BRATTON HERE
ON WAY TO KIWANIS
MEETING IN GALLUP

loaf-cak-

all-st-

PLEAC HING CREAM.
city fitreets are once more
with returned vacationiup
filling
st!!. One sees dozens of girls with
bright ryes and sunburned skins
who look refreshed and rested and
thoroughly ready for tho work or
k
play of the winter. Thejr
dresxes will show a red "V"
blouses
in front, their thin white
the glow of sunburned shoulders
beneath.
They look so attractive
and yet every one of them is worto
as
how remove this gorrying
geously healthy tan.
Personally, I hate to see the sunburn disappear from these fresh
young faces, but as it will fade out
of Itself into the most unhealthy
looking yellow, I suppose the best
thing is to hasten the process and
bleach the skin to its normal whlto.
There are thousands of ways to remove sunburn with the most optimistic claims set forward by the
maker of this or that special preparation. Personally, I favor a few
simple creams and lotions.
As the skin is already dry the
most logical sort of bleach would
be a cream. Lettuce creams and
peroxide creams are both very
good, though it is difficult to purchase a really satisfactory peroxide
cream and almost impossible to
make one. If you have my formula
for a fine cold cream you can substitute cucumber juice for the rose

EXTEND S

States cannot maintain :. policy of
splendid isolation in it. he said.
This country already has entang
ling alliances of church, education
and finance abroad and can not
ignore them. The United States,
for this reason, cannot remain out
of the present Turkish disturbances
because it must protect its interests
there, he said.
A report of the club committee
on city extension maiio by Ilemry
G. Coors, stated that the club campaign to extend the city limits will
be postponed until after the fall
elections. The committee had r
celved assurance ot support in the
project from tho city commission,1
lie said.
Dr. M. K. Wyldor, president of
the hotel directors, made a report
on the subscription
collections.
Judge Sam G. Uratton of ClnvU
and Kiwanian Smith of KI Paso
wero introduced for short talks.
Two attendance prizes were given,
a box of candy by K. It. Smith of
the Sturges cigar storo and won by
I. J. Mize, and t worth ot merchandise by the Eubank Brothers
store, donated by C, L, Eubank.

mmim rhymes

Theaters Today

BEAUTY CHATS

or call at tho circulation
department to look over the files re-of
back papers and copy out tho
cipe. Hero is another way in which
you can make the sauce for the spa
ghetti:
Italian Meat Sauce for spaghetti:
Fry three veul chops with tho oil
and garlic mentioned above, adding
a little salt. Then shred the meat,
discard bones and fat, and return
it to the saucepan; now continue to
make the sauce by the above given
recipe adding tomato paste and
seasonings.
"Beat six
Sunshine Cake:
to a stiff froth. Beat the six
until very stiff, then
add to them one and
cups of granulated sugar, tho beaten
teaspoon of
vanilla, and tho following dry Insifted
together: Ono cup
gredients
d
of flour,
teaspoon of
cream of tartar and a pinch of salt.
e
Turn the batter into a
pan and bake In a moderate oven
from thirty to forty minutes."
(This cake recipe was contributed
by a column reader).
Answer to Mrs. J.: I am sorry
that my personal reply to your letter did not arrive before your parly.
are answered as
All inquiries
quickly as possible, but it Is always safe for my readers to allow
three weeks for my reply to reach
them, when there Is some special
occasion In view such as a party
wedding, etc.
partment
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By LAURA A. KIRK MAN,

BY JAXE
A

ELLIE BEBVKES

!

WORK OF CIV

TOWORLD.MEAD

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
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Nor is the cost one cent more than for less desirable clothes; in fact, long
wear and satisfaction considered, its far less. The fall and winter suits are
priced upward from $29.50.

The World's Best Shoes
For Men
Hanan's

Florsheim's

$15
Men who have worn Hanan shoes
for many years tell us that whatever
the price has been they're always
worth more in comfort and durability
and style.

$10
The Floersheim
is
shoe
always
dressy' up to the mmute m style and
certain to give value in comfort and
wear. It has no equal at the price.

Extra Values In Luggage

As an illustration of the superior value at your command in travel goods for
men, we'd like you to inspect the big, roomy, all leather hand bag we're selling just now at $8.50.

ibi we

COMPLETE COURSES IN DAY AND
NIGHT SCHOOL
There Is a good position awaiting you it. you are prepared to
hold it. If you can't attend day school, enroll lit our night
classes.
MAY & noSKIN'G, Proprietors

Shirts at $2.50
Remember the line of spring and summer shirts
we sold you at $2.50?
The fall and winter line
is ready; a better shirt, finer materials, more for the
money than the spring line afforded. That's value

Men's Store

r

Our Special

Jure Page

Worth Wiile Stories

BRAZIL TO COMMEMORATE ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY
AS FREE NATION WITH AN INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION

1

CENTENNIAL AT RIO SHOULD STRENGTHEN NATIONAL FRIENDSHIPS

Attractions Promised
Mr
Americans Who Attend,
Amona Them Reasona ble
Rates for Hotel Accommodations and Fixed Restaurant Prices.

1

th third lime within six- - the world's greatest coffee State
Its capital, the latter often railed the
c. .
oen years an American
Qf
q(
on
Ills
la
way
State
of
thf) n,ltion ls Hi,out 300 miles distant.
retary
to Brazil as a special envoy Excellent sleeping car service iH main
but I would suggest a flower
of good will from the great Republic tained,
day train In order to see the country
of the North to the most populous through which the road
passes, as well
as to catch glimpses of Brazilian life
Republic of South Ameri a.
Secbe
to
work
and
observed on the way.
The visit of Ellhu Root when
CabLarge Areas Provided
retary of State in the Roosevelt
For Display of Exhibits
inet, In 1906, and that of Secretary
credited
"It may be recalled that some years
Bainbridge Colby later are
with having done much for the ad ago when the authorities decided to
vancement of friendly commercial and improve and modernize Rio de Janeiro
a,
a most ambitious plan of municipal
political relations In
This
Much Is expected of the visit of Sec- - development was inaugurated.

Fl

wet

r

ivt

i

retary Hushes.

Secrclary Hughes goes to Rio as the
representative of President Harding
and of the American Government to
the exposition which from September
7, 19:2, to March 31, 1923, 13 to com..mnr ,,, Brazil's first 100 years of
freedom. An appropriation of $1,000,- 000 has been made by the Lnlted
States for its representation.
A luncheon was held in the Hotel
Aster a few months ago by 400 New
York business men under the auspices
of the Brazilian Chamber of Commerce.
Its primary purpose was to inaugurate
the tour of the United States, then
about to be begun by Kebastiao Sam-paiBrazilian commercial attache in
Washington, and the United States
commissioners to the Brazilian Centennial Exposition, Frank A. Harrison
and Mrs. Arthur Livennore, to stimulate Interest in the coming exposition.
On that occasion Mr. Sampaio spoke
of the centenary as marking 100 years

'
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American representation he said:
Brazil a Large Exhibitor
i
'

1
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Kit Li

Rio Has Population
Of More Than Million
has a popu
"Rio de Janeiro
lation of more than a million people,
The city takes Its name from that
to-d-

of the first month of the year, as, on
Affonso
1.
1531, Martlm
sailed into the great bay about which
the city clusters and, thinking he nau
ideied the mouth of a mighty stream.
christened it Rio de Janeiro River of
January. Politically, Rio de Janeiro
is situated within a federal district
about eight times larger than the
District of Columbia. The city itself covers an area of about sixty-on- e
square miles.
"While sojourning in Rio de Janeiro
one may go by rail to Sao Paulo,

January

"Will the Brazilian capital be crowded with people during the exposition?
Tho answer must be yes, and for that

,,,

iwiuu

""uB.,u.i
ta
a" Avemdl1 .Kl Branco.
one
or tne world's finest and most conspicuous examples of the modernized city
street. It extends north and south a
distance of about a mile and a half
and is 110 feet wide. Rows of Pau
Brazil, the species of tree from which
the Republic derives Its name, occupy
the center, the sides being used for
traffic which of course moves in opThis avenue also
posite directions.
serves as a connecting link between
sections of the bay; at either end of
the former are large open spaces
which lead to other avenues
and
streets. Along Avenida Rio Branco
stand many of the capital's business
structures, hotels, cafes, newsnaner
rlants, and office buildings. At ap.
Z..
v.
y

,',,,

special reason the American Chamber
of Commerce of Rio de Janeiro, In cooperation with Brazilian oflicials, ls
preparing to aid tho numerous visitors
expected from tho United States by
securing uniform and reasonable hotel
and rooming house rates. At all times
many rcsturants and cafes of the capital cater to tho public. Meals are
charged at reasonable prices, ranging
from $1 to $2 or more, according to
the style of the place. Cafes where
coffeo nnd lighter food or refreshments are served are numerous and
correspond, in a way, to the quick
lunch rooms in American cities. At
present a light breakfast of fruit, rolls'
s,
butter and coffeo ls quoted at 6
equivalent to slightly less than
75 cents in United States currency.
"What is the climate of tho Brazilian
capital, and what kind of clothing will
it be advisable to take with me? asks
the prospective tourist. In the first
place, it will be summer In tho United
States when we sail for the exposition,
and tropical weather always prevails In
Bio de Janeiro and In northern Brazil
in general. With these facts in mind
the traveler will provide himself with
summer weight clothing; but the wise
voyager usually carries a topcoat, a
raincoat, a steamer rug and at least
one suit of medium weight underwear
for possible changes In temperature or
for use on trips into the mountains,
where the air, especially at night, ls
many degrees cooler than at sea level.
A tuxedo or dress suit may be needed
and is always useful. A small steamer
trunk nnd a suitcase are sufficient to
carry the wardrobe of tho average
traveler. Rio do Janeiro lies in what
is termed the second zone, which has
a temperature varying from 73 to 79
degrees Fahrenheit, in the lowlands
and from 50 to 64 degrees as more
elevated regions are n'pproacfaed. During the months of September.V October,
and November the climatic conditions
of Rio do Janeiro are very good. Occasional showers may be expected with
possibly cool nights, but always warm
or hot days. Land and sea breezes
usually alternate, making the temperature quito agreeable. Health conditions and sanitary precautions in the
city are excellent and modern, and the
visitor will probably be exposed to
no more danger than when mingling
with the average exposition crowd in
the United States.
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Avenida . the. electric streetcar extern
V.
01 ruo ce Janeiro centers. Here the
cars are continually arriving and departing, lifting the city and outlying
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"Avenida P.io Bianco will really
unite the two sections of the exposition grounds, while its extreme breadth
will greatly facilitate the
handling of
uiu vimuiuj- crowns,
rropcrly speak
ing. the Centennial Fvimamr. i
one of a series of units constituting the
centennial celebration.
The several
areas designated for exposition
r "ear the water
'IT. "'"?
front. The site where native or Brazl,)an produtts wiI1 be exhlhited la a
plot of ground having water on tw
"nd from this plaza a street ex.
Ending along the water front to the
'
Monroe Palace, one of the
5-yr;-.- n
city's most
J
de JAN I
beautiful and commanding structures,
hoen designated as the Avenida
Parades and Reviews
U.
I.
do N"ncaes (Avenue of Nations),
Part of Entertainment
along
whilh will stand the official pavilions
me
ls
as
mat
will
at
such
Brazil
where
a
nouses,
In
purposes
and
the
"In
"Tho
first
exhibits,
way
opposite
country grow
largo
general
prosper.
lying
participation of foreign counf frdKn governments.
By far the
of the Avenida Rio Branco, in the
and locomotives, find denvor to show the world some of the place the exposition will reflect agrl- - tries will be recognized by the official
'"rgest area available for exposition end
vital Influences that have made the cultural
vicinity of the new docks and ware- - abundant space
development, progress in reception of the embassies.
First in order come the meetings of
a national and International character.
The latter includes the South Amerl- BURR
can Railway, Engineering, American
History, Americanist, and Third Pan
American Child Welfare Congresses;
ON LOVE
while Brazilian specialists will as- somble to discuss higher education,
By BEATRICE WASHBURN.
HE public of late has had so subject that he became a rebel because agriculture, industry, commerce, cottea.
MINIATURE America or, rather, nesota. in Illinois and Pennsvlvnnla
other
taxed
his
lat
Ueorgo
merely
ton, chemistry, coal and Brazilian pro
much fun reading the ludicrous
It would bo at least interesting,, to , tection of the child, each the subject
nilniaturo Colorado, has prac- - names that sound strange indeed on Some Dispute, Other.? Approve
of poor, bewildered
Uo
X
of
a separate national congress or con- :ally grown up far away in ,ne unaccustomed Slavic tongue.
Contention
Doesn't Last high school and college students to the forbidden to brew ale at Mount Vernon, vention.
The last named will admit to
the new kingdom of the Jugoslavia Crowing
What do you mean by 'pursuit of honorary membership those attending
more or less equally ludicrous quesYears.
Serbs. Croats and Slovenes. For from
Eight
More Modern Rapidly
tionnaires inflicted upon them by their happiness'? Do you think that Wash the third Pan American Child Welfare
Slovenia, the only Slavic country in
The growing modernity of Jugo- ington would have felt 'happy' with a Congress.
pedagogical tormentors that It is only Federal ollicer or town constable
the, Alps, come great numbers of our Slavia, with its international
snooploans,
celebrations will' Include
fair play to ask some plain questions ing around his pantry or cellar in the"Popular
T.ovnox. Sntnrdif.
m'mrs and laborers, men who people vast new railways and rapidly de- decoration and illumination of Rio
The statement made by Jane Burr of the
tho vast plains of Montana and Dn- - vcloping commerce is likely to
Do
you think he de Janeiro;
pubIlc ltseit write3 the Rev, search of liquor?
give it
concerts of national
kola and who livo In the little mining moro publicity than has been accorded upon her arrival here that no love Luclan Johnston, associate editor of could have held together the disheart- music;
a great military parade; a nalasts
of
than
been
has
Colorado.
Some
of
ened
remnant
his
its
charm.
In many ways the
longer
villages
natural
of their
eight years
army at Valley val review; a civic parade in honor of
In the September number of
customs they have retained and loss is regrettable.
vigorously challenged in n flooil nf letter Truth,
Forge if he and it had foreseen the the heroes of independence; a parade
lnnt
in
In
At
to
the
Christmas
some
with
magazine.
Amerof
truce
time
lan
which
brought
a
present paternalism
their
lies upon
the
them,
newspapers,
government? of school children; the free exhibition
Now, for instance, what do you Or were the signers of the Declaration of films
guage has been mixed with English the Slovene valleys. The doors are all lean aulhor and feminist Is railed uch
showing national
and has become, a kind of language of left unlatched, for no one think3 of names as "emn'vhcad " "foolish "
mra" hV 'life'? When the signers of of Independence indulging in a sar- industries, scenery, places of resources,
historical
the Declaration of Independence de- - donic bit of irony in advocating the interest and the various
its own. There are towns in Colorado stealing at such a time and everv one ..
..
,., ..
.1
aspects of
'
that nil 'inalienable' right of the mere 'pursuit' Brazilian life, and the South
where the distant .Slavic saints pre. iu the villaces. except the old people
.
.
.
.. dared It to bo
.
,,
Ameriawuising ner own lanures. mpn were endowed with the 'lnalicn- - of happiness without actually getting can ''Olympic
side with all the magnificence and and the babies, goes down the valleys
games.
iJ'-, ...
views on love ana marrlaare are at- - nhin1
t :t..
nt uf anroiv ihnv warn f the happiness?
...i.
'.The Independence Museum and
.
,
.
,
ro- - MfArrtnir
mafaUr In iia
Crentpr flttfntl.n
......... tVinn
"What do you mean by 'freedom of other public
n.v, nnuadaulnn
uu
twano.w.. t
aiw nine vuniKes in iiir
iiiuu3 10 ;uiue me souis or .,me aeaa trartinir" Introduced
,v.v.j
buildings will be
SU venla where letters from America hack to earth in case they wish to fc""y
knickers, but one physical life. After all, King Oeorge speech'? Was Patrick Henry an an- rated at this time and the Inaugucentenary
are awaited with feverish impatience visit their old home on such a night writer say that of the two freakish no- - w; not a stark mud murderer, evi archist or a plain, free man when he will be further celebrated
by the publetters that are often deciphered with and for miles and miles the belle may tions, knickers aro easily the more
dently they referred to a nectar life, spoke so boldly in tho face of the de lication of works
dealing with the
1. e., a life free from unnecessary po- - facto.British Government?
Or are you
aid of the village priest by the be heard ringint; through the dark slble.
milestones in national history
y
a plain Jackrahblt, scared to 'great
litlcal restrictions, iow, are you lead.
.
tlickei ing candles of the little peasant forest, calling the neonle to nraver.
h
and
other
of
national activity,
phases
Inir snieh n life
Or dn vnil nni- - titter in public what you 'damn' in such
huts.
There Is one little church on an Island Bestlons Is to be found In life
as sanitation, geography and
,,,
itself,"
nhvslra1 life? rn von private?
Along the walls of these huts there in the middle of the Lake of Veldes
statistics.
-Special
stamps will be
"Some time ago I said that the typituinK tnat government nere nas De- are often borders of photographs. Dark, whoso bell, so eh.im the minor, of
medals
come so sumptuary and prying and cal mental vice of Americans was minted and commemorative
stalwart looking men in unfamiliar, Colorado, cm he heard on fhHutmn. haPP"y married for fifty ysars."
and
distributed."
1
Know 10ve la8ts"ays nler' '"erriouiousiy inquisitive mui 11 is a logolatry a superstitious adoration of
ready made American suits. The night far across the ocean In America.
mother of tho family often shakes More than one stolid Pueblo family "The affection I had for my wife when Joke to say that you live ? Washing- - mere words. It reminds me very much
Is incomparable lon Hn1 Jefferson did live an Intel of the poem read by 'Alice in Wondertier head and looks perplexed when has been troubled because a mining she was twenty-flvSleeper's Imagination
It lectual and refined and socially free land':
my immense love of her
she gazes at these Jan or Ivan was boarder Insisted on leaving the door with
y
Is in old age that love Is made perfect life.
do you live or rather " 'Twas brilllg and the sllthy toves
Is Stirred by Mosquito
different when he was at homo In tho open on Christmas night so he could and
Did gyre and glmble in the wabe;
triumphantly crowned."
merely exist, under a stupefying sysmountains in his picturesque peas- - hear the bell!
Imagination often works as an ally
writes : "If Miss Burr meairs tem of 'don'ts' tyrannically clamped All mimsy were the borogroves.
"Alpha"
of mosquitoes In
And in North D ikota, along the by love romantic
ant's clothes. These pictures have the
causing sleeplessness
And the mome raths outgrabe."
enthusiasm, she Is upon your wrists by a
in summer.
place of honor In a Slovene home, lonely prairies where tho Slovene probably right, but that is not the higher
"
When the weary sleeper
to
of
'It's
'moral'
hard
rather
autocracy
thugs?
understand,'
minority
which
love.
are
an
decorated
is
often
with
a
farmers
It
farmsometimes
live,
each
Bea
uncharted
tiny
They
"What do you mean by 'law'? In my said Alice; 'somehow it seems to fill has tossed about the bed and
American flag or a bit of spruce from house ten or f teen miles apart, the captivates. Once the map of -- nother's
days I was taught a definition my head with Ideas only I don't know hausted himself slappine at the wlm-the overhanging fir trees. Sometimes bell con be heard, tooringing all the so"' '", know" romance goes, but love student
of it containing three fundamental ele- - exactly what they are.' I rather think tormentor he pulls the sheet nm. hi.
try iuD in mtimii uii.
candle is placed under them to slg- - way from
over 4.000 miles mitt...
A different point of view Is given by ments, namely
It was (1) an ordl- - that most of us are in the same con- o..u ines again ror slumber. The
niry rememnfance anu tne canaie is away. Borne claim that It 19 an il- - "philosopher." who asks, "Why should nance of reason, (2) promulgated by fused state of mind when we use such
pest may have fled, but In a moment
never allowed to go out, though even luston of tho senses the effect of lova last? There is 110 permanence in leirltimatR authoritv. S for the com- - words as
democracy, life, liberty and the buzzing sound is heard
cathedral candles and those reserved snow and loneliness, or, perhaps, of sny human relationship. But that Is
again.
Now. ueenine these in pursuit of happiness, constitutional,
00(i
Half unconscious In sleep the victim
f0r saints have a tremulous habit of homesickness, but the peasants know not necessarily
drawback.
let me ask you a slmplo ques scientific, evolution, progress, efficiency, holds his
breath waiting for the
for the sunshine when it comes, mind,
oetter
nickering In the mountain gales.
They say that It you have grateful
of
freedom
civilization,
speech, law,
to alight.. The buzzing seem
but one doesn't demand that it shou J tion:
And whac gales there are In these
brought up within sound of the remain with
"Does law, as such, become law reform,
..
government. Off. bltt HlnUlv frnta
representative
us upceauliigly.
Lost lov.i
j
mountains; The Julian Alps, called Veldes bell you will hear it on Christ- - should
conbirth
de
a
enacted
facto
Now
because
vitamlnes, calories, eugenics,
by
solely
he
be
awake
not
has
as
it
frees his arm
fully
already
regretted,
that to commemorate the conquest of mas
eve nil your life long, no matter enriched life."
government, whether King, President, trol, psychiatry, psychosis, complexes, from the entangling
sheet
.....
and
I
prepa
I. - n
T.
Ua
u
In ......w.
atrlbn
U.tlt me
H n' rp you are.
uin 4uiMiiin LCiliulli i nju uy IIIQ
with Jano Burr. Whose f'ontrress or Legislature?
Others
Or must the subconscious.
mi,,
uuiHinpt seems at
mans under Julius Casar In his trt
And there is one Inscription, carved name ls really rtosallnd Oiiggenhelm of other two elements be present: that Is.
"Moreover. I think that It is Dre- - a distance. Ho lies awake, every nerve
determined to make an end of
umphant march against the barba- - on a little cross where a lumber man. 81. Louis, and try to explain.
must a law (In order to be law as clsely because of this heedless use of tense,
"Pendry" thinks that love doesn't last em.
rlans, abound in mountain winds and fell down a crevasse, that expresses
e H ordinance of reason and words the United States has be- - his foe when it gets near enough.
Still
the buzzing goes on. The
In bitter, clear, cold winters like those the austere and confiding faith of because the development of man and
tn0 common good? And if so, then come the paradise of religious, pedain bed the better to locats
sits
The natives are coming these mountain people:
of Colorado.
who ls t0 determine when it is? And poglcnl, political nnd medical quacks Us source.up Then all
r'nTto'
of a sudden the
to America in greater numbers. There
"Tho road to eternity Is not long," tlon aniJ reVommends a lato man-lan' he to determine it? You know who reap a rich harvest out of us un- - clang of a bell proves that
hw
lie had
are 3,000 Slovenians In Pueblo alone it reads, "at 1 o'clock he left home
he solution.
She odds, "Love will how Washington determined It.
thinking mob. Wo are the easiest been listening to the hum of a street
for
a
tho
and nearly every mountain peasant and at 3 o'clock he was already In have a better chance If marriage ls post- all
world
do
mean
car.
in
He turns over and waits for tlia
"What
fraud,
you
by 'liberty'? marks
toned until the thirties."
has relatives In AVnshlngton nnd
Washington wns so stnsittve on that provided it is labeled Willi a big name. real mosquito's return.
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DIVIDES WORSHIP OF
SLOVENES KEEP OLD JANE
WORDS,
BELIEFS IN AMERICA EXPERTS
AMERICAN FAILING
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Reasonable Hotel and
Restaurant Rates Fixed

plan included the condemnation and
ren)ova, of earl 6(l0 smaU
order to construct a wide avenue
etmg certain portion of the

wiui uiw uusiness neart of the
At Our Exposition
capital.
"From whom does this invitation
Large Areas Provided
ome? From Brazil, from Its President,
For Display of Exhibits
states-

Dr. Epltacio Pcssoa, the great
man who visited your country 111 person fhortly after his election three
years ago an old and sincere friend
of yours; Brazil, which took part in
each of your eight greatest interna- tlonal exhibitions, spending for that
purpose alone more than J3.000.000;
the only foreign nation which
in 1876 to your first centennial In Phil- adelphia, sent its Chief of State, its
Emperor, Dom Pedro II., ut a lime
when the kings of Europe were still
somewhat fearful of visiting democra- cles like the United States; Brazil,
which sent to Delaware Bay the only
foreign battleship that on July 4,1876.
saluted the American flag together
with your navy.
"This invitation comes from Brazil,
which sent to Washington Its first
diplomat or Minister immediately after
Its declaration of independence; Brazil,
the first to thank you for the Monroe
Doctrine by offering an alliance with
the United States a few months after
the famous message of President
Monroe; Brazil, which is proud to bo
oldest friend in Latin Amqrica
' your
your friend in peace and your friend
in war; Brazil, which entered the
great war but a few days after you,
because, as set forth In the message
of President Braz, with our elder
brother, the United States, at war It
was impossible for Brazil to remain
neutral.
'1 am sure by the way you receive
lis that you have in mind all these
proofs of our affection for you. And t
am equally sure that you will accept
the Invitation of Brazil."
Perseus who may be conlemplatin?
accepting that invitation for a holiday
.sojourn in P.io dn Janeiro during the
.exposition months will find interest in
these words contributed to a recent
hulletin of the Pan American l nlon
by William A l.tia, IIUUI. UUVinri ul
that organization:
"Doubtless no city of the world
a grander or more picturesque
setting for a great exposition. Mountains, hills, dales, tropical verdure,
bays and the pea have all combined to
make the place distinct, unique, beauNature assembled
tiful, enchanting.
this wonderful combination of elements and for a century and more
man, with his art and skill, has sought
to multiply and to perfect these natural beauties by constructing a great
and modern metropolis. This is the
environment of the Centennial Expositionan environment that will hold
the newcomer spellbound, as well ns
delight nnev those who have previously seen the Brazilian capital.

stock raising, fishing and mining: the
industries;
growth of mechanical
J transportation progress on land, rivers
and along the coast; postal and telegraph services; the work of Brazilian
artists and scientists; the development
of commerce; and the production and
conservation of foods.
"While Brazil cannot claim a place
among the great manufacturing nations, the progress made in this line
of activity during recent years has
been remarkable, and the manufactured goods to be exhibited will more
than surprise the average visitor, most
of whom probably think of Brazil as
a land where factory wheels have not
yet begun to turn. The textile industry is one of the activities which has
made important progress, there being
thousands of operatives engaged in
the numerous plants within the Federal District and in the State of
Sao Paulo.
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ATHLETIC GIRL" IS
MISREPRESENTED."

"

SUCCEEDS

Hl-- Y

1E1T

YOM KIPPUR, JEWISH
DAY OF ATONEMENT,

PLANS

IN TICKET SALE
FOR THE HIGHS

BUILDING OEOE
Have Several Floors
Devoted to Office Rooms;
to Be Built at Corner of
Second and Central.

First Big Project Undertaken Tir Boys' Organization Goes Over Big; Business

MentoAid.

club, which had the
The
supervision of the sale of tickets
of the High School Athletic association, reported last night that
had heen sold to
480 tickets
High School students alone. This
is the largest number ever sold
within the
High School and
this in spite pf the fact that the.
establishment of the Junior high
has decreased the number in the
g
High School proper. The
movement, at the invitaIs being taken
tion of the Hi-Klwanls
up by the Rotary and that
the
clubs, and it is expected
business men will patronize Hlgn
The
School athletics liberally.
Chamber of Commerce will send
member
its
of
a letter to each
urging support of High School
athletic games.
cabinet, at a meetThe Hi-Tuesing at the Y. M. C. A.a on
program
day night, outlined
for the fall and a part of the
winter season. The first business
meeting of the entire membernoon.
ship will be held tomorrow
Each fourth meeting will be deD.
Moss,
voted to Bible study. J.
Y.
l.oys' work secretaryof of the
the direcM. C. A. has charge
tion of the Hi-A dormitory club, composed or
men and boys who live at the
Y
M. C. A., will be organized,
soon, and will hold a dinner and
meeting on one evening each
.
week.
S;iiial affairs will be held at
tho T. M. C. A. once each month,
to which the public will be
welcomed. The first will be held
next Tuesday night, and is under the direction of the social
wor committee, which is composed of O. D. Wait, Ernest B.
Garcia and O. M. Love. Lobby
meetings will bo held each two
SecreThe association,
weeks.
tary Berry said yesterday, may
resume the Sunday evening Fellowship meetings, but no plans
leading to that end have been
made so far.
Hl--

have started work
preparatory plans for the
new theater and office building
soon to bo erected by Joseph Bar-ne- tt
on the site of the present
White Elephant building at the
southeast corner of the intersecArchitects

T

on the

tion ot Central avenue and Second

Y

liSi KiUherlne Agar.
wupn una vjJ4Vcuti bUV
Mthletic girl,' " says Miss KatLrrlne
one of the U. S. girls who
Agar,
mt a rrcrl
In iha
a.
Oympic meet in Paris. "She !j
v v uiaov,uiiiJV aim
uaCIBrcB
Kil,
A
1..- Mi
I4
wotBO
one Iiqat jusfc
af,m, MCI,.
sport who knows how to Uk
s.
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FIR OF WIQVE
TO GET

PftlG

on North Sixth
Tnta
4i per uem
Qtrpot
and Park
Tenth
Eighth,
Unopposed,.

Protests

--

paving-boostin-

SCHOOL IS ATTENDED
BY POLICE OFFICERS

vr

Vnrir stent. 27. Police of
of various American cities

went to school here today to DS'
tinnnll'prl in identi
fication methods and to learn the

n.ni.ii

m.thnii nf teleeraDhlng
finger prints, rather than send by
post. The school, an aftermath of
the recent national ponce convention, is under the tutelage of
Brik Bchaeffer, military judge
and assistant director or ponce
Copenhagen. The course will continue for five days.

iTt?AKS PAriNO Rl'TORD.

Lancaster, Pa.. Sept. 27. Joe
Boy, owned and driven by Dan
Leary, ot westcnesier, oroKe me
pacworld's record for
ers today, covering the mile in
4
at the Lancaster county
2:12
fair association races. The previous, record was made by Johns
Joe
town in 1894 in 2:12
Boy's best time, made several years
ago, is 2:06
2.

4.

FRED FISHER FILES
BOND AS RECEIVER
FOR MURPHY "SAN"
Fred W. Fisher has been np
pointed by the district court a receiver for tho Murphey sanatorium,
filed his bond of, $5,000 in the
court yesterday. Tho appointment
of a receiver was madu in connection with the suit of Mrs. Meta
Murphey against Dr. W. T. Mur
phey; the Murphey sanatorium and
the trustees of the Protestant Episcopal church in the state who are
asking that the church property be
protected.
The Murphey sanatorium was
purchased some time ago by the
Episcopal church and the name
changed to St. John'B sanatorium,
The church actively took over tho
management on Septemher 16 and
the receivership has nothing to do
with the present corporation which
owns and operates the institution,
aside from being In a way a pro
tection to that corporation.

USEFULNESS OF
BLACK-DRAUGH-

Whole System
Benefited By

'

TanUc
of frail, nervous
Thousands
people and convalescents everywhere have testified to the remarkable power of Tanlao In
back
their health,
bringing
strength, and working efffolenoy.
It seems to quickly Invigorate the
constitution and is a powerful foe
of weakness. Mrs. Mary Choklat,
1415 N. Broadway, Los Angeles,
Calif., saysi
"Before I took Tanlao, I was so
weak I had to be helped from
one room to another. My nerves
were shattered and my digestion
so poor I was almost afraid to eat
anything, but now I am In perfect health and will always be
grateful to Tanlao."
There Is not a single portion of
the body (hat li not benefited by
the helpful action ot Tanlae.
It
enables the stomach to turn the
food Into healthy blood, bone and
musole, purifies the system and
helps you back to normal weight.
(Jet a bottle today at any good
druggist. Adv.-

IN

PRIMARIES

County Republican Convention Is Booked for October 9 and Will Start at
10 o'clock A. M.

Louisiana Lady Tells How
This

Liver

Well-Kno-

Medicine

Her

Helped

Obtain Relief.
Baton Rouge, La, "After
I
used
laxatives,
many
chanced to hear of
to
use
it
as
a
liver
and decided
tonic," says Mrs. U. B. Odom, ot
bus tiouth lioulevurd, this city.
"Black-Draugacted on my
liver, cleansed my system, ana I
wns In much better condition after having used It," says Mrs.
Odom.
"Black-Draugrelieves
the
or lightness, in the
swimming,
head.
"It relieves the heavy feeling
after meals, which indicated to
me it was good for indigestion.
In
"So I keep
the house and use it for colds,
headache, sour stomach and torpid liver, I have told my friends.
and they use it also.
"My present health is Improved
wonderfully."
Thousands of Beople have learn
ed of the value of
from personal "experience, and
have chosen It as their favorite
It is
powdered liver medicine.
purely vegetable; not disagreeable
to take; causes no bad
Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

ht

Black-Draug-

ht

When you get tin In the morn.
bad taste In your
mouth, stomach not right, bilious,
or have a headache, try a dose
t.
of
Keep a
use when needed.
Ask your druggist for Black- Draught liver medicine. Bee that
age In your home, ready for im- tha package label hears tho name,

ing'with a
Black-Draugh-

"Thnrifnr'y

Machines

Are

and thus replaces It, Try

DITES-STING-

SC

pack-media- te

AHir

Many iwople like Mlramontes-on-the-Mcs- n
because It Is deIn
cidedly
moro
of a resort atmosfact,
phere prevails.
Then, tho meals aro expertly
and daintily served,
planned
and tlio rates are reasonable.
Kach room hus a private porch.
MJRAMONTE

wet baking soda or
household ammonia, followed b

'

Va
V
Rub
Over 17 Millionpo
Jar Und
1W6

l'hono
A

LUBRICANT-NO-

T

A LAXATIVE

3400-- J

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

Opening of the

Ives Flower Shop
Today, September 28, at 216
West Central
To be operated

in conjunction

the management of

with and under

THE MW IVES GREENHOUSES
The First Metropolitan Flower Shop in
the History of Albuquerque.
Everything from a nosegay, a boutonnlere, to the most
orate decorations for a wcilillnir.
t Orsaijes. bouquets,

Cuticura Talcum
Is So Refreshing
A few grains of this exaulsltely
scented powder dusted on th (kin

soothes and cools, and overcomes
heavy perspiration. It Is an ideal
face, skin, baby and dusting powder
and takes the place of other perfumes
for the skin. .

onsfyorfndicQ

if

PHONE 732

her. SwpVa. OlntnMBIBtndUe. TaleomUt,
luocaraaoaaifcm without

avaat

SERVANT

The: Scientifically Built Watch

Ironing
day is

IRON

the

a

Hotpoint

pleasure

if you
have a Hotpoint

Waltham No. 1420 Colonial Scries
14K yellow gold

Price $75 00

IERE is a great difference between buying a watch"
TIand
Investing in it. We buy to possess. We Invest in a

thing for what return it will give us.
Here is a Waltham Watch that will pay you back more
than you eyer put into it. You buy something more than a
watch
You buy beauty you buy dependability you buy lifeell tho time you buy
long service you buy
seventy years of watchmaking skill "and world famous
achievement concentrated at your service.
In other words, when you give your jeweler seventy-fiv- a
dollars for this Waltham masterpiece, you invest in a watch
that will not fail you and will become more valuable as the
vears prove to you its inherent goodness and lasting
fidelity.
Ask your jeweler to show it to you. It Is a beauty. He know
why Waltham Watches excel.

Contemplation Consternation
Is this the way it looks to you every ironing 'day?.
Do you look forward to a hard, hot, tedious job a whole 'day spoiled
52 times a year?
Very likely

if you still stick to the old sad iron treatment of the weekly wash.

Enter the Electric Iron

timc-tcllin- g,

Write for a valuable booklet that is a liberal " Watch" education
Sent free upon request. The Waltham Watch Company
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.

WALTHAM
THE WORLD'S iWATCH OVBRTTIA

Whtrt 1011 utthuvpt they uUIPeUhimfyatdxi
Maht't oftfffamau Waltham
quality Spaiomttnt and '
wed an the world s Uadint cart
AutqmoaUe 'i

Concen tration Conservation
The Electric Iron gives a new lease to home life.
It removes one of the most irksome parts of the housewife's

task and substitutes a real

pleasant duty.

It

is a signficant fact that no woman ever went back to the old sad irn after
using the Electric.
Or put it the other way if you like thousands of women have abandoned the
old sad iron for the Electric.
J
It's just a matter of time when you will become one of these thousands.
Why not make up your mind this minute to never sea another ironing day in the old way.
If prices and terms will do it, it's 'as good as done.
Call at the Shop, Phone or Drop a Postal Whichever Is Moat Convenient.

)J CIFTS THAT LAST

FAMOUS WALTHAM WATCHES AT

GOTTLIEB JEWELRY COMPANY
"Your Guarantee la Our Name"
105 North First Street.
Oppo.it. Y. M. C. A,

cut

"A BIT OF FRAGRANCE ON WEST CENTRAL"

"SAY IT WITH FT.OWERS"

kaikEiikrmtrSd.lnatgillmlA
tttwu,DVlir. UtiUm ii.HtM." Soldmrr.

Buying or Investing
-- Which?

elab-

flowers for every owasion. KvrrythliiR In flowers backed by
tho reputation of the New Ives Greeniionws.
Flowers are a comfort, a Joy, an expression of good will, a
mark of love. Don't wait for nilHfortunc to prompt yon. Send
flowers now when they will bo appreciated. Get them fresh.
See them before you send. But send them. We send flowers
anywhere In tho United Slates.

Words are feeble.
Expressions are weak

the world.

16,

1.

Announcing the Formal

n,

Armory on Opening Night

Cat. No.

flX

QN THE

Jf Apply

Demon-

The greater center of glass manufacture In Great .Britain is St.
Helen's, Lancashire, whence glass
finds its way to nearly all parts of

Send IS ft for Trial SU
8D. T. HOPKINS
SON

Laxatives
Replaced

strated; Crowds Fill the
Hundreds of Albuquerqucans and
visitors in the city attended the
opening of the Merchants' exposition at the armory last night. Merchants, manufacturers and dealers
in the city exhibited their wares
in attractive booths, which were
crowded throughout the evening.
Demonstrations of new machines
and methods were staged and samples of new products were given to
Merchants taking
those attending.
part in the exhibit expressed ottheir
the
gratification at the success
that
opening day and their belief most
the exposition will prove the
popular of its kind ever held in the
city.
One ot the features of the program is the baby show which will
be held Saturday afternoon at 4:30
o'clock.

wonderfully reflneil
WMly whit
complnJon
rendered, brings batkth
sppcarance of youth. Result! are instant. Hlvhly
antiMptic EnrU a loft and
nothing1 action. Ova 73
yean In tuc

PEACE

and

Methods

unsurpassed
peaaty
The

ANSWER

COUNT! OCT. 4 '

The Bernalillo county republican
primaries will he held October 4
und the county convention October
10
it, starting at
o'clock in the
mnrning, it was decided at the
moeting of th county republican
executive committee at the chambei
et commerce last night. The primaries will be held in the usual
places in most instances, the locations and hours being left for announcement later.
A large representation
of the exattended the
ecutive committee
meeting, which was presided over
by Frank Hubbeli and was featured
DEMOCRATS PLAN TO
by a number of addresses urging a
ENTERTAIN
BRYAN
complete union of tho party fac
an overtions and prophesying
DURING VISIT HERE whelming success
for the party at
the coming election.
JenThe re ption of William
nings Brjtin, who will be a visitor ) N. Y. HOSPITALS GET
here on October 4, la being arranged by a special committee appointHALF 0FBIG ESTATE
ed by tho democratic
committee
chairman, Henry G. Coors.
N.j York. Sent. 27. Three local
Mr. Bryan will be met at train
hospitals St. Luke's, New York
No. 2 by the committee and escort- and
will get half the
ed to his hotel. He will be asked estatePresbyterian
John H. Flagler, former
to address a mass meeting at night iron andof steel
which
either in the armory or the high la estimated atmanufacturer,
000, 000, accordschool auditorium. He will leave ing to will filed J2,
for probate today
the following day for the east.
the Bankers Trust company.
The Bryan reception committee by
Mr.
on September 8.
is composed of O. N. Mnrron
as at Flagler died
Greenwich, Conn.
chairman; M. L. Fox, R. H. Hanna.
Mrs. W. 9. ilopeweli Mrs. P. G.
Cornish, Mrs. A. Cieghorn,, Clyde
Hal
Tinglry. Andres
Romero,
Franklin and J. C. Smith.
An advisory committee on county candidates was appointed as follows:
Louis McRae, D. A.
George Roddy, Summers
Burkhart, Earl Bowdlch, Dennln
Chaves, W. C. Oestrelch, Manuel
Sedillo. Mrs. C
C. Meacham,
Mrs. Frank Butt, Trinldnd Lucero,
R. S. Gilbert. Charles Mnnn. E. W.
Yount and CIprlano Sanchez.

T

ht

Is

EXHIBITION

IS

Special services for Yom Kippur,
the Jewish day of atonement,
which will be observed by Temple
Albert on Sunday and Monday,
have been announced by Rabbi Raphael GoldenBteln. The observ
ances will begin at sunset on
Sunday and continue until sunset
on Monday. The day la the most
holy one on the Jewish calendnr.
The first servloe will be at 7:45
o'clock Sunday evening with a sermon by Rabbi Goldenateln on "Returning to God," On Monday morning at 10 o'clock he will speak at
Temple Albert on "The Efficiency
of Prayer." Memorial services will
be held at S:S0 o'clock Sunday
afternoon with a sermon lv the
rabbi on "After Death What?"
The temple will be decorated for
the services by the Ladies' Aid society and the special music will be
under the direction
of Maurice
Klin, choir leader.
Tho Friday night services will be
held as usual at 7:45 o'clock with
a sermon '"The Old World and the
New."

jTTENDED

ot

nvL--

MERCHANT

LOCAL

hroucht forth protests to the WELL1
amount of 41 per cent of the front
footage against the improvement
of North Hixth street. No protests
were registered againBt the paving Many New
of North Eighth street, Park ave-

u--

county of Harding, does not permit
i
of tho insertion oi vaiun j
..i.i nnf ..i.aiinL' a county high
and
said
county,
in
school at Roy,
tho section is therefore void un-of
der the provision ot section 16,
the
article IV of (he coagtltution.
svllabus reads.
Tho injunction suit to prevent
the board of county coraraimoi
to issue- - bondi
of Harding county nrwl
1ail nlli'nOS'
hmiaA
en, was dismihsed. The bond were
first
about to be tinIssued without
....v..t.;ni ...... nupHttnn as to their
HUUIlltLMI'tl
issue to the qualified voters of the
for tneir approval,
i""
county
18
of
,.,
lmiri that "section
..'i..nt.f ax
nf 1921. Interpret
ed and held to authorize Harding
bonds tor cnuri
county to Issue
eni 4nll numosca without
the submission to a vote of the
xv
people, as required py section
of article IX ot tne state consum
tion."

ereotlon

The paving protest meeting held
by the city commission last iubih

LOSES ITS FIGHT
nue and North Tenth street, while
TO HAVE TAX LEVIED
fifty feet of frontace protesteo
FOR A HIGH SCHOOL only
thH tiavi'ne of West Qold avenue.
Protests totaling a large frontage
Special to The Journal
on North Sixth street were withSanta Fe, Sept. 27. Section 19 drawn when it was made clear by
of the Harding county act intended the city commissioners that the
to establish a county high school at width of the street would be so
ltoy. has been held unconstitutiongoverned as ti save as many trees
court. Ac- - as
al by the state supreme
possiDie.
vn
board
irnv
un..hf
Some protestants, when they
G.
of education ngainst J. K. Saint,
found
that the difference in cost
memstreet and a
L, Ulrick and J. R. Aguilar,
hotween a
bers of the state tax commission,
street would be only 61 cents
commissionto compel the county
a front foot, declared themselves
ers and the tax assessor "to com- in favor of the paving.
tax
a
assess
and
to
levy
The commission has gone on reo
them
pel
on all of the taxaDie property ui ord as favoring tho saving of every
ot
five
said county for a period
possible tree, in all parts of the
onmmonnina with the year city. Recently it refused to allow
1922 sufficient to produce the first an oil company to cut down a large
year tne sum oior j,u"u. um"""'r tree on the parkins in front of itsa
a part of the city near
the sum
',su; the fourth place, insettled
:.year
.nm nf 2.360:
residence
district.
thickly
'
tho
and
of
Last
sum
$3,240;
meeting seemed
the
night's
year
g
more of a
fifth year tho sum ot
meeting
.itia nt nhfltiter 48. laws
thnn one to protest against tho im
the
act
an
creating
is
which
provement.
1921
ROY

of a first class
which will also
office
room, has
afford modern
been under consideration by Mr.
Barnett for several years, the
plans having been once drawn but
construction stopped on account
of the war.
"I have great confldenoe in Albuquerque, Its present and future," Mr. Barnett stated yesterday, "and I feel that the city can
well support a fine theater and
that in spite of the other new ofnow being confice buildings
structed or planned, will still be
cramped for modern office space.
For these reasons, I am pushing
the project at this time."
The exact size and style of the
building have not yet been
by Mr. Barnett and the
The flrBt plans will
architects.
probably be worked out within a
short time and will then undergo
whatever changes may be considered advisable. It Is Mr. Barnett's
expectation that the construction
work will start within a few
months.
The'

theater building,

ticket-sellin-

ficer

NEW THEATER

II

Mar-mur- a,

Gl P. TO HOLD

WILL BE OBSERVED

SAYS GIRL CHAMP

(lemllltaization of Thrace and
but no objection is rulsed to
II
ENVOY
fortification of the Dardanelles.
(i
Soviet Russia, Ukraine and all
countries bordering on the Black
sea shall be represented in the conference.
7
In the event of acceptance of
the foregoing conditions the nationalists agree to an armistice conference at Mudanla with the allied
TO
PLAN generals.
8
Three days arter the Munda-nl- a
conference the proposed peace
shall begin at Smyrna.
Nationalist Foreign Minister negotiations
Ima Pasha, commander in chief
on the western front, will represent
Leaves for Angora With the
at tho armistice
nationalists
Subto
conference, while Mustapha ICemal
Reply
Proposals
be spokesman at the
will
Pasha
mitted by Allies.
Smyrna conference.
Associ
the
27
(by
Smyrna, Sept.
Yussut Keimil Hey,
ated Press.)
tho nationalist foreign minister, left
for Angora today with the draft of
tho nationalist's reply to the allied
It Is understood
peace proposals.
to embrace the following conditions:
1
Prior to the opening of the
peace conference the nationnlists
shall occupy all strategical points,
By the UseofNujol
In order to achieve the provisions
In a lubricant
TCujol
not
of the nationalist pact regarding
nii'dlcino or litxitUve so
Thrace.
cannot grlp
now en
2
forces
All British
Avium you are constipated,
route shall be recalled and the Britnot
enough 0r Nature's luish shall abstain from fortifying
bricating liquid is produced
the neutral zones.
In
tho
iKiwel to kivp tho
3
Tho nationalists shall occupy
food wasto soft nnd moving.
Thrace before the peace conference.
pro.
jjootors
reserve the
4 Tho nationalists
iOTil)o
right to contest certain other points
hocause Nujol
It acts
in the allied proposals.
liko this natu6
The nationalists object to the
ral lubricant

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

&

Electric Company
Phone 98
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lawyer had to wait some little time, but,
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Telephone!"

Entered as second-claprf Atbumierune. N.
41..

pending,

Can not Mr. Eurbank arrange a com- promise between the green canteloupei
nuincss MaimBpr an( the overripe banana a consumer is
secretary always sure of getting?
.:io
What happened to the public's senior-- '
,'.n; n,i :?;
'
itv l'icrht. in this viimnna hotu-enrnilrnnrls
,
mutter ut the postoft'lce
rrr.
Uprp hp
ifie pUOUC
and entry in Santa e. N. uu sj,or)mpn?

s

M..

ANOTHER VIOLENT STORM THREATENS THE PEACE OF
BATTLE-SCARREEUROPE.
D

'

LOST AND FOUND
Wnltu bull dug, with one bilmjle-spotteeye, und biindle spot on hack;
name Spfvens; )5 reward. A. K. Kline,
phone 2413-J-

1

MAt'lKEliS RENOVATING

j

SUBSCRIPTION

month ly caimr or mail

.

.S.'.e
6il

Three months
Six Months
Una Vear

.J

1.75

.$9.00

ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
advertising matter that It may deem ofimproper. resthanks,
Calls for society meetings, cards
noolutions, society and church socials, lectures,
Sunday
(except
thtirch
meetings
tice? calls for
and
church programs) are considered as advertising
will be charged for at regular advertising rates.
PRESS
MEMBEU OP THE ASSOCIATED entitled
to
The Associated Press Is exclusively
of all news credited to
for
the ur-also
and
it or not otherwise credited in this paper
the local news published herein.
THURSDAY,

more
Terhaps if Europe entered
heartily into the American desire for no
more war, it might find readier sym
pathy lor its economic ills.

niture packing.
Krvtn

James F. Hinkle, democratic candid-Fe
ate for Governor, addressing a Santa
told
audience Monday night, said that he constate
of
the
committee
the resolutions
reducvention, "Go ahead and pledge the I know
reduction.
make
the
tion, and then
this can be done by substituting efficiency
for
for incompentence, and economy
done.
extravagance, and the thing is business
The most efficiently managed
institutions in the country have their imnot change
perfections and they do for
new and unevery two years
tried hands. It is inconceivable that they
would do so upon vague charges of in
competence and extravagance. if. mere;
ad-- ,
has been either in the present state
morei
ministration, the democrats, during
than a week of active campaigning, have
failed to point to a single concrete m-- j
It is a common practice of candidates
seeking public office to condemn everything in general without offering any
substitute in particular. It requires no
special ability to make a promise and
ansay, 'the thing is done;" it is quite
other thing to do it. If Mr. Hinkle knows
that there is extravagance or incompetence in the present administration, he
it to himself and to the voters of the
state to give specific evidence so that.
the people may know where to loon lor
the efficiency and economy which he
promises them in the event of his election.
then-officer- s

THE STATE PENITENTIARY
The report of the State Penitentiary
Commission has been published and is

FOR RENT
TruRt

Compuny,
phone ;t
WILL a mi g a to suit tenant a 25x100
foot brk'k buildinc::
good condition:
opposite Santa Ke shops; reasonable
L. Ueyman. luy
iijiiTjs. See or write
North Klrsi. Albuquerque. N. M.

higher;

Cruelties.
The tender-hearte- d
Dolly Dream
Said, "Have heart, I beg;
Oh, mother, do not whip that cream,
And please don't beat that egg.
Cincinnati Enquirer.

lateral, 60 and !0 days, 4 tj to 1
per cent; four and si months, 4 ;;i
per cent; primo commercial paper,
4 i per cent.

The Markets

"Come down from off that turning bar,"
Called Little Johnnie Spratt;
"Aly tender conscience It will mar
To see you skin the cat!"
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Ii.v

the

AttMH'iatcfl

SlOiO

Jm Book

Pape
ffU Msy
had

J

medium hize nnlfn in my
nn.l mTi..., c,i,.t.ii
1 was tukinc a wawk with non ami
withasking him diffrcnt
out pop unscring on account of him
someto
himself
about
thinking 1
took 1n' utiles out of
thing, und
my pockit to see 11' they was still
there and olio of them axsiilently
dropped in back of pop and pop
quick terned crrouml and looked
and stuck his hands in his pockits,
saying, wat the iluuca was that, Uitl
you hoer eny money drop. MoniiyV
No sir, I sril.
Not saying wat
I did hoer, and wo kepp on wawk-inpop saying, I Insu more darn
money throo holes in my pockits
that I dont know eny thing about.
And he started to feel in till his
poeklts and Jest then another nak'
dropped on prrposo on account of
mo dropping it, pop sayin.tr,
it, Im sun; I herd it that
time.
to look nil ar- And he started
round, saying, I dont sc.- anything,
its very funny.
Wieh it was. ony pop dMont know
wy, and we started to wav.k agefi,
ine feeing sorry I ony hail Z more
rales, and pritty soon 1 dropped an
other one, pop saying, There, did
you heer eny money
drop that
time?
No sir. I sod, and pop sed, Are
you deff or wat'.' and I sed bet you a
dime none dropped, do you wont tn
bet, pop? ileinu a Rood chance to
make a dime, and pop sod, How can
1 bet on
something we cam prove?
and 1 sed. Well, If I can prove thev
was miles lusted of money do
win the dime?
1

uni'LIt

4

,,uH.lrlnr

g,

I'on-fown- d

1

Wnt ? pop sed.

Sir? 1 sed.
Open that hand, pop sed. Wieh
I did, and wat was in it but the
last nale, and pop made me keep
on dropping it and picking it up for
5 more blocks,
taking all the fun
ot't of it and giving mo a fonrso
tired feeling in the back.
Proving bizzniss and plezzure
dont mix.

r

A LITTLE

.

Vnll Stitvt.

LAUGHTER

d

Kansas City.
Kansas City. Sept. 27 (U. S. Department ot Agriculture). Cattle
Beef steers
16,000.
Keceipts
spots
mostly steady to strong;
higher on fed lots. Top medium
weights, $11.00; best heavy. $11.35;
fat she stock steady to weak; bulk
cows. $4.00$i3.50;
best grades.
$6.0Uff6.50; most heifers, $ 5 . 5 0 t
6.50; calves steady to weak; best
vealers, $ 0.50 cij 1 1.Oli; all other
classes around steady; bulk
$2.r.0fl'!'2.7.-- ;
cutters mosllv
n.ooui 3.50: must bulls. $3,00 4
4.00; f,.w above $1.2.".
Hogs lteccipts 6,000. .Mostly 5c
to 10c higher, closing
weak on
mixed quHlily. "rader top, $10.15;
shipper iiinl packer lop. $10.10;
140 to
$!.B5 1i y.lllj;
ISO to
$S).25'(t
mostly
111.0.".;
bulk, 250 to
$!U!5 !fl 0.00:
bulk. $9.40()10.O5;
packing sows 5c to 10c lower, most,
ly $S.25)8.50; few at $8.65: stock
pigs steady to strong, best natives
$:).00; bulk, f0. sown. 75.
Sheep Receipts 8,000.
Market
very slow. Karly sales ran steady
to 25e higher. Primo IHuhs, $14.65;
plainer kind- and sheep mostly
steady; fat ewes largely $0.50(ii.

New York, Sept. 27, Speculative
operators for the decline again asBlock
sumed control ot today's
another sharp
market,
forcing
break in juices which carried a
number of stocks downward one to
three,
yesterday's
points below
levels and in many cases to the
lowest figures of tlio month. Virtually no fresh buying power was
in evidence.
Passing of the Pittsburgh Coal
dividend, calling attention to the
serious effects of tbe coal strike
which Ime market had
largely
ignored before, increasing tension
over the situation in the Near East,
heaviness of Liberty bonds and reports that bankers were not disposed to permit further extension
of brokers' loans, all contributed to
the downward trend. Pittsburgh
Coal broke ten points upon receipt
ot Information that the directors
had passed the regular quarterly
dividend, which was unexpected in
the financial district.
Rumors that the report of the
federal trade commission
would
lead to a modification of the terms
d
the
of
steel merger were held partly
for the weakness of steel
shares.
j
Standard Oil of New Jersey
touched :00 today, a new high for
the year, but fell back to five
points later for a net loss of 24
points. Gulf .States Steel, which,
with the standard Oil issues has
been exhibiting
marked strength
throughout the reaction, sold oft
5 "i points today.
Total sales were approximately

tnr Carnge,
FOR

HOPBS QUALITY CARS
f.AKGB STOCK to choose from
A
times.
demonstration will
ITOBBS MOTOR CO., phone
you.
West Central.

613-1-

WANTED
WANUU-Houiew-

Ly iU

E X P K n ICS cUd

day. flioiie

stenographer."

Phone

and Jronlnff

phope

ig'

WAVJl-WiBhii-

GRAIN

all-ra- it

1:

3c

lic

all-m- il

1

l4 York

72
95
841

Central

Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Hay Consolidated Copper.

...

4

I'T.njinK

Republic Iron & Steel. .
Sinclair Oil &. Refining.
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Studebnkor Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products ......
T'nion
T'nitod

Pacific
States Steel-

t.'tah Copper

,

.
.

.

LIVESTOCK

471
1

63 14
33 H
93 U
24 H

,.124
4

's

61

ut
.3

01';
sgi

Foreign Fxeliange.
Foreign
easier.
Great Britain demand, $4.40
cables. $4.40 H:
bills on banks. $4.38. Fiance
demand, 7.59; cables, 7.60
4.25 '4; cables, 4.2G. Belgium demand, 7.1614; cobles. 7.17.
Germany
demand,
.06; cables'
.1-16- .
Holland demand. 38. 6.S;
cables, 38.75.
Norway demand,
1M9. Sweden demand, 26.39. Denmark demand, 20.50. Switzerland
demand, 17.C6.
Spain demand.
15.20. Greece demand, 2.40.
Poland demand, .01'4.
demand, 3.14. Argentine demand, 35.40. Brazil demand, 11.95.
Montreal, $1,00.
New York, Sept. 27.

60-d-

.Italy-deman-

Czeeho-Silo-vak-

Now York Monrv.
New York. Sept. 27. Call monev
Knslcr. High, 4
per cent; low.
ruling rate and last loan, 4
per
4
cent; closing bid.
to 4
per
call
loans
cenl;
against acceptances, 3 '.4 per cent.
Time loansFirm,
Mixed col- -

c L p A nTnu 1'APKlt

John

Kalsominlng.

VATIit

U'lislilug and Ironing by ttie
dozen
Phono j;o,1-,WA.NTK- D- Hutidle
to bring
washing
l'082-.f- .
hninc.
Phono

WANTJiU

W01
m

"

k by the hcur.
U'IIIm

ii

vJail

-m

4

after

"

WANTKlJ
Will talte
Laundry wZrk.
hotne ur hy tho day. Phone glol-- j,

TliAlNKU or pran'iiral

nurse, for

con- -

Kaat Grand.
WANTED
Position

S0.j

as salesman or ex-- ,
. ..
ecutive nnrk: ,
- vu.--1.1.
pisejiua
rnn furnish vht. Phone 1S'i2-II. .r. BASIiljn, conTractinj:, etna poole,
H.fr
ttctlririj, cempfit curhinir and rtfii-uu ttinus.
'"s
Went Fruit.
KHiST-iLA-

11

dirf;

nme.

1

twinty-ftv-

Mhkjt.
WANTKlJ

posi-tio- u,

rears' nTiieHis? i'ia

e

Wrst SIKpr.

217

90S

JiO-V-

round cook wants
Tihr.n

i

Position as fillur. and alt era -

vithi
Ad- years ot experience.
IX'iMer.
mj fcf(.mm care
press i.ntx
journal.
Denver, Sept. 27. Caltle
1.700,
Market steady to CAM, UUTCIU.NWON'Yor "house cleaning
waii eiiiumns, uour waxing, (jalnt- weak. lioef steers, $6.508.00; Ina.nuuk.llsmnlntne
.
ml h
cows anil heifers.
$2.75(106.10; Odd .lob Man. phone
.
calves. $t!.O0(F;9.7n; hulls. $2.50fti
.",.50; fttockw.'H anil feedpi-t'". nn.j
FOR SALE Ranches.
'
'
ls

( hii'iigo lionril of Trade.
27. Disturbed
Chicago, Sept.
conditions In thb Near East had a
on
bullish effect
the wheat market
today, and so too did orders for
shipment of grain from Chicago to th 0 seaboard. 'Wheat prices
closed unsettled, varying from
net decline to
advance with
December $1.05 to $1.05 'j, and May
$1.084 to $1.0S. Corn fini.slie.1
'ic. to
up and oats up Vic to
fc to v. In provision j tho outcome ranged from 60 decline to a
rise of 40c. Kxcept for a brief dip
in prices tit the start, wheat showed an upward tendency 'hroughout
almost the entire day. The initial
weakness appeared to bo due to
the fact that Liverpool quotations
wanted to reflect any uneasiness
over developments at the Dardanelles and in Greece.
Persistent
buying set In. however, on the part
of some of the larger commission
houses here, and a good deal of
notice, was
taken )f strength of
prices at Winnipeg in the face ot
lariro receipts there.
demand
Broadening
Kurnpean
for wheat from the Cnited States,
so some traders said, could be seen
in tho purchase here today of some
hard winter wheat for shipment'
from the Gulf of Mexico.
The corn market plainly showed the bullish effect of orders for
extensive
shipments of corn
to the seaboard.
Uats sympathized
'JjO.000 shares.
with corn.
Closing prices:
Packers buying of October lard
American Can
57U piade the provision market average
American Smelting & Itef'g. . 10
higher.
American Sumatra Tobacco. . 39
Closing prices:
American Tel. & Tel
. 1:034
Wheat
Sept.. $1.0ii;
Pec.,
American Zinc
. 19
$1.05; May, $1.0S'i.
Anaconda Copper
. 5
Corn
Sept., 610; Dec, Jfic;
Atchison
.104
May, 62c.
Baltimore & Ohio
. 53?;
Oats Sept 41Tc: Dec. J7?ic;
Bethlehem Steel "B"
May, 38 c.
Butte & Superior
31
l.a rd Oct., $11 0; Jan.. $3.27.
California Petroleum
Kills Sept $10.90; Oct., 10.50.
62
Canadian Pacific
143U"
Central Leather
40
Omaha.
72 i
Chesapeake & Ohio
Omaha, Sept. 27. Wheat No. 2
30
No. 2 mixed.
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
hard, $1,110 1.03;
Chlno Copper
2!)
Hc fri J1.08.
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Corn No. 2 white. 57 Vic; No. 2
33
rucioie steel
85
mixed, 57 Vic.
uba Cane Sugar
Oats No. 2 white, 37 t&r; No. 3
13i while,
Krie
36
37e.
Great Northern pfd . .
.
0?'g
.
,
. 39
Inspiration Copper
Kansas City.
Int. Mer. Marine pfd.
Kansas City, Sept. 27. Cash
. 6 y.
Kennccott Copper . . .
hard. $1. 02 W 1.12;
MVa wheat No. 2
& Nashville
No. 2 red. $1,090)1.11.
.135
.Mexican Petroleum .
3
Corn
No.
.185
white, GRi'.o; No. 2
Miami Copper
2R
yellow, 60V4W61e.
Missouri Pacific,
21 'i
Hay Unchanged.
T,
rower
.'"uiaua
New

tlf
434.

Position

nrk

6.

1

t ill

,

Republlc-Midvalc-Inlan-

j

s,

$100. ill.

Chicago.
Chicago, Sept. 27 (U. S. Department of Agriculture) Cattle ReGood and choice
ceipts 10,000.
grades native beef steers Rcarce,
to strong;
fairly active, steady
spots higher; other grades slow,
about steady. Karly top matured
steers, $11.75; few head at $12.00;
native beef steers.
9.25
0.50:
supply of western prnssers moderately liheral; enrly sales Montana ut $7.35. about steady;
steady to weak; other classes
about steady; bulk bologna bulls,
bulk desirable veal
$4.154.30;
calves to packers around $12.00;
hulk stockers and feeders, .$6.50
(EC 1

can-ne-

7.60.

Hogs

16,000,

'Market

Receipts
slow, around steady on desirable
to lower.
weightR; others weak
Bulk ISO to
averages,
$10.6010.65; top, $10.70; under
weight dragging; bulk 250 to
butchers, $9.60 (SI 10.40; bulk
packing sows, $7.60 8.25: desirable pigs
mostly
$.259.60;
heavy, $9.2010.40; medium, $9.90
W10.65: light, $10.3010.fi5; light
lights, $9.60 010.20; packing sows,
smooth, $7.8007)8.60; packing sows,
rough. $7,300)7.90;
killing pigs,
210-pou-

325-pou-

$8.759.60.

16,000,
Fat
Sheep Receipts
lambs steady to strong. Top natives,
$14.75 to city butchers;
packers
buying good natives freely up to
$14.60: first sales western lambs to
few held
killers, $i4.50fDl4.G0;
higher; feeding lambs strong to

2062-J-

7.50.

300
Mnrkot
Hogs Tteceibts
steady. Ton. $10.35: hulk, sniuum
10.25.

hAL-We
have loais .oihihu.i
prODoSltt"nS In ulmrhnn mnnh.s

I'Olt HALE

Company.
'ion acres of

iro.,d laud.
n
llln.ftv in airnlfa f.....
Sheep Heceints 6.700. Markel
out on
steady to stronc. Yenrllnits. 112.75 lllo Orande boulevnrir ,m unit:,
.;!
OiU.i.iu; ewes. $4.00 i G.50 ; feeder! anil main road. Address Box 114. old
Albuquerque, or phone
lanibs. $12.li0(.t13.35.
sFOH SAI.K Oh""TRADE

th

2409-J-

hTWh
house and lot to trade for a nice twen-i.v- -

PRODUCE

acre ranch; one and one-ha- lf
miles
from Baroim brlge. See Broad Blcycl
I'o.. ??! Pmilh K.,irf nlvn- - Tin
Chicago.
FOU BALK OU TIIADK For
city prop- Chicago, Sept. 27 Mutter .Maruiiy, BuuuroHTi iraci, with three-rooket steady. Creamery extras, 41c; hniiKp:
lii.,nl n!n,a
ui.
.i ..i.
KaiueiiiiiK
or raising chickens; close to consolidated
fii'hts, 33(350;
extra firsts, 37
ana tanae- 40c; seconds, 3l4f.32c; standards, larlos
wimioyara
road, two and a half miles norlll
3714c.
A
of Old Town rlmt-clAl,.n,..,s n...nn.
Eggs Market steady. Receipts il 'fa! liiiio. pnone
1
cases.
4,44
Firsts, ;:Si35c; ordi- HA.NCll of four acres,
fenced
entirely
-.
nary firsts, 25(ii2c; miscellaneous,
wirh rtvA.r.in
nn,.ii,B
fourths mile west of Barelas bridge;
l!7(ij2Sc;
refrigerator firsts, 25
28c.
inoiii House,
mree
screened porches;
In house, new
and chicken
Poultry Alive, lower. Fowls. 13 water
. .1
flOllKeS!
fltll htnr.,1a,1 g.irace
..Ullr...
Sj 21c;
13c.
springs, l!tc; roosters,
1'otalocs- - Market steady.
Total keys; also furniture; turns. Call owner.
U. S. shiiiments. 1,230 cars. Wis-

consin, Minnesota sacked and hulk
FOR SALE Furniture
round whites. $ l.UOiiv 1.1 5 ewt.;
Minnesota uuked and bulk sand Full sale bectlonal . bookcase and basa
2;s6-wniiiirt.
land early Uhlos, $1.00!. 05; Minnesota sacked and bulk Red river FOIt KALE Fumed oak dining tabia
"i nunn fourteenth, Bhvne 716.
Uhlos, Cl.lOJjil.lu cvt.; Uakotas,
IIEPAIFIINO ami unhn
sacked and hulk round
whites, FLKMTUK10
Er- Jl.OO'riU 10 cwt. Receipts 113 cars.
in
jieiming t;oinpany.

FOi: SALE Oak dining table and six
Kansas City.
worm
Kansas City, Sept. 27. Eggs
WlltoD velvet rug:cnairs;
all good as new. for
Market lc higher. Firsts. 31c.
price. Call 8S4. er 101 SoutH
F tirteenih.
liutter Market unchanged.
I'Oll SALE Leather trunk, tent, dining
l'onltry liens unchanged, 20
22c; broilers 2c lower, 20c; springs
chairs, chiffoniers,
dressers.
beds.
Morris chair; largest stock of used furni- lc lower, 17c.
"...i in eny. uct our prices. 126 South
Ft rut.
New York Mclals.
Foil SALE .New
bed
Now York. Sept. 27. Copper
sprlnfts and matt,,,.' Vln,rnii
.uni
Dull. Electrolytic, spot and fu- tary
touch and pad, kitchen table, sew- tures, 14c.
In
machine.
llhrnr.
rtlir.
latnn.
Tin Easier.
West Cen tral, plume 1018-Spot and futures,
one-ha- lf

three-nuart-

$32.37.

FOU SALE

Iron

Furniture, consisting of par-

lor sot, William and Mary
Steady, prices unchanged,
dining room
Firm. Spot, $6.30j)6.50. sot, buffet, rugs, book cases,
books,
Zinc Steady. East St. Louis spot vacuum cleaner, kitchen chairs and table,
rarnte and base burner, etc. 409 Wast
and nearby delivery, $6.85 6.00,
Slate.
Antimony Spot, $7.00.
Foreign bar silver, 0'J He.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Mexican dollars, 52 c.
AI'IOKXIS,
WILSON AND WILSON.
New York Cotton,
New Vork, Sept. 27.- -- Cotton fuAttorneys,
and 19 Cromwell Building.
tures closed heavy. Oct., $20.40; Rooms 15, 17Phone
1153-J- .
Dec, $20.b't; Jan., $20.50; March,

lead

-

$20,55;

JIHVKICIANS AM
8. I.. Ill HTflV

May, $20.50.

TULAR0SA-MESCALER-

0

Special to l'be Journul
Alamogordo, N. M., Sept. 27. J.
E, Tinsley, representative of the
state highway engineer's office,
who has charge of the state's activo
ities on tho
road, was a visitor here. He states
of
about
six miles
that the detour
that is being built near Bent is
about 80 per cent finished and will
he turned over to tho public In
about a month. The road is on a
six per cent grade, and in order to
hold the grade extensive cutting
has had to be done near bent.
This is the worst piece of road between here and at Roswell at this
When this detour is comtime.
a
pleted It will make available
fine highway between here and
Mescalcro.
Mr. Tinsley states that a new
project is so.rti lo he let for nine
miles ot road construction between
ficacho and Hondo, on the Roswell highway. Under the new arrangement under which the government stands for the cost of road
construction through the Indian
reservations, a fine road Is to be
built to all parts of the Mescalero
Morreservation.
Superintendent
gan has a force of men at work doing extensive gravelling this side
of Dark canyon, on the Roswell
highway.
Tularosa-Meacaler-

If you can't cut away for a vaca
get the same reeling
at home and tipping

Hon, you can
by remaining

every third person you see.
ren Chronicle.
.

-

HtROBON.

I'll.

ROAD NEARLY FINISHED lll.

VJ

l''OK SALE
Ford touring, JloO;
Ford
tOUrinif. 'lllif Forii t....pi.,
$!(i0; Ford light truck, $170; tema If dal
uv'
wot jsiuuniain road.
Hun- -

A

Liberty lloiiiln.
York, Sept. 27. Liberty
bonds closed: ji;.s, $ ion. 90; first
4 Vi
. $9.M;
$110.00: second
third 4i".
fourth 4 'Ah,
$9.88: Victory 4 s (uncalled),
$100.54;
Victory 4:!is (called), 6.50.
New

Tres.

FINANCIAL

Vlicro the Wink omits.
Brown had a grouch, lie was sore
ut the world in general und at Ma
job in particular. ut course he
had to tell it all to his wife.
I'm sick of my job," he com
plained. "I work my head off down
at the office and what do I get
out of it? 1 dont get credit tor a
single thing I do."
But Mrs. Brown refused to see
singles, last year, also will play. L. C.
Brooks and D. Vorhes of Albuquerque will defend things in this light.
BY THE WAY.
"l'es, you do," she replied. "You
their, title in the doubles.
get credit at the grocery store fot
what you do nt the office, anyway."
The first law of nature is another that
Kansas City Stur.
Governors Otero of New Mexico, F'erguson of
it pretty hard to enforce.
Oklahoma, and Brodie of Arizona have been Invited
The little hoy in xhi- story from
to attend the territorial fair, and thus Join In the "Toucho
a Tout" was evidently h
Women have solved the problem of movement to secure statehood
for all three
firm believer in the old adage, "Of
indirect control of autos. They do it from
two evils choose the
Turning
a corner nt full speed he collided
the back seat.
with the minister.
"Where are you running to, my
That Bryan's eyesight has not imlittle man?" asked the minister,
when ho had regained his breath.
1S1SST THOUGHT
proved is indicated by his prediction of a
Home! punted the boy. "Ma a
Democratic victory this fall.
leolne
to spank me."
s
"What!" itasped the astonished
"Are you mger to have
minister.
woJust possibly the Detroit young
IF I VEUK RIXG.
your mother spunk you that you
man who went to a movie and has not re- if I ijere king ah love, if I were king!
run home so fust?"
What tributary nations would I bring
turned is waiting for the next episode.
"No," shouted the boy over hl.i
To stoop before your sceptre and to swear
4
9 'V
shulder, as he rcsumi il his homo-warflight, "hut if I dent gel
That talk Lloyd George had with Col- Allegiance to your lips and eyes'and hair.
there before pa, he'il do it!" Pittsonel House probably can be dismissed in Beneath your feet what treasures I would fling;
burgh Christian Advocate.
the memoirs with a brief sentence or two. The stars should be your pearls upon a string,
The world a ruby for your finger ring,
College Hey, who not n,y bl.uk
Another old favorite will have to be And you should have the sun and moon to wear shoe.
I've got one 01 somebody's
were
If
I
king.
revived- the same being "I'm Trying So
tan pair.
Don't that heat hell!
Kdiication
Hard to Forget You," dedicated by the! Let these wild
I'm. In the saino fix and trying to
wilder
dreams
and
words
take
wing,
various strike factions to the American Deep in the woods I hear a
make an eight o'clock. Stanford
shepherd sing
Chaparral.
public.
A simple ballad to a sylvan
air,
Of love that ever finds your face more fair.
lie They say that people who
Twenty-seve- n
livo together grow to look alike.
years after he had been I could not give you any godller thing
Sho Then you absolutely most
convicted, a client down in West VirIf I were king.
consider my refusal as final. New
ginia returned to pay his lawyer. The
JUSTIN HUNTLY MCCARTHY.
York Medley.

iHsfkirkfUibrf

Mnntnus,

can-tier-

"Oh, mother, dear withhold your hand."
Cried gentle Sarah Glugg;
"The sight is more than I can stand,
Pray do not beat that rug!"
Akron Times.

-

FOlt SALE l:o Maxwell; good condition; new top. Central Auto and Machine Works.
WILL SELL my Hudson Super Six spped-sle- r;
perfect condition, $1,21)0.
Phona
613, or call 17,
Mellnjbuildln
FOU KALE Ford ton truck. 18U1, in A- -l
mechanical condition, $250; cash. 1317
Ford roadster, cheap. 407
West Copper.
SAVE Co to 75 per cent on used
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e pans,
different cars. Mcintosh Co.. ail West
Cop.

?

The gentle little Maggie
Cried, "I gliall have a shock
If you perform that cruel deed
And go and scald that crock."
Ft. 'Wayne Free Press.

s

loads

few

$14.61); other early Wilis, $14,251
14.50; sheep around steady.

The man who thought he had been "busted"
when he was only "pushed," evidently has a small
bust measure.

under consideration by the Governor.
Four commissioners recommended the
We think it proper to explain.
An item of the news,
removal of the superintendent of the penAt the Elks circus you will find
itentiary; one. member recommends his
A bunch of booths
not booze.
retention.
The meager information contained in
the report of the majority of the Board
discloses few facta upon which anyone
who has not read the testimony of the Afapirf!ii Twmty Tars Ago
hearing can base a fair conclusion. The
Board sat as a judicial body, heard many
I. L. Hibbard drove in
the evi fromDivision Superintendent
witnesses and after weighing
Gallup on his velocipede yesterday.
Warremoval
of
dence, recommends the
den Jaramillo.
Dr. F. A. Jones of the United States geological
One fact which the Board has made survey, who makes his headquarters here, has Just
clear as the result of its investigation is completed a report on the precious metals of the
that the administration of the peniten-lirr- y territory.
and
should be taken out of poli'-cThe Abreu Brothers at Rayado have killed sevthat a competent superintendent be placed in charge. The personnel of the pres- eral ar?e bear on their ranch this fall.
ent Board is composed of excellent men,
Stover, who spent the summer here
but no body organized as it is at present withRoderick
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Stover, has
can give the affairs of the penitentiary returned
to
York where he will finish this year
that supervision which its efficient man- his course atNew
Columbia university.
deterDoubtless in
agement demands.
mining this matter Governor Mechem will
Mrs. Rose Gideon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
take the time to consider whether the V. Futrelle. left yesterday
for De Land, Fla., where
interests of the state will not be best she will finish her course in the conservatory of
served by dispensing with the commis- music.
sion, which has no power whatever beThe local Masons were favored last night with
yond that of recommendation and placing
the responsibility solely upon the super- a visit from the grand master for New Mexico, A.
H. Harlee, of Silver City.
intendent who reports to the governor.
commission
The report which the
people of Old Town were greeted last night
made as the result of the hearing which for The
the first time In their history by an electric
in
disclosed
it held
irregularities arc lamp on the Plaza.
July,
dating back more than a year. The killing of a prisoner was the culmination of
F. A. Hubbell, chairman of the territorial executhese irregularities. It should be borne in tive committee of the republican party, left last
mind that the state has a duty toward night for Las Cruces, where lie had been invited to
prisoners beyond penalizing them. In the attend the Dona Ana county convention.
majority ot cases tney are citizens 01 tne
The territorial fair this year will have
state and the state injures itself when it
tennis
does not give them the sort of care and tournament. John Brunton of Watrous, who won
attention which will have the effect of the men's singles in 1901, will defend his title. Mrs.
Margaret K. Medler of Albuquerque, winner of the
making them better citizens.
ladies'

SALE UR TKADE
or 1J44-louring car. Phone 8S6-EM'KIST HADIATOR
HEPAIR1.NO.
o.
K. fUv.fl Metal Works, J17 N. Third.
5
FOU SALE
t.Tgiit
Bulck, ICou";
400.
inuring, i'ord coupe,
H6
West Cold.
i'Ull SALE He It slarteri 19:0, lord;
good condition, $260 for quick sals.
SOU

SALE
Oldtmoblle
lata
model: het CUT in fnarn fn.Eight,
mlglit trutlo; what have you? This car
c cen io oe appreciated.
uiiai.
Call at
111.1
South' High.
MONEY TO LOAN
FOl! SALE
l2i
Ford touring, demount-abl- e
MONEY. Xo LOAN Oli Walshes,
rims, Hassler shock absorbers;
guns and everything valuable. excellent running order; see thli ona beMr. B. Marcus, 213 South First,
fore buying; terms can be
arranged, or
oiP flrn-clas- s
MuSliv'TO
real will trade. Mclntusb Auto Co. S11
Mc- lopprf.
2,(iuu.
estate;
l.iui, M.i.oo,
Mllllon and Wood 206 West Uold.
MONEY 'j'U LOAN on diamonds, watches FOrt A GOOD used car com
and see
what we have and those we have listed
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, confidential. Uoitlieb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st. for tale. Oden Bulck Company, Fifth and
Gold, phone 1200.

Political Nomenclature.
ilallus, it la reported, has refused to continue to
support Knlckebocker, while Strong l doing his
best to pull down Stocking. Belt Is losing his grip,
and shocking exposures are looked for. Button has
forsaken Vest, but Patch has como to the aid of
Hipp.

From up there on the wooden staa
The speaker I would pull
Because It puts me in a rage
To see him "shoot the bull."
Youngstown Telegram.

Storeroom

t'uU HliNi Building at 413 Wwst
suitable for garage. Inquire H. K
Sherman, at Firm Savings Bank end

Done buy your winter coal till spring,says
clever Henry Ford.
"You'll find that system just
the thing for adding to your hoard." "But in t'.
meantime, may we ask an answer true will please
us won't it be something of a ta.k to foil the winds
that freeze lis'.'"

S

S96-Y-

TYPEWRITERS

-

;

or

Phone C13-Company.'

TYPKWKI TEHS All makes overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every machine.
Albuquero.ua Typewrit' r
12a tfouth Fourth.
phone 90S-J- .

DTO GOT BY K0OT

"Now como down from that flying swing,
And, shameful, hide your eye.
It is a beastly cruel thing,
To let the old cat die."

Hedillng

AUTOMOBILES.

Viissnr.

MATTKESsS llli.NOV AT1NU ; 13.60 and up.
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing, .fur-

September 28, 131

PROMISE AND PERFORMANCE

Office Room.

f Uii Kiii-- i Ofice luoriiB, Cuinrui aveBook Store, Kor
nue, above Matsun
her Ann Company. Auto Department.

.

KATKS

-

--

FOR RENT

under act of Congress of March 17.

J

CLMSMEP AM
--'

;

1S79.
One

September 28, 1922

War-

lK.

Suite l, Barnett Building- MAlmAliKT MUTa'Diru.
vr.iueuca liza Bast Central
Phona 671.
H.

MAKI.K KrcwfiTB"

1,1.2-- 1 l)u,A....,l.l
Hlnk Bldg. ph. gsl-or iati-- 3
H. C.
CLARKB,
Eye, Kat, Nosa and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phona 11.
Offlca Hours
1' . m. and S to ( p. na.
.

!iT
1H.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.

Hractiea fjlmlted lo

GKN1TO . URINARY Dl&EASES
AND DISEASES OF TDK SKIN
vlassrrmaa
Luhorntorr lo Oooaactlos).

Clrliena

F.

Bank

Pbono

BlOaf.

888.

0.

BAKES, M. D.
Diseases ot tbe Eye. UIMsea Fit tat
Offlca removed to 114 N. Boo-o- n
d st. Oround

Mi.

floor. Pbono

CHIROPRACTORS
10

Chiropractic.
and to ArmUa Building.

AIUuioerQue-6a-

ra.

ri

In

DAILY rilAtlB
To Taoa (Bead Uawa)
Leave
l:to a. nv
lt-iArrive
a. m.
l eave
11:0 o. m.
Xaava .
1J:S0 p, m.
Arrive
S:0ip. m.
To Albuooartitw (Read
Up)

Albuq.uerq.ue

... Arrive...'

7 :t)0

,

'
i

p. m.
p. m.

Santa ra
ueatra... 4:0
Santa Fa
Arrive.. .11:41 av in.
:1s a. m.
Kapantile
Arrle..,ll
TotFARE TO Leave... ItMaa.
8AN1A FR, M M.
TO TAOS,

Albuouerqu

BroUiera'
Are? ..

1

1. SO.

Beadqusrtera
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SlHIPHiP
KINGSBURY'S

KOLUMN

LOCATED IV DIVERSITY
HEIGHTS
Fiva rooms, modern, furnished,
porches,
tireplace,
basement,
Can
full size lot, chicken yard. cash.
be bought for only $3,950
We still have a rew lots left
for sale In the Lincoln addition on North Fourth street;
shade;
large lots, alfalfa and month.
$20 down and $10 per

T, KINGSBURY

D.

Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and Insurance.
riione 607-210 W. Gold.

FOR RENT

Best Buy in Fourth Ward
TO SELL
rooms and glassed sleeping
Four
sleeping
bath,
house,
built-i- n
porch, large front porch, f ire-- I porch, hardwood floors,
place, colonades, bookcases, built- - features, fireplace, casement,
lawn and trees, two blocks
in buffet, hardwood floors, baseA buy at
stoves
go with from Central avenue.
walks,
ment,
$4,700. For this and other good
See
house.
GRIFFITH
buys see
ACKERSON
Realtors
Jas. M. Johnson
Phone 411.
120 S. 4th St.
The Real Estate Man.
PRICED

Exclusive

Thone 240

QUICK! QUICK!
Thone 156.
223 W. Gold.

brick, modern, fine hard'
wood floor, fireplace, largo glaised
porch, extra large living room, Lot
wntpr he.it: eood carat?: West Tljeras.
5.500
pebble dash dwelling,' bath, etc., corner lot 100x142, one
block from Central, Highlands, clone In.
5. room frame, modern, fine shade,
14, Goo
good location, o. waiter oi... mono
Some good buys In business property.
Luts and houses in all parti of the city.

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.
113

ESTATE.
Third Street.

REAL
South

Phone

14

LEAVING TOWN
We are offering for sale a

A. FLEIISCIEE, Realtor

convenient terms.
GIUj REAL ESTATE
32a V. Central
Phono 770.

J.

five-roo- m

with

all

built-i-

n

areola heat, garage.
o,zu.
A-- l
MODERN
HOME out in fourth ward,
mantel, garage and lawn. Only

features,

Plumbing and Heating.
Specialty.
Repair Work a 201.
PHONE

J

etc.,

SIX-ROO-

$4,250.

MODERN ADOBE
home, choice west side location, $3,600.
WE HAVE HOMES IN ALL
PARTS of the city from $750
to fifteen thousand. No trouble to show you.
FIVE-ROO-

CO,
I'hone 407.
218 W. Gold.
New Mexico State
Members:
Realty Association.
ROBERTS-TURNE-

NEW

R

CREAM

BRICK

In University Heights
rooms, Areola heating plant,
hardwood
floors,
fireplace,
feabreakfast nook, built-i- n
artures, and conveniently
terms.
to
Priced
sell;
ranged.
Investigate today!
6

Dieckmann

Realty Co,

Realtors.
809 W. Gold.
Phono 670

HELP WANTED

RENTALS
We have a special rental
with an exclusive
rent man In charge.
ROBERTS-TCRXE-

218 W. Gold.

SHELLEY-BRAU-

CO,

N

Realtors

LITTLE

BEAUTY

house, new and. neat,
lights, city water, garago and
and
Price
fenced
complete.
terms the best.
J. E. GOXCE REAL ESTATE
110 W. Silver.
Phono 477

CO.
Phone 407

R

V.

A

National

Investment Co,

Realtors,
Lots Third and Fourth Wards.

75x142
300x142
50x100

feet
feet
feet

50x00 feet
V. Gold.
206

$5,000
$3,500
$750
$1,000

Phono

0115

modern

bungalow,
FOR SALE RANCH
throughout, heat, garage. Fourth 20
acres, halt alfalfa,
location,
price right.
good
ward,
Double ape.rtment "crick house, house, all kinds of fruit, on
five rooms each, modern, First boulevard, also u acres; selling on
account health failing; make of
word, worth the money.
Four-rooor
Phone owner, 2417-Istucco,
sleeping fer.
porch, modern, Second ward; a 348. P. O. Box 192, Uld AlbuSeven-roo-

Phone

223.

FOR REN T
I'OH

226 W. Gold

Apartments

Two housekeeping
KENT
West New York.

rooms.

Fol. ilENT Three housekeeping ruouis
913 North Fourth.
ground floor.
FOK KENT Three modern light huuse'
101 Nurth Maple.
rooms.
Keeping
fc'Ult KENT
apartment.
Housekeeping
funnelled complete. 31a North beventh.
i'UH KENT timull housekeeping apart
MU
ment: very
North
reasonable.
Sixth.
Four-rooFOK UEN'T
furnished mod'
ern house: no sick. Inquire 20s South
Edith.
Three-roofurnished
FOH KENT
upartment; cheap. Apply 310 South
Walter.
FOB KENT Thrt-- rooma and bth, un
furnished, new and cheap. Apply 724
East Ontrn).
FOB KENT Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
721 South Second.
Full KENT A real nice large apartment, furnished;
garage if desired.
Olii Forrester.
FUK KENT Furnished apartment, three
room? end sleeping porch; no sick;
cl'se in. 311 South Arno.
modern furFOH KENT Four-roonished apartment.
Inquire 116 West
Gold, or fi'J3 North Fourth.
WANTED One or two iadtes to sliaro my
apartments of four rooms, two sleeping
porches, close tn. 208 Bouth High.
I' Oil KENT
Three pleasant rooms, bath
and front porch, completely furnishedj
no sick; no children.
112 South Ninth.
and bath,
FOB KENT Three rt'omi
furnished for light housekeeping. 6(J9
South First.
Apply at the 6avoy Hotel
office.
d;
FOB KENT Apartment, completely
stoom heat, hot and cold water
2t
North
and garage; good location.
Ninth.
Foil KENT Three rooms, furnished,
hilthlands. close In, private entrances
and bath, 25. Phone lDbS-J- , after 7:30

FOR RENT

Realtors.

Insurance

V.

221

Rentals

J, D, Keleher, Realtor
211 W. Gold.
Phono 410.

Subdivisions.
I'hone 057
iold.

McCMTGHAN, REALTOR
Phone 412-Gold.

R.

V.

RARE OPPORTUNITY

A

(largo
have a four-roocombination living and dining
room with fireplace) modern
home which must be sold this
week.
This is a home in every
sense of the word and must be
seen to be appreciated.
Located on paved street In
most desirable section of the
Highlands.
Price for immediate sale $3750.
$1,000 cash, balance terms.

Houses.

FOK KJSNX JJy October 1, my home
Kast tsllver, Phone H62-J- .
FOH KENT Five-roomodern frame,
with curage. Phone 6fil-FOH KENT Five-roomodern houae,
unfurnished. 2L'8 North Walter.
FOH KENT 1
rurniBhed house,
with porch. 1023 South Waiter.
FOi; KENT New thre-roor- a
bungulow.
South High, $25 a month. Phone 61)3.
Full KENT Five-roomodern hou.su,
with garage. Apjily 7U1 West New York,
phone 14ti.J-FOB KENT Four-roohouse, furnlahed,
owner will board with family; no lck.
Ill South Edith.
h ousts on
Full KENT Modern five-roorear of lot; range furnished, $27.
311',, North Fifth.
FOB KENT Several new furnished cottages, very reasonable. Koom 7, First
National Bank building.
FOB KENT Houses, all Kinds, furnished
und uiifurnuiied.
McAlillln & Wood.

As Long As

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
A

(Of

Better Grada

$500.00

about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Albuquerque,

Balance lllto rent buys from ownhouse In heights,
er a new
fireplace,
hath, sleeping porch,
hardwood floors.
II. A. TOOM
212 X. High St.
Phono 1227.WV

&

New Mexico.

WANTED
or woman to
look after Tho Journal's
in
circulation
interests
every town in the state.
Pleasant,
dignified and
Adwork.
profitable
dress Circulation Manager, care of Journal, givage,
qualifications
ing
and past employment.

A live man

321

Kstate

For'

Rent-Room-

s

ROOM AND HOARD

with Board
No sick.

613

South

Kroadway.

FOR RENT
FOK HUNT
Kecond.
Foil HUNT
Knurl h.
Full KENT

Furnished room.

612

9 a week,
611
AND HOARD,
South Hroadway.
with
KENT Glassed-i- n
Foil
porch,
hoard. 114 North Maple.
K oMS AND GLASS (Sleeping porch with
boyrd; no sick. 1021 ForreBter.
FOll KENT Nicely furnisfied rooms with
first-clas- s
table board. Phone 1327-110 South Arno.
FUU nENXBoiiiil, room and gla8Bed-i- n
1818
sleeping porch, in new house.
Rust Cuntral.
1 IK N'T
Large front room and ileep
ing porch and board; suitable tor twu.
110 Nurth Maple.
BOARD
Good home cooking, rates by
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner
Broadway and Gold.
FOR RENT Kuom and poretr, oulhern
exposure, with good board. 923 South
Waller, phono M0H-1 UH RKNT
liava lovely vacancy for two

ROOM

Room
North

Furnished room. 415 North

BIG VALUES
Brick bungalow, just finished, living and dining room
Mx28, Old English fireplace,
waxed oak flooring, leaded
glass library case, Indirect
light fixtures, large enameled
kitchen with nil tho built-i- n
features, furnished breakfast
room, enameled bat It room,
two pleasant sleeping rooms,
comfortable veranda Sx30; cement basement with heating
Plant, lot TiOxlOO; price only
j,;50; terms: $300 down,
balance ns ront.
Good 5 rooms, bath and
sleeping porch, now occupied
by two families fur $05 per
month, lot 25x142, close In,
terms:
$500
$2,750;
price
down, balance $35 per month.
brick
Fourth ward
bungalow, 5 rooms, bath, cement
basement, shade, valuable corner lot on New Yofk avenue
near
Fourth street;
price $4,200 on good terms.
those
today.
Investigate

Joseph

Collier

Real Kstato Servlco That
lSuilds Estates.
207 West tiold.

....

Homes

and

Investments

room uilobc, plastered, modern, hardwood floors, corner
lot, Fourth ward, new, $3,500,
f:;iHy terms.
3 room framp,
porch?, Fourth
ward, rloso in, garage, terms,
4

Insurance
Loans.

$2,250.

ON ACCOUNT

Luua Blvd., 5 rooms, brick,
plastered, modern conveniences,
in class by Itself, terms, $6,500.
Choice lots, Fourth ward, $450
lot.
Two
to $850,
corner
choice lot, shado, close in,
$750 for quick, sale.

OF.

mechanical craft employes
having gone on a strike.

'

The Colorado
and Southern
Railway Company

$15.00.

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

Stares & Pfeiffer
and Insurance.
rhono 188.
W. Gold.

Realtors

Five-roo-

& Wood

206 W. Gold.

fire-plac- e,

AVe

Real

McMillion

New concrete, block bungalow.
4
rooms, bath and close Is.
select oak floors,
and all the built in features;
largo front and black porch,
Don't fail to
good basement.
see this beauty before you buy.
Phono Owner. 412-or call at lie Columbia ht.

J.

DO YOU WANT
Prompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company
have your insurance.
Over Slato National Bank,
Telephone 598.

$40
houso, unturn
$45
house, undirn
.$50
house In Fourth All are inhouse, unturn..
New
closo
and
good sbapo
built-i- n
ward, strictly
modern,
In the Highlands.
features, hardwood floors, garage, in,
M. JOHNSON
JAS.
large lot, easy terms.
210 V. (iohl.
Phono 210.
An Investment:
new building In
location that will increase
in
value; rents for $135 per month;
$7,000; easy terms.

OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale on Easy Terms

?2,000.

querque, K. M.

.
good buy.
"Ask to See "Em."

of the best little business
opportunities in the city, and
any one with a little capital
and ability can handle it. Some
ono will grab this one at once.
Xo phono information,
One

Loans

AVENUE

SILVER

We have this new modern
home for salo on East Silver
at the right price. Six rooms
with hot water heating plant,
four
less than
been built
months by one of t lie best
builders in the city, ami is going to be sold soon for t ho
to
bo
Ask
price is right.
shown this house today.

PRESSED BRICK HOME
Right up to the minute,on 6 room
paved
and sleeping porch,
This
street, closo in, for $7,500.
is a good buy; the lots are wortli

Accident, Automobile Insurance, modern five-roohome, splendid 204
Surety Honda, Louns.
four
I'hone 674.. location in Fourth ward,
Xo. Ill 8. lourth Street,
blocks of Central avenue, fine

shado,

EAST

BUSINESS"

Franklin & Company

Agents.
QUICK!

17.5(1(1

PAT, THE PLUMBERf
216 North Third,

"PAYING

Martin Co,, Realtors

A, L.

FOK SALE

I'lrr,

A HOME WORTH WHILE.
Select fourth ward location.
adobe stucco
New

LOTS!

For Sale: S choice lots In
Luna place, 75x142. Must bo
sold at once. Bee

ta-rag- e,

216 W. Gold.

LOTS!

LOTS!

Five-roo-

0ESTREICH, REALTOR
216

will employ In Us shops, round
bouso and car department at
Denver, Trinidad and Cheyenne, men suitable for such
service. Board
and lodging
free under ample protection
Ideal climate and working conditions,
free transportation.
Time and one-ha- lt
paid after
eight hours and for Sundays
and Legal Holidays. Wire or
write

H. W,

Ridgway,

tiupt. Motive Power,
Denver. Colo.

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

ui u ma hu fur canning. Fnona Z417-Rm'U
Hard ooal heator, Urge aUv,
I'li'-n314.
UU ."ALU Tin- e
new rabbit hutchu
Tin West Lead,
LlODDY'S MILK i BE.ST IN TOWN
1'hoim MU-H4- .
1'Olt .SAI.I'', Ten shares lti van

lit

llimil.r

sin", rnona 1327-I.K
Complete shoe shop,
lire! sllojf T. care Journal.
ItOQFlNft
ICVPrcUT RunrnnlPixl work. Phm UM-J- .
L'UK bALt'
Water itpanlel puppies; make
ureal nunterg and retrievers. I'hone

i":,S.

Full

MANZANO

UINCiEU

ALU

W. Gold.

Phono

999

FOR SALE Miscellaneous.
(Ji T PKAICS., i'iiono

itAK'l

l8--

FOll tfAl.K
Andrcaburg roller cau
1,iu Wont Fruit.
t'OU PALK Htftik Itolkirjui applet Mid
other varieties. Wiley s Farm, tot- 24U-Knfficfl box l:ir; phon

at.

OK SALK Two Ld cycles, In A- -l condi
tion, nt a bargain; uied eight monthi.
Kouili Fjjrat.
Apply
FOH H A I.li iioy'e bicycle; good condilu. Call mornings, apartment 3,
tion,
1211
Went Hum.'
JJUV YOHK JJUOOM.S, made In AlbuquerDuke City Broom Factory.
que.
South Brnudway, phone 8J2-FOli HALE Player piano, used, excellent
castz
condition: first
Investigating
buyer sure to taka tt. Phune 19.
1'

TYl'KWlUTEUd, all makes, lt and up;
13 per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
Richunge, 12a South Fourth.
Foil fsALH Used tractors, 514 and
with sung plows.
Hardware
Department. J. Knrber & Company.
Full bAUK Typewriters
priced right
V
lor quick u e.
in. W llcoi,
Went Central, plume IN"),
tiAXul'HwNES mid all baud Instrument!,
n aw or used; privutn or class Instructions on above. Fred K. Ellis. Ph. H03-SALE
FOR
Accimated pure- - Kanred
winter sei-- wheat, yHd 70 bushels tt
John A. Ja- the aero. Phono 2414-Rcobsen, 11'X 41 ';, city.
FOR SALE
Twniily tbous d shares of
Copper J.telt Sliver arid Copper Mining
cents a fibaic Address
company, at U'lstuftlco box 87. city.
FOR SALE
Good cooking and eatlnn
a pound; also sweet
apples, 2i and
if desired.
a gallon. oYlm-rctdur,
Floyd MttltT.iimmrt "
Heel and aich cushions
SOFT SPOTS
proven i fallen insteps; cures all foot
troubles, fl. Piantcr Arch Supports. Thou,
F. Keleher Leather Co., 4u8 West Central.
FOR SALE
Piuinib, player pianos, elec- trio orchestian piauos, with slot atvalues;
tachments, phonographs; pre-w106 or writu
for quick aotion,
plmhe
deorge P. Learnard Piano Co., 214 bouth
Walter.
L'SE KFFt?l'U ALTO TOP and SEAT
dressing, Etfeeto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r.
Vulspar Enamel on automobiles.
Paint. Homestead
Plymouth C'dtnga
Floor Paint. Hoof Paint and Cement. Satisfaction aHstmd. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co., 4US West Central, phono lo:7-- J.
A INT
ASMESTOS ROOF
tar,
THIS high-gradpaint contains no will
and
pitch or Hfphutt, is
stand the hot, dry climate ot tire west.
We also havo a red. maroon tnd green
Our
paint. All kinds. $1 per gallon. finis
roofs with pebble
new, built-uyears. Phone 1834-will Inst twentv-i'lvThe Maiuuuo C.. 1 10 South Valnut.

609 West
L'uul front room.
HEM'S dliresHon and a nerve tonlo.
Fruit. I'hone 204
Foil HA I.K
bicycle. In good
Mnlc.
Full KENT Furnished rooms, for rent.
Htnr Furniture Company.
411)
South
Seventh.
WANTED Experienced dairy and farm
FOll HALF Two pool tables, at a barhand; single man; must havo experiFOR KENT Several rvoma, unfurnished.
gain, bee Pablo Chavel, 185 "West
ence.
Phone 2405-U14 South Edith.
Central.
FOH tiALK i'our-ro.imodern home. In
"WANTED
estate
salesFOH KENT Furnished room and garage.
Experienced real
FOH
SALE
Five ton-ro611
una
reasonable.
cunrtltlun;
dry goods
very
man with car, by real estate firm. In
81 8 Writ Hazeldlne.
counters. Apply Kahu'i
Suutlt Eighth.
Store, 100
the city. Apply Pnstrjfflco box 4"7, city.
North
ret.
FOH KENT Furnished rooms. 218 Bouth
Two-roob'OH BALE
ijn
furnished.
1iouj,
CO.NC11ET13
1667-form carpenters, teamsters,
Walter. Phone
It
iij'jAL,
fashioned
once.
1J15
Kuaraii- taken
mjk
at
Hosiery;
clieup
Virginia
laborers; good wages; transportation to
teed; now lour palrt for 95. Phone
boulevard.
Full KENT I.IhIU housekeeping rooms.
olb, Kmployment Agency, 110 K. Third.
2n3 North Edith.
I'OU KAL
8ee mo tills week for a real
YOUNG MAN, living at home, can work
Foil KENT Sleeping room for ront to
liouse, University Fur SALE Stewart heating stove,
bargain; four-roohit way through school and get flrst-clafire bowl; like new; a
a man. 505 West Fruit.
HelKtus, 309 Yaspru-- .
business education.
Albuquerque
1107 Luna circle.
'
FOR RENT Furnisher? ronm. J22 South
FOH PA LB Ono of nicest niall houses
Business College.
KfiltMiN, HUH West Gold.
In University
Seventh, phone 723-Mrs. W. 11. Reed, phone
Hefghts; near car line. FOR SALE tJiik heater and
convuieflccnis,
"WANTED
i. uu
Planing mill foreman, fumil-la- r
cotli..Vl Furnibueu,
Call afternoons. 121 Cornell.
Mnpiie bath seat, laundry hamper.
406 South Waiter,
FOlt RENT Furnishes, rooms; oo chil 122-J- .
with Berlin machines, capable of
with
tage,
card table. !'05 West Marquette.
Thong
sleeping
porch.
FOH BALK Modern furnished five-roodren. 110 South Walnut.
21S5-VOU RENT Front beCruom and board
grinding sawi proferred. Address at once
call 1203 East Copper.
HICKS' DAIRY
brick and sleeping
porch, close In;
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
MeOaffey Co., Albuquerque.
gentleman only, in private home; no Fourth
CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line
Foil RENT Furnished new
ward. Phone KOl-W- .
or cull 6U West coal,
sick. I'hone 11U2-children. 414 West silver.
LEAIiN TO TELEGRAPH Am starling
with sleeping porch, front porch
house,
Sc;
pints,
quarts, 15c, Phone 738.
Three-rootiALK
stucco l'ouse,
a class In telegraphy and want four
West Gold, ROOM
In
AND
(jKAYSTONHJ rooms.
218Vj
and garage. Vhone 101
HOARD,
private Full
100x1 4 2, on corner; barK;nii fur (julck FOR SALE Tn..fougn red Uustn bull
persona to fill out. For particulars call
Mrs. E. tluldt.
home; nure care, tray servlco, ; md Kale.
phone "10-Four-rooFOH
RENT
furnishhouse,
2074-J- ,
6
llit'O
m.
Hnitli Waller.
p.
Apply
after
1748-- J
pup; female, fire months old; with
207 North High, phone
phone
ed; two porches, suo South Edith. Foil RENT Furnished room; private menls.
Poultry-Egg- s
"FOR SALE
modern home, JiOO registered papers. 1124 South Walter.
WANTED Young mall for cily circula
FOH RHSNT
entrance. .10 South Broadway.
Nicely furnishod front room, FOR SALE New
Inquire at 01 South Walter.
and
rent.
down
like
r,
tion work: must be a live wire and
monthly
payments
ono
FOR
or
on
SALE One splendid Stewart
suitable for
two, with board,
cool
room,
LARGE,
FOH
RENT
furnished,
and
Clean
well
beautuuliy
furnished,
A.
Hammond, 4 East .Stiver.
one Copper Clad range; fine
willing to work hard; quick promotion
main floor. Phone 1471MV. CIS West J.
J. V. Swirt, uouievs.ru
fryori".
four large rooms and sunny enclosed
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
will be the reward of the man who can
Fruit.
FOR SALE
brick condition, at a bargain. Phone
pressed
plinun
sleeping purch. 212 Bouth High.
FOll KENT l.arse front hed room, close
make good. Apply to circulation Man
wati-hot
house;
modern;
Kiirugo.
HOARD
two
Can
TABLE
accommodate
SAI.K III"'"!' Island V.tdt. Whlt
In. For employed woman. Phone load.
FOR SALE Royal Standard typewriter,
FOH KENT New three-roofK
furnished
nger. Morning Journal.
or three persons for n.eais by the 2n; North Kdlth. I. .T. Kilburn, plume 40.
Rocks mill 1 in f Orpingtons: pullet"
in flrst-ulncondition, with currying
houae; Ideal for healthHeekers; adults FOH KUNT Nice, clran sleeping and
Mrs.
Female.
a
shurt
ride
from
town.
SALE
FOR
By ownei, suburban home, case, lock and key,
only
22 North High, nnil co..k; 75 cuts cadi. J215 Houta
only. Key at 1124 South Walter.
North Third. week;
housekeeping rooms.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city phone 3 227-Fleming, 1U5 South Cedar, phone 1578-Walter.
WA NTED Experienced waitress,
LIST
vacant
houses
t
with
the
e
RENT
your
FOR
l'oatof-flcFurnished
fur
m,
City
fruit
bath,
private home for water,box :!13, trees, grape arbor,
ply t Liberty Cafe.
nace heat: private entrance. 719 West MRS. MARSHALL'S
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
city.
table
excellent
meals,
convalescents,
WAN TED- - Second cook. Apply Presui
service. 20 West Gold, phono 007,
Lend.
and tray nor vice; reasonable rates, 1107 FOH SALE Three-roohouse with
terian. Sanatorium.
FOH RENT F'lve-rooFOH HENX
home, completeclean apartments. North Twdth, phone nl-J- .
Nice,
chlcaen house for two hundred chickens
Saute, Fe Cafe,
InWANTED A waltri
in
best
of city.
ly furnished;
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 21114 West SPECIAL)'" summer rules, $65 per month; garage, lights and water, 1205 West
part
311 fouth First.
Central.
quire !07 14 West Gold, phone 2080-excellent board, private room with Iron, phone 490-AVANTED Girl for general housework.
FurSshed" aiiTTnfurnisiied
FOlWtENT
FOH BENT Attractively furnished front sleeping porch and
houtse, front
tray service. St. FOR SALE Three-rooWe will bo glad to assist you in selecting
421) North Fourth.
homes In all parts of the city. Roberts- und back
room; furnace heat; no sick. Phone John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 4 Hidandy orchard
porches;
Turner Co., 218 West Gold, phone 407. IfitfO-on
a
corner
terms.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
ftartcit;
lot;
largo
JAMESON'S RANCH The place to gel I li i: 4
a home,
304 North Sycamore.
Virginia boulevard.
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage, FOH KENT Rooma, furnished for house
well; two miles from town; free from
two rooma and glassed sleeping porch;
no sick and no children. 703 duet and smoke; free transportation to Fur BALE Furnished
three
WANTED Girl for light housework. In- p. m.
houne,
keeping;
rooms, hath, electric lifjhts, city wuter.
and from town; good home oooktnot
quire at 15 Whiting bulhllng.
FOK RENT Furnished apartment, four on car line, rent iJi. 1220 South Edith. West Coal,
garage; 60 foot lot, 9500 down and ISO
furnished FOR KENT Nlc
room, close In, for meals served family style. Phone 1298-apart FOH RENT Two five-roorooms, modern; also two-rooWANTED Competent woman for general
r month. 1309 tiouth Arno.
214
jf
1104
227
220
North
wan
and
no
S
ment
North
tea. MRS. BERGLUND
with sleeping porch,
sicit
housework.
Nortq Maple,
bungalows,
High.
Private Tubercular
gentleman employed;
$45 per month. Apply 724 East Central. 315 North Fifth.
Sanatorium for winter; steam heated FOR KALE 1423 West Central, sixty
WANTED Girl for general housework. Second.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans and Rentals
Four-roonine foot frontage; pavement all paid
blankets; good meals,
house, unfurnish FOR KENT Large from room, connect rooms; plenty newhome-canneFull KENT Modern furnished apart loll RENT
Call in person. Hanna & Hnnna. Inc.
d
fruits and for; fiveroom house and garage; pries
and "GKs;
ed, 912 West Coal, $25 per month.
ment, two rooma and sleeping porch,
room girl.
ing bath; BUituble t"i' two; private milk
"WANTED
dining
Competent
our own chickens served; special diet; Ci.ano. Inquire Hll West Central, pliont
to couple only. 614 West Iron, Phone Mr. Strong, 75; or Mr. Dennett, home. SIB Bouth Heventli.
close
Corner of Second and Gold.
Phono 040.
V28-Apply 120 North- Second, after 9 a. m. phone In,
Phone 1:165-630-145.
FOH KENT Rooms, newly furnished, general nursing.
at .Blttner
WANTED Chambermaid,
Furnished
SALE
SEEKEUS
HEALTH
seven-rooFOR
nevl
Four
FOIt
Two
rooms,
Modern
KENT
brick
nicely
one
RENT
FOR
practically
oiock
cool, clean, quiet, modern;
large airy
house; American or German preferred. Foil
for cost of construction; furnl
modern
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
furnished for housekeeping;
house, furnished; two glassed-i- n rooms, from car. 823 South Fourth.
WANTEDVoman to do genorarVlouse-wor- k conveniences; desirable
ture and lots thrown in for good measeltt Areola beau
Call FOH KENT A
ex118 North Maple.
location,
large airy front room, cold water In each room; steam heat;
and care for baby. 100 North West Coal.
ure. Hoom 7. First National Bank
227
no
sick.
floor,
cellent
board; tray service; graduate
nicely furnished, ground
Edith.
furnishFOH Rent Two and three-rooFOll KENT Nicely rumlshcd bungalow flOli Bouth Arno, phono 172
nurse In attendance; prices reasonable FOR SALE A
A MOST BEAUTIFUL HOME
WANTED Woman for household work;
In highlands, one block from Central, IMPERIAL ROOMS
hot and cold water,
anup in a threo-rooed
clean rooms Casa do Oro, 609 and 813 West Gold.
It has adolio walls
Nice,
will lie ready to occupy this week.
must be able to cook. Inquire Strongs' lights apartments;
modern furnished, cottage, ou South
reasonable. Ideal for convalescent. Call 317 South
rent
und
paid;
phone
Over
Pastime
week.
rates
or
with tho bookcases, dinby
day
Book store.
room,
or
ideal
healthseekcr
fireplace
for
slmpliving
throughout,
Walter;
42154 Bouth Broadway.
Walter, phone 1273-West Central.
Theater, 211
kitchen with
BUSINESS CHANCES
man; low priced; easy terms. Apply 701
WANTED Woman to taxe charge ot FOH RENT Four-rooing room with French Doors from pergola,
modern apart NEW four rooms, bath, unlurnished, S33( LINCOLN
ICust Santa Fe.
Al'ARTMENIS, newly furnlsn.
builtin iron board and breakfust table, two
house; reasonable wages; small family.
trees in
ment: heat, hot and cold water rur
cupboards,
large
water,
including
lights;
big
BALE
FOH
In.
Fourth
and
aod
close
cool
Central,
Hotel,
hut
ed
ruums;
watur,
drawers, etc.
New homes by owner; one
FOK SALE
Apply tlO West Fruit.
niBhed; fine location: no sick or children. neighborhood, plenty sunshine.
Inquire 313 South Third, phone !U4-large bedrooms, bath, plenty closets, linen
phone 69-J- .
824 West Gold; one
onk floors
narrow
OS Enst Central, pnone nia-w- ,
1217 North Fifth.
foot
Phone 1917-ten
WAN1EDD Girl for housework, perma-neceilings,
Areola
Basement.
heat;
FOU
SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool 111) North Maple; one four-roo210
FOll KENT Nicely furnished bed room,
Outside finish wluta
screened porches.
position; no washing; may go SEPTEMHKR 30, nicely furnished, new FOH RENT Well
two
furnished
modern
313
South
and
throughout;
hall
in
Sill
-bar;
lease,
steam
heat:
bath:
good
Call
West
terms.
North
adjoining
private
Maple;
home rights. 1014 North Second.
three-roofive-roowith bain,
apartment,
house, close In, at 514 North home; no sick. 619 North Third.
stucco. No. 308 Harvard avenue.
First.
ver, phune 1940-Sea owner,
WANT11D Girl for housowurk and cook-in- g screened porches, 160S East Central; no Third; garage and shade.
This home commands a beautiful mountain view from
Brick building, FOR SALE
ELOIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and FOll SALE
Homes. It will be to your
nam uenirai.
looil South Edith.
halt days; only three In family-Appl- ch i Idren. Apply at
215 South First; location gocd for auy
tho east and tho full view of tho beautiful sunsets beyond
Interest to see us before purchasing a
-- 09
housekeeping apartments, by the day,
West Gold, between 9 and 10 FOH RENT Two rooms, kitchenette. FOH RENT Two-roocottage, with week or month. 60S
of
business.
kind
West Central.
Its within 200 feet of tlio trackless street
list
the volcanoes.
home, as we have a large
Bleeping porch, garage, electric lights,
Sleeping porch, halls, bath and porches,
Ri. icrts-TurnCo., 218
house and to select from.
SALE A five-roocar, University Heights Boulevard drive, Coal avenue.
WANTED By American family, reliable private entrances; completely furnished, city water In house, 815 per month, 1907 t'Olt KENT Front room, well furnished, FOH
small grocery; close In; good business. West Gold, phone 407.
Get any real estate man to show you it today or see me.
bath, use uf phone, close lo;
girl, for modern with ga, 1006 Forrester, phone South High. Inquire 19U South High oneadjoining
English or Mexican-speakin- g
Call at 316 South Seventh,
or two gentlemen. 703 West Sliver.
brick
SALE beautiful pressed
Terms If you desiro.
FOK
JC300.
Price
full time or part time; stay nights occas- - 1370-Five-roofurnished house
FOH RENT
KENT Sitting room bed room FOK SALE Hotel Woodurd, of twenty-tw- o
bungalow, five rooms, sleeping porch
lonally. 601 West Fruit.
FOH RENT Furnisned apartments, conlarge front and back porch, garage FOK
-- brick garage;
Ideal
and
double
good
pressed
business;
entrance;
private
combined;
ruomi,
good
rooma,
doing
prlvato
four
Am
TO
TELEGRAPH
to
venient
sanatoriuma;
starting
house In the rear; rent
also
LBAR
For particulars lu- reason for selling.
814 North Sixth, phone 1166-Address Mrs. O. tt. home near shops.
Kcsldencc 1021 W. New York Ave.
a claaa In telegraphy and want four glassed-l- n sleeping porches, gas; on East 850
Hume 1411-1Inquire at 321 South Arno, or bath.
Woodftru, Box 5, Grants. N. M.
quire 706 South Third.
evenings.
1340-persons to fill out. For particulars call Central car line. A Call 1321 East Central,
Office, Second and Gold.
phone
IMiono
at
148.
Whilo stucco bungalow,
Wrnd. Phone
ALE Btorea,
or aee McMinin
aner o y. in.
RENT Two desirable bed rooms, FOR
hotels,
rooming FOR SALE
phone SfrM-FOR RENT Furnished cottage, aawly FOH
a
or
h.tuse,
ladies
and
other
restaurants
In
sacrifice;
practically
modern home; gentlemen
houses, garages,
WAN'l ED Young woman of refinement,
decorated, inside and out, niodern and
lot tiiixHS,
sick.
I'hone high-clas- s
no
propositions not advertised front porch, lights, city water; see
preferred;
to atslst craduate nurse In small sana FOR RENT Furnlst.ed front apartment, gas. Phone or call between 10 ana i'i employed
owner.
Co., 21a West 13,300; part cash, rest easy,
ocally, F.oberts-Turn381-two rooma and Kitchenette, bath
1524 East 1S16-at
m.
Phone
torium! easy work and good pay;
keys
1423 Virginia boulevard.
denot necessary. Answer postofflec
FOK RENT Two rooms, furnished for Clold.
large fron'. porch; garage If two
Central.
Well-built
SALE
by
. cuy.
practical
FOR SALE Cafe, four years established FOK
sired .thoroughly jlean and sanitary;
box
light housekeeping; first floor;702 private
RENT OR SALE Heautlrully fur
North
builder. 16 it cash, ur nest orrer, du;s
adults only and no sick, n oouin ruu, FOR
business; will sell cheap II sola at
nished house, six rooma and bath, two entrance; yard, porch, trees.
glassed-t- n
and
porch.
on
roi
write
sleeping
once;
national
Third.
highway,
phune 632-steam
lawn
shade,
heat
sleeping porches,
in
particulars to W. II, titovall. Commercial EleUrto and city water, Tne oest18:2
WANTED Will pay good wages to a
all modern conveniences. Apply 119 souln FOK KENT One large housekeeping
Palmer,
for healthseekere.
town
Holbrook.
Arts.
Cafe,
of
close
small
a
three,
floor,
for
room
family
cook,
with
good
porch, ground
1758-W- J
High.
South
High,
phone
300
In
WANTED Mipccllaneom FOK RENT Nicely furnished, modem, In; no children; reasonable rent,
FOK SALE One of the finest cafes
Apply 'Mrs. D. Weinman, 708 West Copnorthern Arlsona, long lease, excellent FOR SALE Modern bungalow, Fourtn
West Iron
per,
first
Oa good
new stucco bungalow, two glassed-t- n
WANTED MONEY
ward; partly furnished; gooa garage.
trade,
good location; twu of the partners
fur
room,
Wood.
&
McMMIIon
modern
RENT
FOR
southeast
exposure; gas
Large,
mortgages.
sleeping porches,
are
to leave for Europe; act quick. Ad- good basement, furnace and laundry
anu
nished for light housekeeping,
Call at
Male puppy; must be good and hot water; rent reasonable.
WANTED
Arls.
dress postofflce box 314, Flagstaff,
room; large porch. Price 16,750; terms.
Mule and Female.
glassed sleeping porch, clean and neat.
1248-J- .
breed; also laying hens. H. J., care 801 Bouth Edith.
1JUS1NESS established twenty years, for Phone
15 per
1223
Edith.
South
well
WANTED Walter or waitress,
fur
Journal.
FOK RENT Newly decorated,
quick sale: excellent for man or man FOR SALE In south highlands, new
ruom,
FOK RENT Large housekeeping
wee't. Apply Bturgea
batch-lu- g
with
modern
Choice level lots, city water, ditch water. Buy one ot
nished
fine
home,
glassed
or
share
to
thiee-rooWANTED
3300
girl
Lady
cottage; two largo screened
for
with sleeping porch; uio niceiy iui- - and wife; Ideal for lualthseekers;
teachers
built-itwo other girla. and screened sleeping porches; fire place
Bun-dawith
WANTED Immediately;
6
or
floors
oak
m.,
in
throughout,
p.
(juaricra
after
porches,
required.
a.
Apply
blocks
these lots and pay rtnt to xpurself, you will be surpitsed
irom
and furnace heat; best location In high nlshed sleeping rooms; two
rural schools, In New Mexico nd Ex- - Phone 303.
1220 Forrester.
C. II. Threadglll.
features; a real buy; very small payEducational
1420 East Silver,
poatnfflre, 417 West Lead
Southwestern
701 East
rent.
how soon you will own a home. Let us show you the
like
balance
ment
down,
To buy flut top office desk" lands.
i
WANTED
estab
business,
for light house FOK SALE Prof table
change. 117 West Copper, city.
oMUlion FOR KENT Five-roomust ba In good condition.
wishes to dis Santa Fe, or phone e'J3.
owner
bungulow, well FOK RENTtn Furnishedrooms
lished
lots
five
years;
ana
today and begin building at once.
sleeping
large
keeping;
brick, by owner;
Wood, 208 West Gold.
furnished, glassed-i- n
sleeping porcn.
other interests; FOK SALE
PERSONAL
iigm pose accountlowof having
bath connection; water,
423 South Seventh, corner lot. ime- For ina
and
TRANSFER and acavengor work done, screened porches; piano and garage; In-no porch,
bargain.
no
very
price
sick,
Only $20 Down nd $10 per Month.
and phone furnished; positively
reasonable ratea. E. A. Griffith, 722 sick; two blocks from postofflce.
terview, address postofflce box 656, Al- walks, garage, chicken house, basement,
' no cnnaren. 'it went u.
hot water heat, bath room, large closets,
quire 701 West Silver.
East Iron, phone 1970-buquerque, N. M.
large front back ana sleeping porcnes.
Millinery; hats MAX UAKGAIN STORE, at 316 South FOR RENT Two comfortable furnished
MRS. FRED OILMAN
FOR SALE Livestock.
&
Phone Hi, or any real estate dealer In
DRESSMAKING
made to order; remodeling a peciauy.
First, will pay the highest prices for
In beautiful Tejano canyon;
cottages.
North
town.
.
rabbits,
eu your second-han- d
FOR SALE Fat
Ad..' Roonj 1, Superior Hotel, si'a vvesi
clothing, shoes and ollmate Ideal; telephone service.
home. Phone
or
SEW1NO
al
1595-12,
by
day,
frame
modern,
SALE
Fourth,
owner,
phone
FOR
By
furniture. Phone 868.
trat
dress H. B. Hammond, phone 297. post-offi206 West Gold,
143U-stucco houae; five rooms, large bath
FOK BALE Cheap, one milk cow.
box 658, Albuquerque, N. M.
miDils: teacher la ex'
wasted-Priv- nta
RUG CLEANERS
Work guar unA aiennlno- norch: screened In front
WANTED Dressmaking.
O. Cohh, 1930 South secunu.
for
9x13 Ruga Cleaned, 11.25.
new
perlenced and specially trained and
builtFOR RENT 313 West MoKlnlcy,
anteed. S. Satilnger, lliOO North Flftn. porch; Jardwood floors throughout;
MATTRESSES renovated, 83.60 and up;
close to FOK SALE Colorado Dot doo anu eight b'lKHT-CLASprimary grades; good certificates1988-located,
house, pleasantly
dressmaking, work guar in teatures; oasememi to semiioai,
reference on application. Phona
small rubnlls. 100.1 West Mlver.
furniture repaired and packed. F.rvln Nortli Fourth
three rooms, service
terms ii
street;
218 Boath Walter, pnone 16U7-age; large lot; priced
898-anteed.
tit3-11
or
North Elm.
Bedding Co.. Phonee
FOK BALE One frosh Jersey cow. one
house Just completed; locatedporch and canvass sleeping porch; bath
children and layettes desired;
WANTED
1312
wusou,
r.
Sewing;
ono and oneheifer. J,
Your piano to apply on pur room and eleclrlo lights.
Apply
In Alhrliht-Uoor- e
WANTED
addition;
Jersey
yearling
21so-114, Norm
CARPENTERING
Phone
proferred.
used player piano. North First.
chase o( new
half blocks off pavement, ior appoiui- phone 2404-RRUIUS Cedar.
ment call 1!42-H- .
Giants,
SALE Flemish
FOR.
FOR ODD JOBS and contract work, call Phono 108 and wa will call and quota
Phone
and
1876-W- .does
and
UEMSmCHLSU
WANTED
bucks,
Houses
pleating.
values that will make conservative buyReds, Blacks. Belgians,
tsl-J- ,
room
Mellnl building. Myrtle
FOR SALE Real Eitate
sit up and take notice. George F.
size rabbits, 710 West Lead, phone
I W.VNT you to Investigate my low prices er
WANTED lu buy modem four or livu frying
Slnvort.
1325-on any kind ot a building proposition Leannrd.
state
well
room
located;
SEE rtOUEKTS-- T UKNF.il CO., 2ii West
house,
A DAI
i .RATING,
and
i
Hunga-loTIMES
side
box;
car,
Ford
In
accordion,
view.
For
have
E.
A,
TRADE
palmer,
you
Will buy a six room modern house, modern except
In nnmea.
finishing
and terms In answer. Address Box tOR SALE Oil
Gold, for real hargnl
216 Norm
satisfaction
guaranteed 7. care
mail orders. N. Crano,
Builder. Ho 41, city. Phone 17G8-Remember,
Da,n nf h.VU wnrlt hOTSeS: alSO tWO
Journal,- heat, located close In on South Walter street. It has an
east
Virginia
SALE
front,
FOll
estab'
814
Lot,
n
n
t
reliable
months
Crane
Seventh.
vmir
phone
fourteen
finlj
Hni
Apartments,
NEW"WORK or alterations; all" work
on WANTED To rent for the winter and choice217Jersey heifers,
past front, lawn, trees and hedge, with garage and other
rteturn
boulevard; one block 'om Mountain
pal
wiheri firm
ooitage
reasonold.
Thlrdi
will
make
North
estimates
WANTED
prices
Dressmaking;
free;
guaranteed;
1248-- J.
out buildings.
llnnnx A llanna. Inc.
mrtn
si ing a furnished house, In good loca
Miss road. Phone
K0 takes
guaranteed.
able; satisfaction
very close figure on a job In highlands Commercial Photographers,
Fox Nowa, tion; must be clean and convenient, ac FOR SALE Four milk cows,
420 West FOK HALE By owner, desirable lot in
E. E. Johnor helpthts. Phone 1765-one team mares, wagon anu we Paulln Vorbach. phone 487.
all;
Miss Hughes, 633 South Arno.
dress
neighborclose
Third
good
In;
ward,
Albuquerque.
Ap Gold.
son, 61fl John.
ncss for 176; also saddle ponies.
or single resiIlKMSTlTCIIINCl done promptly tn the hood; suitable forW.duplex13., care
ply 2107 Bouth Broadway.
WANTED Apartments
Journal.
1.
FOR RENT Miscellaneous
WANTED Salesmen
best possible manner, prices reasonable. dence. Address
'
WANTED To rent, by two ladles, em
117 Gold avenue, phone 787-CONTRACTOR
Singer
WELL
NTED Two man of Integrity,
Foil KENT (iarage. 514 .Vest Coal.
aoia- WANTED Real Estate
unfurnished
110.
ployed, two or thrno-rooPhone
Sewing Michlne Company.
IV.' tiiid aggressive who are real sales, FOH KENT Gitruge. 523 Soulh High.
and
wioi.i.m
lLi.
driven
repaired
i.i.
mil
sawmill
apartment or small house, near
"Wen who are In this class can corn
Uu ulw,
IV YOU l7v
2072-r.
J.
iimpmy
f'Olt
Woiklnf,
Phone
A piano.
KF.NT
towers,
pumps,
be
modern
and
tanks,
must
reasonable,
csrline:
,1
care
Jour
per week. Addres
list li w.tti .'c Million & Wuvd, r
Journal Wsnt Ads Bring Results,
tlo)
121 West Marble, phone 14SI-.
FOll KEN X Garage. SOI West Fruit. I I'ontolf Ice box 334, city,
tnrc'jtttid an Interview will be arranged.

fr

H. CHAS. ROEHU

Home Builder.

ZAPF.

Insurance

Lots Now On Sale in the New

IG)irfai ydfifaa

McMillion

Woo'd, Realtors

$4,000.00

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
3"

.p..

vifiiflrsii
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ILet Us Send a Manli FOGG, The Jeweler
To
that broken window i
replace

FRESH OYSTERS

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co. I
Phono 421. 423 North First. 1

this morning, Eastern
Packed in sealed cans, 6 oz. and 12 oz. sizes.
Will

be

in

seal-shippe-

d.

HOUSE ROOMS
BITTNER
Phone 221-,S!9H South First.

Michigan Concord Grapes

FOR SALE
Two nice

The looked for car has come to town. Packed in
You will find our price, of
5 pound net baskets.
course, as low as the lowest.

WARD'S

CASH

terms.

Orders Delivered for 10c
Phono

421 W. Central.

9H2--

RENT A CAR
LOCAL ITEMS

I

Drive it yourself New Fords
and Dodges, Coupes and Sedans
ALBUQUEHQl'li!
DKIVIBLLSS CAB CO.
Cars Delivered.

!
I

Itevler, treasurer and malinger of the Oolden Kule dry goods
lias
returned to the city after
store,
a. purchasing trip to San Francisco,
Calif, llo also visited friends in
l,os Angeles,
Diego and Pasadena.
Miss Dorothy Ueftncr, has ar-- i
to visit Mrs.
ived from Chicago
Sictfried Kalin, o TOti West (Jold
avenue.
Dr. and Mrs. Howard li. liaper
have returned from an extended
stav In Indianapolis.
Miss Helen Mcllvain, of Carls-had- ,
arrived last nlglil to visit university friends for a low days.on
the
Frank Butt is in Kl Paso
advice of his pnyslclan to seek a
time.
lower altitude for a short
Harry W. Kelly, of Las Vegas,
president of the large wholesale
firm of Gross Kelly and company,
is in the city on business.
Mr. and Mrs. li. V. Ancona and
family have returned to Albuquer- a
que after spending more than
year at Madison, "Wis., whero Mr.
with the
Ancona was connected
Mr.
laboratories.
forest service
employed
Ancona was formerly
here in the. public relations department of the district forest office.
Manager of tho chamber of commerce, M. L. Fox, has called a special session of the chamber directors
tonight to take action on several
important rivic projects..1.
licynohlt
County Agent
will leave soon for his former honi
at Lewisville, Arkansas, where he
spend his vacation.
Comity commissioners met yesterday, but postponed the transaction of business putil this morning,
when they will resume their meeting at 10 o'clock.
ribbons awarded
Ten premium
for grape exhibits at tho recent
exhibition given
county produce
here under the supervision of the
county agents, were delivered to the
proprietors of the Ia Salle ranch at
Tho ribbons
Bernalillo yesterday.
covered awards for a number of
varieties. The Allory Brothers'
ranch near this city also received
ten awards.
Dr. D. It. Murray. Osteopathic and
treatments. Phone 741.
Violet-raA. C(.

NQWTAKFMFALS
OUTSIDE SHOPS
Santa Fe Employes Cease
to Worry About Possible
Acts of Violence; Many
Establish Homes.
j

It was stated hist night that 300
of the. .Santa Fe eniuloves who have
been eating their meals inside tho
shop stockade, nave secured board-lin- g
places in the city, and that
more will do so soon.
Many of the employes, who came
here from other places, have
their intenllon to rcmuln
and are buying or renting homes In
various parts of the city. No acts
of violence that could bo charged
to the slrilie liavo occurred for
several weeks, ami normal conditions exist. Many of the strikers
aro reported to have secured other
employment, pending an expected
settlement with the railway

WORLD RECORD MADE
BY SWEDISH RUNNER

Jo

27. Sven
.Stockholm,
Sept.
Liindgren, a Swedish runner, ran
in
meters
two
1.000
minutes,
28
seconds here today. H Is
said this is a world record.

Available sporting records show
that the record for the 1.000
meters, two minutes, 2D and
seconds, was made by A. Bolin.
Sweden, Sept, 22, 1918.
Arrived eastern Concord grnnes.
Daily's Kush and Harry and Dullj'sl
Gypsy Store. Adv.

Dlt. FRANK

JV

MacCRACKEN,
MacCKACIiEJ.
Osteopathic Physicians.
K. P Building. Phone Office 89 V
Residence
Adv.

OIL

y

DAISY

U.

--

8U-- .I

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Slated
tit 7:30.

conclave

No. 3. K. T
Adv.

C. II. CONNER. M. D. I). O.

Osteopathic Specialist.
Pilgrim
323-Tel. 701-Blclg.
this evening Stem
Adv.
J.

Economy Cnsli mid Carrv. 121 N.
Music club will
The Juvenile
meet nt the Woman's club at 4:30 Edith. Phone 1I8I-J- . Dcllverr 10c.
nines
Adv.
greater Ibaii price. Adv.
o'clock this afternoon.
t .....
liiu juuirt, fliu "'".'uj
rKKs, uc: ior sale in
Lutheran church leading groceries. Adv.
Paul's English
..
tYIOPl.l
...lit
Imnnvtnnt
Will IIUI'l tV
iiii,uin.,.i. ...v
olmfM, i.tirlura nn Thlirs
i.. (n
ITJ KLECTH1U SHOE SHOP
I'bmw
21.1 Bomb tecond.
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
I
Vi

8U7--

rco Call and Ucli.erv.

Adv.

Tlirt ln.ari.nn T.ntrinn AllTtlbir
will meet with Mrs. Shufflebarger.
4 16
East Iron, this evening at
7:30. Adv.

Dutch Bulbs

Brad Jones hauls baggage and!
Adv.
express. Phme 2172-'
.
4.....wl n , .VP ri t ( VH'fl
Daily's Kasli and Rnrry nnd Dnlly'si
t'jpsy More. .mv,
J.

CALL

I

1T1

i

Adv.

!

Darwin Tulips, Hyacinths, Daffodils. Narcissi for water
culture.
RAYMOND I'. BLOOM.
Phono 2167--

will hold over twenty thousand
of the smallest watch screws.
Bring your watch to us. We are
experts in our line.
WISEMAN
Watch Maker, Jeweler, Engraver
Corner Second and Gold.

COAL

COAL

WHY SUFFER

D?EK8 AND flATTISIW

with sand and dust when you
can have comfort by Installing
Piece Metal Weather Strip:
For
guaranteed satisfactory.
or see
prices phone 1742-K. P. Thomas at 1008
avenue.

BUG CLEAN IN O
Phone 453. Cor. 6tb and Gold

Fresh Milk gallon lots, also
cheese.
Butter inilk and Cottage 1IM5-M.
Swnyncs' Dairy l'honc

PURE MILK

WANTED
or
young man
Bookkeeper,
woman: state age, experience
13. F., euro Jourand salary.
nal, city.

FOR RENT
permanent and responsible
adults, a four-roopartly furnished cottage. This is a beau-tWill furnish for right parlies. Apply 500 South Walter.

at.

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

FACTORY

BUY IT BY THE LOAD
AIREDALES.
For sale Highly bred
sired by International
Champion, Tintern Tip Top,
sire of President Harding's
"Ijaddio
Boy;" the best
known
dog in America.
and
Pedigree
registration
papers furnished with each
dbg.
For inspection appointment, telephone 1762-- J
or address I. O. Jiox 464.

Height.
Invited.

D.MRV

milk.

v

COAL CO.

HAM

AGNES AYRES
JACK. HOLT

55

Fuel

DAFICE TONIGHT

Friday Night,
Sept. 29

HEIGHTS
AUDITORIUM

624 TODAY

Music

.

PHONE 91

Tuesday, Oct. 3rd
Big Free Street Parade 6:30 p. m.
Opening Day

the

by

SYNCOPATORS

bought you und

cement

2j,

puld lor you

ami you ro mine!

Face
Fire
Floor
Flue

Brick
Clay
Tile
Lining
Aletal Lath
Wall Board
Beds
Plaster
Lime
Tel. 1SR3.W

Regular Prices

Unexcelled for heat and

Unloading a car today.
cleanliness.

i ii

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

P. O. Sorenson Co.

4 Phones 5. Wm. R. Walton, President and Manager

Corner North First Street and
Marblo Avenue.

Events

Review-Curr- ent

Canon City Coal

BRICK
Common Brick
Fire Brick
Fireplace Tile
Mortar Colors
Sewer Pipe
Carcv Roofinir
Murphy

1

Added Attractions

Pathe

aim id

Tam iimii

iiiiliiin

mi

.

,

in

j

iimw.

Theatb

YBIC

CONTINUOUS

TO

1

I

11 P. M.

LAST TIME TODAY
We Are Glad to Say!
That we have Eastern Concord Grapes priced right

Antonio C. Ortiz, hereby
announce myself as candidate
for renomlnation for Sheriff of
Bernalillo County, subject to
the action of the Democratic
County Convention October 4.
I bespeak the presence of all
good people nt the primaries
to be held Friday, September
29, In tho various precincts in
Bernalillo County, who believe
in law enforcement and I will
try. if renominated and eleetei,
to give as good service as it is
in my power to give.
I,

C.

55c

at per basket

Last and only car of the season.
Also 300 pounds of Real Bartlett Pears which we
05c
will sell at per pound
These are the real pears for canning.
Now don't overlook the Tomatoes for canning.
03c
Our price 25 pound lots per pound
35c and 65c
Fresh Oysters in tins.
Also don't forget to attend Elks Circus next week.
$1.00 orders delivered in Lowlands and $2.00 orders in Highlands. Everything guaranteed.

Boswell's Cut Rate Grocery

ORTIZ.

(Adv.)

'

612 North Fifth Street.

S

Beautiful Cut Roses

7UKOIL,

Postponed to

r

ANTONIO

CASH AND DELIVERY
Guy's Transfer Is prepared to fill
bin
with
either
your
Precinct 20.
Gallup lump ALL KINDS AND SIZES LUNCH
To all women and men who will or Hngan coal. Leave your orBASKETS.
support the Democratic ticket at ders now and avoid me rush.
CONCORD GRAPES
OP
323 South Second.
PLENTY
the next election, to meet Friday,
II Y BASKET
N. Phone 2122-September 29, at 7:30 p. m. at the Phone 371
SH.2.1
BOX
APPLES,
Central school building, corner of
$1.00
SUGAR,
Third and Lead, for the purpose of
2.V
Breakfast Cup Coffee, lb
(34) delegates
selecting thirty-fou- r
to the county convention, which
Corn Elnl.es, pkg
.7!iC
10c
will be held on Wednesday, OctoPork nnd Henna
ber 4, at 10 a. m.
Designs, Corsages, Bouquets at loose Macaroni, lb
ltlc
EDGAR BASS.
(Adv.)
10c
loose Spaghetti, ID
"THE FLOWER SHOP"
Vice Chairman, Precinct "6.
HOME SORGHUM, gal. ...$1.00
5 and 10 lbs.
Pnre Sorghum.
118 S. Fourlh.
Phone 088-- J
The Hancock Electric Co., 122
Hebe Small Milk. 6 for
25c
Son Ih
Phone 2287-V- .
Yule;
Bulk Peanut Butter, lh
20c
Adv.
Honey, pints, 45c;
gallon,
$1.5.
83c; gallon
MADAM PETITE, PALMIST
ferns. Ives
Ilcaiiillul
New Comb Honey
2."e
Phone 732. AdT.
Thursday and Friday will be
Lima Deans, 7 lbs
$1.00
tho last days. She reads strictBlack-Eye- d
Peas, lb
12Hc
Public Stenographer.
tells past,
ly from science,
Cider Vinegar
50c
J tut. 8, Mcllnl Hide.
I'll. 303. Adv.
and
Guaranfuture.
Site
Sack of Meal
present
tees satisfaction.
1724 West
2.".e
Bncon.
lb
Pig
Wedding
bouquets. I Central. Phono 2130-25c
Corsages,
P.'S Hani, Ih
732.
Adv.
Ives. Phono

ADOLPM

LKS' CIRCUS

Phono 351

Dance
Formal
Friday
at
20th
Sept.
night,
Masonic Temple for ill
Shriners and their Ladies
Good music and eats.
REMEMBER

Y

WtSgHHO

ORDER A LOAD TODAY

Announcement

PHONE

Sound

Clean

Dry

s,

PRODUCTION

ASSOCIATION.

SHRINERS,
ATTENTION

deMILLE

WILLIAM

OPERING

Is the last day the
presentativo of the D. & li.
V.
It. 11. will be nt the
(i.
He wants
Alvarado Hotel.
boilcrninkers,
machinists,
car
blacksmiths and
repairers.
and
Will
explain conditions
rates of pay.
Free transportation to point
sent.

Effective at once our drivers
will make early morning deIn
the
liveries
University

WOOD

J.

Today

NOTICE

Sho married lilm for money
and he knew It. Put when
tho fiend in him threatened to
e
destroy her
Seo this superb plcturlzatlon
a
of the greatest
ever written.
Seeiiurlo hy Clara Beranger,
From
Broadhurst's
Georgo
Sensational Stage Success.
marriage-melodram-

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- e
Cloths)
Kirsh Curtain Hods
Phono 1619-415 North Siith

Ki

321 N. Second.

LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAl

Tf you contemplate
buying furniture and good furniture
over this
that, practically at YOUU OWN PniCB, look
list and be convinced:
One walnut vanity dressing table, one walnut stand table,s
bed, with springs and mattress, one. bird
one walnut
maple bed,
eve maple vanity dressing table, one bird's eye walnut
dineye maple stool,
springs and mattress, one bird'sone
table and
breakfast
white
table,
and
chairs
six
set,
ing
Is not
chair, two rugs 8x6. and small rugs. This furniture
.
cheap it is first class.
at 82 0 Soutn
Prospective buyers are 3 0requested Into thecall
7
morning.
o'clock
and
between
Arno street

SPECIAL TRIP
Taos Fiesta: three days, leaving September 29.
Isleta: Regular trips Tuesday,
Thursday. Saturday, at 0:30.
KOSIIAKE TOURS
Phono 1500.
Sit W. Gold.

Representative

Ql ERQtE

THEATRE
1

v.

AT.lU

-

PRIVATE SALE OF HIGH CLASS
FURNITURE

To

Your Inspection
Always uso pasteurized

W;.-y.f:-.-

For-rest-

tlv.

Nliolo milk or crcmn, quality
better than city health require-mentDelivered daily In any
trlty.
Humility to any part of the
J'hone 2105-11Butler's lhilry.

pup-pic-

J.

EOR DEMOCRATIC
MEETING.

THIMBLE

A

EMPIRE Cleaners

1

s.

houses, twenty-fiv- e
foot lots, two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good location. See S
Kahn, 109 North First, cash or

S T O R E, , Phone 28

508 West Central.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Trices.
Opposite Postoffice.
118 South Fourth.

September 28,

Albuquerque's

Finest
Theatre

GIST

ME

PHONE

Always
Worth
While

AIR COOLED

805-- J

The Voice in

the Dark
caused the Judge to
pause, clinch his fist
and swear vengeance
on the man who had
The
wronged him.
next instant he was
himself again. Tha
lovable reprobate

"THE
PRODIGAL
JUDGE"

2

Gre.'ii-house-

STARTING TODAY THREE DAYS

,

m.

lis

Michigan

Concord

Grapes,

basket

Johnson's Educator Bran Cookies
Backman's Genuine Reading Pretzels
Richelieu Sweedish Style Milk Wafers
Dr.

Richelieu
Richelieu
Richelieu
Richelieu

,55c

Cream Icing
Thousand Island Dressing
Mayonnaise
Coffee

Richelieu Darjeeling Tea

Difference."

Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

SKINNER'S
WILLY-NILL- Y
Phone 60.

205 South First Street.

Production
featuring

JeanPaig

West Gold Avenue.

and an
Adapted

CHOCOLATE

world-famo-

CREAM COFFEE
Sold At This Store.
We Sell 5kjnNER'S

AZTEC FUEL
COMPANY
Phone 251
L. Joe filler, Prop.

ar

car

from
novq

Added Attractio:
"Building Up"

th highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodle and
other Macaroni. Product.

Phone 251

all-st-

by
Vaughan Kestev

Prices t
Matinee: Adults, 25c; Children, 10c.
Night (6 to 11): Adults, 35c; Children, 15c,
(Tax Included)

We guarantee Richelieu Darjeeling Ten to be best
Tea grown. The flavor cannot be excelled.
Richelieu Chinook Salmon
Richelieu Lobster
Monsoon Tuna
Blue Flag (packed in Japan) Crabmeat
Monsoon Michigan hand picked Navy Beans.

"Try the Willy Nilly Cash Way and. Bank the

SO

a

FRANK TROTTER
NEW ARRIVALS

An EDWARD

.

Save

CIj,1fi The great horse race
OEil-the desperate airplane
flight the breakneck auto dash
I lie
"plot to frame tho race
and other smashing episodes!

SUGARITE CHESTNUT
v

It costs less and you use less.
We guarantee satisfaction

Also a Sunshine

Money by Buying

Comedy, "Excuse

Me S heriff"

MW STATE

In

furnace, heater and ran ft

COAL COMPANY

Phone 35

:

:7'"

Regular Admission Prices

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT

